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ABSTRACT
Visual discomfort is the adverse sensations, such as headaches and eyestrain,
encountered on viewing certain stimuli. These sensations can arise under cer-
tain viewing conditions, such as stereoscopic viewing and prolonged reading
of text patterns. Also, discomfort can occur as a result of viewing stimuli
with certain spatial properties, including stripes and filtered noise patterns
of particular spatial frequency. This thesis is an exploration of the stimulus
properties causing discomfort, within the framework of two theoretical expla-
nations. Both of the explanations relate to the stimuli being difficult for the
visual system to process. The first is concerned with discomfort being the re-
sult of inefficient neural processing. Neural activity requires energy to process
information, and stimuli that demand a lot of energy to be processed might be
uncomfortable. The second explanation revolves around uncomfortable stimuli
not being effective in driving the accommodative (focussing) response. Accom-
modation relies on the stimulus as a cue to drive the response effectively - an
uninformative cue might result in discomfort from an uncertain accommodative
response. The following research investigates both these possibilities using a
combination of psychophysical experimentation, questionnaire-based surveys
on non-clinical populations, and computational modelling. The implications
of the work for clinical populations are also discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Visual Discomfort
Visual discomfort is defined as the unpleasant sensations reported on viewing
particular stimuli, such as high contrast striped patterns (Wilkins, Nimmo-
Smith, Tait, McManus, Sala, Tilley, Arnold, Barrie, and Scott, 1984), abstract
noise patterns (e.g Fernandez and Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic, Land, Wilkins,
and Webster, 2010), and text (e.g Wilkins and Nimmo-Smith, 1987; Conlon,
Lovegrove, Chekaluk, and Pattison, 1999; Nahar, Sheedy, Hayes, and Tai, 2007;
Chase, Tosha, Borsting, and 3rd. Ridder, 2009; Tosha, Borsting, 3rd Ridder,
and Chase, 2009). Unpleasant sensations reported are wide ranging and show
much individual variation: some individuals chosen from the general popula-
tion report much discomfort, others report less, on viewing stimuli such as text
(e.g. Conlon et al., 1999) and striped patterns (Evans and Stevenson, 2008).
Symptoms have been reported to include headache, dry eyes, diplopia, and
blur (Conlon et al., 1999; Sheedy, Hayes, and Engle, 2003), and illusory effects
such as shadowy shapes, colours and scintillation (Evans and Stevenson, 2008).
Discomfort is necessariliy subjective. Lambooij, Wijnand, Isselsteijn, and Hen-
derickx (2007) make the distinction between subjective feelings of discomfort
and visual fatigue, which has objectively measurable consequences in terms of
eye movements for example. However, in work by other authors the distinction
between discomfort and fatigue can be somewhat blurred, with some reports
using the terms interchangably (e.g. Shibata, Kim, Hoffman, and Banks, 2011).
It seems likely that the two might share a common cause, and it is even possible
in some cases that fatigue is the cause of discomfort. Results suggest that ocu-
lar motor difficulties might be a cause of discomfort in the case of visual display
1
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units (VDS) (e.g. Nyman, Knave, and Voss, 1985). Additionally, both fatigue
and discomfort might occur under under stereoscopic presentation techniques.
Under stereoscopic conditions, the object disparity specifies a distance from
the observer that is different to that specifed by accommodative (focussing)
cues: the screen. This creates a cue conflict between depth cues provided
by disparity and accommodation responses. As vergence and accommodation
are usually yoked (Fincham, 1951) this is a possible cause of discomfort. A
detrimental effect on the accommodative response has been demonstrated un-
der these circumstances (MacKenzie, Hoffman, and Watt, 2010), as well as
reports of subjective discomfort (e.g. Hoffman, Girshick, Akeley, and Banks,
2008; Shibata et al., 2011).
Properties of Uncomfortable Stimuli
The method of presentation is one possible way in which discomfort can occur
through cue conflict. However, some stimuli are inherently uncomfortable, such
as striped patterns (e.g. Wilkins et al., 1984). Discomfort from such patterns
cannot be accounted for in terms of cue conflict. Discomfort must instead arise
from their spatial properties, and how they are processed by the visual system.
Therefore, the main focus of this study is to investigate visual discomfort in
intrinsically uncomfortable stimuli, by manipulating their spatial properties,
and to relate this to theories of visual processing.
There is a wide range of stimuli that can potentially evoke adverse effects in
the observer. These stimuli include certain kinds of periodic patterns such as
high contrast striped patterns (e.g Wilkins et al., 1984), filtered noise patterns
(e.g. Fernandez and Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic et al., 2010), particular flicker-
ing patterns (e.g. Binnie, Findlay, and Wilkins, 1985), and even text (e.g.
Nahar et al., 2007). Patterns evoking effects such as discomfort, headaches
or motion illusions can be seen outside of the laboratory in escalator treads
(Cohn and Lasley, 1990), Op-Art artworks (Zanker and Leonards, 2006) and
paintings inspired by migraines, such as the work of Debbie Ayles (Fernandez
and Wilkins, 2008). Additionally, individuals drawn from student populations
have also reported discomfort on prolonged reading of text patterns (Nahar
et al., 2007; Tosha et al., 2009; Chase et al., 2009). As well as periodic patterns,
filtered noise patterns with differing spatial frequency content have been shown
to be uncomfortable (e.g. Fernandez and Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic et al., 2010).
These filtered noise patterns are not periodic stimuli, yet still evoke discomfort
judgements based on their spatial attributes.
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Certain spatial properties such as spatial frequency, contrast, size of pattern,
etc affect the amount of discomfort reported (Wilkins et al., 1984). Contrast
has differential effects depending on the type of stimulus: high contrast grat-
ings are judged uncomfortable (Wilkins et al., 1984), but low contrast text is
more uncomfortable than high (Nahar et al., 2007). Spatial frequency content
is another property affecting discomfort judgements of both periodic stimuli
and filtered noise patterns (e.g. Wilkins et al., 1984; Fernandez and Wilkins,
2008; Juricevic et al., 2010). Investigating the precise spatial attributes of
uncomfortable patterns is useful in ascertaining why these stimuli cause dis-
comfort. For example, it has been suggested that uncomfortable stimuli might
cause excessive activity in the brain (e.g. Juricevic et al., 2010). Therefore it is
logical that a high contrast stimulus might evoke even more of a response than
a low contrast stimulus, thus exacerbating the problem. By using a theoretical
framework, it is possible to characterise uncomfortable images and account for
their effects in terms of visual processing.
Reasons for Studying Discomfort
There are many reasons for studying visual discomfort. One reason is to ac-
count for the effects in terms of visual processing, thus expanding our under-
standing of this system. In particular, there is an increasing body of research
into optimal visual processing, whether cortical (e.g. Field, 1994), or ocular
motor (e.g. MacKenzie et al., 2010). In both of these examples, evidence
is provided to suggest that the visual system requires the stimulus to have
certain properties in order for the visual system to process it effectively. A
better understanding of the properties that make a stimulus suboptimal for
the visual system might therefore give insights into how the system works.
Another reason for studying visual discomfort is that uncomfortable visual
stimuli, particularly gratings, can have severe consequences for clinical pop-
ulations typically associated with increased sensitivity to visual stimuli, such
as migraine and epilepsy sufferers. For example, it has been reported that
epileptogenic activity has been elicited in epilepsy sufferers on viewing striped
patterns (e.g. Wilkins, Andermann, and Ives, 1975; Binnie et al., 1985). It
has also been reported that in some cases seizures have been elicited by visual
stimuli in epilepsy suffers (Radhakrishnan, Louis, Johnson, McClelland, West-
moreland, and Klass, 2005). Migraine sufferers report particular discomfort
on viewing high contrast gratings (Marcus and Soso, 1989).
The consequences of viewing uncomfortable stimuli are not limited to clinical
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populations, but can also impact those without a clinical diagnosis. There is
also a spectrum of discomfort reported by those without a clinical diagnosis
(e.g. Conlon, Lovegrove, Hine, Chekaluk, Piatek, and Hayes-Williams, 1998;
Conlon et al., 1999; Conlon, Lovegrove, Barker, and Chekaluk, 2001). This is
also evidence that this might affect performance on visual tasks (e.g. Conlon
and Humphreys, 2001). This highlights the effects that visual stimuli can have
on the brain, and the importance of studying these effects.
There are also reports of more serious consequences for non-clinical popula-
tions. For example, in the late nineties there were reports of the hospitalisation
of over 600 children who watched a particular episode of a popular cartoon.
This cartoon included large area of the screen that alternated blue and red
at 12Hz (Ishida, Yamahita, Matuishi, Ohshima, Ohshima, Kato, and Maeda,
1998). Temporally periodic stimuli are known to evoke epileptogenic activity
(e.g. Binnie et al., 1985; Wilkins, Bonnanni, Porciatti, and Guerrini, 2004).
However, wavelength of light is also a factor influencing discomfort in epilepsy
sufferers (Main, Vlachonikolis, and Dowson, 1997). It has been shown that red-
dish light, of wavelength around 700nm being the most epileptogenic (Wilkins
et al., 2004). Reddish light has also been chosen as most uncomfortable hue
by migraine sufferers (Chronicle and Wilkins, 1991). Therefore it is unclear
whether the temporal attributes, or the wavelength of the light was the cause
of the disturbance.
Although this work opens up possibilities for attempting to prevent the con-
sequences of uncomfortable stimuli, intervention methods are not directly ad-
dressed here. As stated above, another benefit of studying visual discomfort is
a better theoretical understanding of visual processing. Developing a theoret-
ical explanation to account for discomfort effects is therefore one of the aims
of this study. One of the chief arguments of this thesis is that uncomfortable
stimuli are those that are difficult for the visual system to process. Systemat-
ically investigating atttributes of stimuli that the visual system has difficulty
with could give insights into the way in which information is processed.
Multiple Causes of Discomfort
Stimuli could pose a difficulty for the visual system over any number of its pro-
cesses. As seen above, discomfort could be due to difficulty from accommodation-
vergence cue conflict. This would pose a potentially different cause to other
potential sources of discomfort, such as discomfort from fluorescent lighting,
which has also been reported (Conlon et al., 1999). It is thought that fluo-
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rescent lighting might cause discomfort either by glare from high luminance
levels when combined with daylight, or due to the temporal frequency of the
flicker associated, which might be subconsciously perceptible by some individ-
uals (Winterbottom and Wilkins, 2009). There is evidence to suggest that the
range of reported symptoms might be the results of distinct causes (Sheedy
et al., 2003). Sheedy et al. (2003) investigated the reported effects of pro-
longed (15 minutes) viewing of text. The results were analysed using PCA
and it was found that reported effects split into two main groups, which the
authors denoted as those relating to external and those relating to internal
causes. According to these authors, external effects were those relating to
the surface of the eye, including dry eyes, which the authors suggested might
be due to insufficient blinking. Internal effects included reports of headache,
eyestrain, blurred vision, diplopia, and pain behind the eyes. Here the focus
is on internal factors only: this work is concerned with how the visual system
processes information, and not purely mechanical difficulties.
As there are so many potential aspects of the visual system that could have
difficulty with stimuli, it is not possible to investigate them all in this thesis.
Therefore the focus of this thesis is to investigate the contribution of two theo-
retical causes of discomfort: one relating to how visual stimuli are processed in
the brain, and the other relating to the effectiveness of the visual system to use
these stimuli to drive accommodation (focussing) responses. It is thought that
particular images might not have the statistics expected by the visual system,
and therefore not lend themselves to easy processing, either at a cortical level,
or in terms of ocular motor responses. Thus the investigation is aimed at
assessing how efficiently uncomfortable stimuli are processed in the brain, and
the usefulness of the stimuli to drive accommodation.
These two explanations can be applied to some of the stimuli identified as
uncomfortable. For example, individuals report discomfort from text (Conlon
et al., 1999). It has been suggested that periodic stimuli might cause overly
large cortical responses (Wilkins et al., 1984), and it has been suggested that
text can be thought of as a periodic pattern (Wilkins, Smith, Willison, Beare,
Boyd, Hardy, Mell, Peach, and Harper, 2007). Alternative theories involving
ocular motor responses have been proposed as a cause of the discomfort from
text patterns (Chase et al., 2009; Tosha et al., 2009). Therefore choice of
stimulus is critical here to discern between the two theoretical explanations.
The kinds of stimuli that are optimal for the visual system might be those with
the attributes typical of natural images. To understand why uncomfortable
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stimuli might be difficult to process they must be compared to the processing
of natural images. It is possible that uncomfortable stimuli present difficult
stimuli for the visual system as they have spatial properties very different
from those that typify natural scenes. The properties of natural images will
be discussed in the next section.
1.2 Natural Images
Efficient visual processing of images depends on their statistical properties.
Natural images are scenes typically seen in everyday environments, such as
woods, beaches, vegetables, the office, etc. Some investigators distinguish be-
tween scenes containing man-made objects and those that do not (e.g. Torralba
and Oliva, 2003). Torralba and Oliva (2003) showed that artificial environ-
ments typically contain more anisotropies based on the cardinal axes than
images without man-made material. In other words, images of man-made en-
vironments have more oriented information based around the horizontal and
vertical than completely natural images (e.g., woods etc), which are more
isotropic (information at all orientations). Additionally, Torralba and Oliva
(2003) showed that it is possible to classify images into those containing man-
made objects and those without based on their amplitude spectra. However
this distinction has not been upheld by other investigators (e.g. Baddeley and
Hancock, 1991), whose work is relavant to the efficient coding models explained
in more detail below. As the efficient coding models do not make this distinc-
tion between purely natural images, and those containing artificial material,
this distinction will not be made in this thesis. Therefore the term ‘natural
images’ includes all images that are of real-world scenes in this thesis.
Natural images, whether or not they contain man-made objects, are predictable
- they are statistically very similar, occupying only a narrow range of all pos-
sible image statistics (Simoncelli and Olshausen, 2001). The visual system
might exploit this predictability in order to process them with minimal effort
(Simoncelli and Olshausen, 2001).
Black and white images can be considered as consisting of information con-
tained as variation in contrast across space. Images can be analysed for their
statistical properties using the Fourier Transform. This commonly used math-
ematical technique decomposes images into their spatial frequency content.
Spatial frequency is a measure of contrast variation over space. In a simple
grating, spatial frequency is the number of stripes in a given amount of space:
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Figure 1.1: Amplitude spectra of noise and natural images
high spatial frequency would thus consist of narrow stripes (rapid change in
luminance over space), low spatial freqency of wider stripes. In natural images,
this might be thought of as level of detail: finer detail is higher spatial fre-
quency. In any image, there is a certain amount of contrast amplitude at each
level of spatial frequency. This is the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the image.
In white noise images, there is equal amplitude at all spatial frequencies, thus
the amplitude spectrum is flat, see the left hand side of Figure 1.1.
In natural images, contrast amplitude typically falls with increasing spatial
frequency. Thus one of the statistical properties typifying natural images is the
relative amounts (contrast amplitude) of spatial frequency information present
in the image: the 1/fβ amplitude spectrum, where f is spatial frequency. The
amplitude spectrum typical of natural images can be seen on the right hand
side of 1.1. Contrast energy falls with approximately 1/fβ, where β is in the
range 0.8 to 1.5 (Tolhurst, Tadmour, and Chao, 1992).
The amplitude spectrum is only one component of the Fourier Transform,
the other component is the phase spectrum. The amplitude spectrum is a
measure of how much information is present at each spatial frequency. The
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phase spectrum is a measure of how the energy at different spatial frequency
components lines up. Step edges contain many spatial frequency components.
Components in phase are all aligned, and additive energy at many spatial
frequencies in the same location creates the edge. Shifting the relative phases
of the spatial frequency components will smudge the edge information over a
larger area. Therefore the edge is no longer a step edge. The phase spectrum
will be explained in more detail in the section on blur.
1.3 Sparse Coding
Natural image statistics have particular consequences for the visual system.
Laughlin (1983) suggested that a prerequisite for efficient coding is that there
must be good agreement between the characteristics of the code and the type
of information it is representing. Central to this concept is the idea of re-
dundancy. If there are relationships between the bits of information, then
this is predictable. For example, English is not unpredictable. The sentence
‘The cat is ...’ is somewhat predictable. It is more likely that the missing
word will be an adjective than a noun, for example. If this is the case, then
the relationships between the words means the number of possible words to
fill the gap is constrained. The same concept can be applied to images. For
example, if it is more likely that a dark pixel will be next to a dark pixel
than a white one, much of the image is actually predictable. Natural images
tend to be predictable - contrast varies smoothly across surfaces, but not at
edges. Edges are relatively rare, but contain much of the useful information
of the image (Marr and Hildreth, 1980). If the image is predictable like this,
then assumptions can be made about it to limit the number of units needed
to code it - i.e. it might be possible to code only the (relatively infrequent)
edges. For example, if the value of a certain number of pixels are known across
the image then the unknown pixel values between them can be filled based
on the assumption. In this manner, predictability of redundant images can
be exploited by using a coding method that minimises the number of units
needed to transmit the information in the image. However, if the image is
totally random, then the same number of units are needed to code the image
as are pixels present in the image itself. Thus if the image is not redundant,
and therefore not predictable, no saving can be made on the number of units
needed to process it. A sparse code can be used to reduce processing costs,
but only if the input image matches the assumptions of the system.
In information theory, the total amount of information in a signal can be
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divided into small chunks known as bits. If the information is predictable,
then it is not necessary to transmit all possible bits for the message to be
conveyed with sufficient accuracy. Instead, it is possible to transmit only some
bits, and reconstruct the message on arrival. A measure of the predictability of
information is the entropy. Predictable information has low entropy, meaning
the information is largely redundant. Maximising the entropy of each trans-
mitted bit of information is a scheme for conveying more information with
fewer units, called compression. By increasing the entropy, more independent
chunks of information are conveyed per unit, thus fewer units are required to
convey the total message. Transmitting a compressed message, and recovering
it on arrival is more efficient than using many units to code each small chunk
of information separately.
In this manner, the visual system might be able to exploit the redundancy
in the signal from images, if they are predictable. By maximising the signal
entropy, the visual system can transmit sufficient information without needing
so many active units, in this case neurons. However, this method depends on
there being predictability in the information to be encoded. If the information
is random, there is no redundancy to exploit, and thus no improvement in
efficiency. If all bits of information are unrelated to each other then they must
all be coded for individually. Many neurons would be needed to code the
random stimulus; therefore it would have a high metabolic cost. Fortunately,
natural images are not random; they have predictable characteristic properties,
such as a 1/f amplitude spectrum (Tolhurst et al., 1992).
It is important that visual information is processed efficiently as it is metabol-
ically expensive for neurons to be active. Some neurons in the visual cortex
respond to visual stimuli by increasing their firing rate above a baseline level.
This increase in activity demands more energy than when the neuron is at rest
(the baseline response). Thus it is advantageous for neurons in the brain to
process images efficiently as active units are metabolically expensive (Barlow,
1961). Lennie (2003) speculated that only 1/50th of all neurons can be active
at any one time, and it would be impossible to supply enough energy for them
to all to respond simultaneously. Thus there is a need for efficient allocation
of metabolic resources. One possible way of efficiently coding stimuli might
involve sparse coding.
Theoretical work has suggested that the visual system is optimised to code
images with 1/f statistics efficiently, by using a sparse code (Field, 1987, 1994,
1999; Olshausen and Field, 2004). Sparse responses are desirable as only a few
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units would be strongly active at any one time, and the rest would not respond.
In this manner the visual system would conserve energy. A sparse code would
be marked by a highly kurtotic response. Kurtosis is a measure of peakiness of
a distribution, therefore a highly kurtotic distribution could mean that most
neurons are inactive, and a sharp peak of a few neurons being strongly active.
Highly kurtotic, sparse responses have been proposed as an efficient way of
maximising signal transfer with minimal cost (e.g. Field, 1994, 1999). It is
thought that the kurtosis of the response increases with progressive processing
as the information is transferred from the retinal image to the lateral geniculate
nucleus (LGN) and then to the cortex (Olshausen and Field, 2004).
Sparse coding has the advantage of high signal to noise ratios (Field, 1987,
1994; van Hateren and Ruderman, 1998; Field, 1999), as noise in the signal
has been filtered out, which could result in good metabolic efficiency. Sparse
codes have also been suggested to be an optimal response in terms of balancing
the demands of information transfer and metabolic expense (Graham, 2006).
Additionally, the theory of sparse coding is supported by cell recordings in
the primary visual cortex (Vinje and Gallant, 2000). Critically, it has been
suggested that sparse coding might be the optimal coding strategy for 1/f
stimuli over multiple scales (Olshausen and Field, 2000), which are typical of
the scale-invariant 1/f natural image statistics.
Redies, Hasenstein, and Denzler (2007) argued that a visual input that results
in a sparse response would be aesthetically pleasing. Visual discomfort might
be the reverse; an inefficient coding strategy to a particular stimulus would not
result in a sparse response and therefore result in visual discomfort. Images
with different statistics, for example those consisting of randomly generated
noise will not become more sparse as they progress through the visual system,
as they do not increase kurtosis with subsequent processing. Thus the relative
amounts of spatial frequency information in the initial image is important to
facilitate optimal coding.
It has been suggested that visual discomfort might be due to overly large corti-
cal responses (Juricevic et al., 2010). This is possible as uncomfortable images
are those with statistics different from those of natural images (e.g. Fernandez
and Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic et al., 2010; O’Hare and Hibbard, 2011). As it is
critical for a sparse code that the image statistics match the assumptions of
the system, inefficient coding of these stimuli could well result in overly large
responses. It has been shown that clinical populations show large cortical
responses to periodic stimuli (e.g Wilkins, Darby, and Binnie, 1979). It has
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been suggested that these large responses, to a less extreme extent, might
be the cause of discomfort in non-clinical populations (Wilkins et al., 1984).
There is also neuroimaging evidence that there is more activity on viewing
uncomfortable stimuli than less uncomfortable stimuli (Huang, Zong, Wilkins,
Jenkins, Bozoki, and Cao, 2011). Thus it seems a possibility that discomfort
is due to inefficient coding of stimuli whose statistics do not match those the
visual system is optimised to encode.
1.4 Accommodation Responses
Neural coding is not the sole facet of the visual system requiring specific in-
put characteristics in order to respond optimally. Other aspects of the visual
system also rely on appropriate stimulus properties for optimal performance.
For example, the relative amplitude across spatial frequency is an important
cue for accommodation (focussing) responses. It has been suggested that the
accommodative system operates to maximise the contrast on the retinal image
(MacKenzie et al., 2010). Indeed, when the contrast is too low the accom-
modative response remains at baseline levels, implying that the visual system
makes no attempt to focus the image (Kotaluk and Schor, 1987).
The accommodative response is thought to be driven by a variety of cues, in-
cluding feedback derived from the spatial frequency content of the image itself
(Charman and Tucker, 1977). Low spatial frequency information is thought
to drive the gross response, which is fine-tuned using the higher spatial fre-
quency information (Charman, 1979). Evidence suggests that midrange spatial
frequencies, around 3-5 cycles/degree, are important for the accommodative
system (Owens, 1980; MacKenzie et al., 2010). Thus it is likely that natural
stimuli contain sufficient relative amounts of spatial frequency information at
various scales to provide a useful cue to the accommodative response.
By contrast, images containing a relative excess of low spatial frequency in-
formation are perceived as blurred (Murray and Bex, 2010). It is possible
that an image lacking in appropriate amounts of the correct spatial frequency
information will lead to uncertainty in the accommodation response (Owens,
1980). Uncertainty in the accommodative response might manifest itself in
terms of increased microfluctations (Day, Gray, Seidel, and Strang, 2009a).
This uncertainty could be the source of discomfort. Thus, in addition to the
possibility that inefficient neural coding could be the source of the discomfort,
it could also result from uncertainty in the accommodative response.
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Individual Differences in Discomfort
As previously stated, not all individuals report the same amounts of discomfort
from the same stimuli (e.g. Conlon et al., 1999; Evans and Stevenson, 2008).
Clinical populations especially report excessive discomfort from periodic stim-
uli, more so than healthy volunteers (Marcus and Soso, 1989). One possible
explanation for this is in terms of an overresponsive cortex in the clinical popu-
lations (Wilkins et al., 1979). This might extend into a spectrum of discomfort
affecting more of the general population. For example, it could be the case
that the individual differences in the general population could be accounted
for in terms of differing levels of cortical excitibility.
There are also potential reasons for individual differences in discomfort due
to differences in optics. For example, the accommodative response typically
starts to fail after the age of 40 (Ostrin and Glasser, 2004). It might be the
case that the better the optics an individual has, the less tolerance they have
for blur. This is logical: if the optics are too poor to notice the blur, then
this blur will go undetected and not cause a problem. There is evidence to
suggest that myopes have less sensitivity to blur (Wang, Cuiffreda, and Va-
sudevan, 2006). However, other studies contest this, finding no difference in
accommodation response between myopes and emmetropes (e.g. Chen, 2002;
Cuﬄin and Mallen, 2008). Therefore it is expected that individuals will not
all report the same discomfort, and this may be predictable for some stimuli
by their optics.
These two suggestions are only some of the possibilities for individual differ-
ences. Obviously these are not exhaustive or exclusive. However, by developing
a theoretical account clear predictions are made regarding the origins of some
of the individual differences. This will be investigated in Chapter 9.
1.5 Summary
To summarise, the main focus of this thesis is to investigate the image prop-
erties that affect visual discomfort in non-clinical populations. This will be
investigated using two aspects of a theoretical framework. The chief argument
is that stimuli that are uncomfortable are those that the visual system is unable
to process optimally. This is either in terms of inefficient neural coding or by
providing inadequate cues to accommodation.
The prevalence and severity of visual discomfort in the general population
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was also investigated. Additionally, the impact of uncomfortable stimuli on
performance in visual tasks was also assessed. This was to ascertain whether
reported discomfort was severe enough to prove detrimental to performance,
and to provide a practical measure of the implications of discomfort from visual
stimuli.
Note Concerning Structure
This is an introduction of the main argument of this thesis. As this thesis covers
a broad range of topics (e.g. natural image statistics, spatial frequency, blur,
depth-of-field, accommodation-vergence conflicts, binocular co-ordination, vi-
sual search, contrast, migraine), this introduction does not contain a complete
literature review of relevant material for all the topics covered. Instead, each
of the chapters covers the relevant literature in its own introduction. A short
summary of each of the chapters is as follows:
Chapter 2: Spatial Frequency
The impact of spatial frequency on visual discomfort is assessed using filtered
noise images. Psychophysical experiments were conducted, controlling for dif-
ferences in perceived contrast and eccentricity.
Chapter 3: Modelling Sparse Coding
The sparseness of responses of the early visual system to uncomfortable stim-
uli were simulated using a sparse coding model. Sparseness was assessed by
analysing response kurtosis, mode value, and distribution shape of the model
output.
Chapter 4: Blur
Spatial frequency content is also important to blur perception and the accom-
modative response. In this chapter, discomfort judgements of blurred stimuli
were made by participants in psychophysical experiments. The change in con-
trast due to optics was modelled using a simplified model of the modulation
transfer function of the human eye.
Chapter 5: Depth-of-field
Blur location is critical to its influence on the accommodative response. Whether
the location of blur influenced discomfort judgements was assessed using depth-
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of-field, which is peripheral and does not directly influence accommodation.
The effects of conflict between depth-of-field blur and other depth cues (ver-
gence and accommodation) was assessed.
Chapter 6: Visual Search
Observers have previously made discomfort judgements of certain stimuli.
Whether stimuli previously establshed to affect discomfort judgements also
influcenced performance on a simple visual search task was investigated in this
chapter.
Chapter 7: Reading
Text is a periodic stimulus, which could be uncomfortable due to binocular
co-ordination difficulaties or large cortical responses. Additionally, there is an
established association between visual discomfort and reading performance.
This study consisted of two experiments investigating the impact of text ma-
nipulations designed to facilitate binocular co-ordination or reduce the poten-
tial for large cortical responses.
Chapter 8: Contrast
The effects of contrast and luminance on discomfort judgements were assessed
in this study. Participants rated images of striped patterns, text and natural
images with contrast and luminance systematically manipulated.
Chapter 9: A Wider Look at Visual Discomfort
The prevalence of visual discomfort sufferers in a wider population than in
the previous experimental chapters was investigated using an online survey.
Respondents completed standardised measures of visual discomfort and rated
images similar to those used in the previous experiments involved in this thesis.
Chapter 10: Migraine
Migraine is a disorder with associations with vision through visual symptoms
and differences in visual performance. Additionally, greater visual discomfort
is typically reported by migraineurs than controls. This chapter reviews the
relevant literature to on migraineur neural responsiveness, performance on
visual tasks, and the theoretical frameworks underlying the disorder.
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CHAPTER 2
SPATIAL FREQUENCY AND
VISUAL DISCOMFORT
2.1 Introduction
Many factors might influence perception of discomfort from visual stimuli. In
this chapter the focus is on the role of spatial frequency as a determinant
of discomfort. Using striped patterns of differing spatial frequency, Wilkins
et al. (1984) assessed discomfort by asking participants about the number of
illusions and aversive sensations they experienced on viewing these patterns.
It was found that striped patterns of spatial frequencies within the range of 2-8
cycles/degree were particularly associated with visual discomfort, more than
higher or lower spatial frequencies. This was investigated further by Fernan-
dez and Wilkins (2008) who provided additional evidence for the importance
of a similar range of spatial frequencies, this time those within two octaves
of 3 cycles/degree. They compared the Fourier amplitude spectra of artworks
judged as uncomfortable to view, with those for artworks that were judged
as comfortable. They found a pronounced concentration of energy within two
octaves of 3 cycles/degree in the former. This suggests that the presence of
relatively large amounts of energy around this spatial frequency contributes to
the experience of discomfort. This was tested experimentally by manipulating
the amount of energy in this region in random noise patterns. It was found
that increasing the amount of energy within two octaves of 3 cycles/degree
increased ratings of discomfort, while reducing the amount of energy around
this frequency decreased these ratings. As noted by Fernandez and Wilkins
(2008), spatial frequencies around this range have been associated with the
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highest levels of aversion, and have a greater probability of inducing seizures
in some epilepsy sufferers than other frequencies. For example, spatial fre-
quencies between 1 and 4 cycles/degree were found to be optimum for causing
paroxysmal activity in EEG recordings by Binnie and Darby (1980).
One suggestion as to why some images might be more uncomfortable than
others is that discomfort is associated with deviations from the spatial statis-
tics of natural images (Fernandez and Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic et al., 2010).
Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) examined the effects of deviations from a 1/f
amplitude spectrum. Images with an excess of contrast energy at frequencies
around 3 cycles/degree were found to be more uncomfortable than images with
a 1/f natural slope. These results suggest that deviations in the amplitude
spectrum of images away from the 1/f natural slope might cause discomfort.
Consistent with this view, Juricevic et al. (2010) showed that varying the slope
of the amplitude function of images affected their rated discomfort. They
used random noise images, and ‘Mondrian’ patterns comprising randomly po-
sitioned overlapping rectangles. They found the lowest discomfort ratings for
a natural slope, with judged discomfort increasing for higher and lower slopes.
It has also been suggested that the aesthetic value of images is influenced by
the extent to which they conform to the expected statistics of natural images
(Redies et al., 2007; Graham and Redies, 2010). As it might be expected that
aesthetics has a component associated with the pleasure of viewing a stimulus,
it might be expected that images deviating from these 1/f statistics are judged
as uncomfortable. From this overall body of evidence, a case is made that those
images that do not conform to natural image statistics will cause discomfort.
The observation that uncomfortable images might be those that deviate from
natural image statistics does not explain why such departures might be asso-
ciated with discomfort. One possible explanation involves the idea of optimal
processing of incoming visual stimuli. It is often assumed that the visual
system is in some way optimised for images with properties that are typical
of those encountered in the natural environment. It follows from this that
there will be other types of images for which its responses will not be optimal.
Discomfort might arise from this non-optimal response. One issue that has
received considerable attention is whether the visual system is optimised for
encoding images with a 1/f amplitude spectrum. The visual system is organ-
ised into spatial frequency channels. A channel is a collection of neurons that
respond to a similar attribute - in this case, spatial frequency. Each channel
is responsible for processing visual information in a certain spatial frequency
range, called a bandwidth (see DeValois, Albrecht, and Thorell, 1982, p. 177).
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The bandwidth of each channel increases in octaves. Field (1994) argued that
the bandwidths of spatial frequency tuned channels are optimised for this type
of amplitude spectrum. Visual information is processed by channels that are
tuned for spatial frequency. These channels can be characterised by their
preferred spatial frequency, and their spatial frequency bandwidth. The latter
refers to the range of frequencies to which they are sensitive. Measurements
of the bandwidths of spatial frequency tuned channels have shown that, as
the preferred frequency of a channel increases, its bandwidth increases when
measured on a linear scale, but remains constant on an octave scale (Field,
1994). Stimuli with a 1/f amplitude spectrum have greater energy at low
spatial frequencies than at high. The constant octave bandwidth of channels
means that the total amount of information carried by each channel will be
constant for images with a 1/f amplitude spectrum. Conversely, when stimuli
do not have a 1/f amplitude spectrum, the amount of information carried will
vary across channels. This imbalance across channels might cause discomfort
by not being optimally processed, creating an overly large response in a par-
ticular population of neurons. The reponse would not be distributed sparsely
across all possible processing resources, which would mean a less efficient re-
sponse, thus discomfort might occur.
Another way in which the visual system might be optimised for 1/f statistics is
in its differential sensitivity for different spatial frequency information, known
as the contrast sensitivity function. It is well established that sensitivity to low-
contrast, narrowband stimuli (such as gratings) peaks for frequencies around 4
cycles/degree, and decreases for both higher and lower frequencies (Campbell
and Robson, 1968). The fall-off in sensitivity for low spatial frequencies can
be seen as an optimal adaptation to 1/f images because, as contrast increases
with decreasing frequency, signals may be accurately transmitted with a low
gain, in order to minimise the metabolic cost with little loss of information.
As signals have a higher amplitude at low frequencies in the first instance,
it is beneficial to reduce the gain so that metabolic energy is not expended
unnecessarily. At high spatial frequencies, there is little useful information as
the signal amplitude is expected to be low. Gain here is therefore low in order
to avoid expending energy on signals with a low signal-to-noise ratio (Atick,
1992), which would serve simply to amplify the noise. The gain in both cases is
thus optimised to equalise the responses resulting from the particular statistics
of the typical natural visual environment (i.e. the 1/f amplitude spectrum).
Again, it follows that signals which do not have the expected 1/f amplitude
spectrum will be encoded inefficiently. The consequences of this might include
an unequal distribution of activity across spatial frequency channels, an inef-
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ficient use of metabolic resources, and a reduced signal-to-noise ratio.
It has been proposed that discomfort arises when visual stimuli produce ex-
ceptionally strong neural responses (Wilkins et al., 1984; Wilkins, 1995). Con-
centration of energy around 3 cycles/degree might be expected to increase the
strength of the neural response, since this frequency is around the peak of
the contrast sensitivity function. The strength of the neural response will be
expected to increase as the contrast of an image is increased. Stimulus contrast
has been shown to affect discomfort judgements: higher contrast can lead to
greater discomfort judgements in striped and filtered noise stimuli (Wilkins
et al., 1984; Fernandez and Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic et al., 2010).
When assessing the effects of manipulating the Fourier amplitude spectrum
on discomfort, Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) were careful to control for the
physical (RMS) contrast of their stimuli. They did this in two different ways.
In one set of stimuli, the amplitudes of the natural slope and bump images
were matched at the 3 cycles/degree peak of the bump. This meant that the
amplitude was lower in the bump images than in the natural slope images at
all other frequencies (RMS contrast was 0.12 and 0.2 respectively), and they
therefore had a lower amplitude overall. Another set of stimuli was created in
which the overall contrast of the images was matched (RMS contrast of 0.2).
They found the same pattern of discomfort judgements in both cases.
However, it is unclear whether observers would have perceived either set of
stimuli as having the same contrast. Observers are more sensitive to spatial
frequencies around 4 cycles/degree than they are to higher or lower frequencies
(Campbell and Robson, 1968). Therefore, adding a bump in the amplitude
spectrum around this spatial frequency might create a greater response com-
pared to other stimuli with bumps at higher or lower spatial frequencies, even
when stimuli are matched for physical contrast. This could then account for
visual discomfort in terms of a disproportionately large response to excess
contrast around the frequency of 3 cycles/degree suggested by Fernandez and
Wilkins (2008). That is, the influence of spatial frequency on visual discomfort
could be a contrast effect resulting from the differential sensitivity to different
spatial frequencies, rather than a direct result of spatial frequency per se.
The contrast sensitivity function measures the detectability of stimuli at low
(just perceptible) levels of contrast. There is evidence of a flattening of this
function at suprathreshold contrast levels (Georgeson and Sullivan, 1975; George-
son, 1985; Georgeson) and for stimuli more complex than the simple gratings
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used to determine the contrast sensitivity function (Bex and Langley, 2007).
This phenomenon is known as contrast constancy. For example, two stimuli
with a different spatial frequency but the same contrast appear more similar
in contrast than would be predicted by a simple comparison of their contrast
thresholds. This flattening is not, however, complete (Bex and Makous, 2002):
stimuli for which contrast thresholds are lowest tend to appear higher in con-
trast at a given level of suprathreshold contrast. Therefore, when contrast
amplitude in broadband stimuli is concentrated around spatial frequencies to
which humans are particularly sensitive, this might result in an increase in
their perceived contrast.
Differences in perceived contrast could potentially account for some of the
effects reported by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008). When stimuli were matched
for overall physical contrast, bump stimuli might be expected to have a higher
perceived contrast then natural slope stimuli. Discomfort might then reflect
these differences in perceived contrast. This explanation would be consistent
with the view that discomfort can arise from cortical hyperexcitation; the
increased response from the stimuli with higher perceived contrast might have
been judged as more uncomfortable. It is not possible to predict exactly how
perceived contrast will be affected by changes in the amplitude spectra for
complex stimuli. Therefore, the aim of the first experiment was to measure
perceived contrast in the current stimuli. This will allow an assessment of
how perceived contrast varies with the location of the peak in spectral power.
It will also allow the creation of stimuli that are matched for their perceived
contrast, which may then be used in the experiments on visual discomfort.
A further complication is that the relationship between image contrast and
discomfort is in fact non-monotonic (Juricevic et al., 2010; Fernandez and
Wilkins, 2008). Discomfort increases when contrast is either too low (Nahar
et al., 2007; Juricevic et al., 2010) or too high (Wilkins et al., 1984; Fernandez
and Wilkins, 2008). These results are likely to reflect a combination of reduced
visibility and a poor signal for accommodation at low contrasts, and strong
neural responses at high contrasts (e.g. Wilkins, 2003). For example, Owens
(1980) showed that sine-wave stimuli at the extremes of the contrast sensitiv-
ity function are poorer stimuli for accommodation. These effects might also
depend on the type of stimulus: text stimuli are judged more uncomfortable at
low contrast (Nahar et al., 2007), whereas discomfort resported from striped
patterns increases with contrast (Wilkins et al., 1984). The strength of any
effects might also be determined by individual differences in sensitivity (Conlon
et al., 2001).
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This first set of experiments was conducted to clarify the role of spatial fre-
quency in visual discomfort in broad-band images. One particular aim was to
dissociate such effects from potential differences in perceived contrast. The first
aim was therefore to determine if broad-band noise stimuli that are matched
for their physical contrast differ in their perceived contrast when contrast am-
plitude is concentrated at different spatial frequencies. It is possible that any
such differences could account for the effects of spatial frequency on visual
discomfort that have been found in previous studies (Wilkins et al., 1984;
Fernandez and Wilkins, 2008). This, in itself, would represent an important
insight regarding the factors contributing to discomfort. The second aim was
to determine whether such effects are tuned for spatial frequency (i.e. whether
particular spatial frequencies are judged more uncomfortable than others) or if
all spatial frequencies are equally uncomfortable once such potential contrast
effects are taken into account.
2.2 General Methods
Apparatus
Stimuli were presented at a distance of 1m, on a 21-inch Sony Trinitron mon-
itor with a screen resolution of 1680 x 1050 and a vertical refresh rate of 60
Hz. A chin-rest was used to maintain the correct viewing distance. One pixel
subtended 0.8 arcmin. Images were created and displayed using MATLAB
(The Mathworks, Inc, 2005) and the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997;
Pelli, 1997). The luminance response of the monitor was measured and cal-
ibrated using a Minolta LS-110 photometer. The luminance of the mid-grey
background was 38.5 cd/m2. The luminance range was from 3 to 74 cd/m2.
Stimuli
Stimuli were based on those in Study 3 of Fernandez and Wilkins (2008). 840
x 840 pixel Gaussian white noise images were filtered in the Fourier domain
to produce images with a 1/f natural slope amplitude spectrum. The left
hand side of Figure 2.1 plots the 1/f amplitude spectrum on log axes. The
terminology of Fernandez and Wilkins was adopted, and therefore these stimuli
are referred to as ‘natural slope’ images. For some of the stimuli, a peak was
added to the amplitude spectrum by multiplying the 1/f spectrum with a
raised radial cosine filter that was symmetrical in log axes:
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H(f) =

T
T
2
[1 + cos(piT
β
)(|log(f)− log(f0)| − 1−β2T )]
O
for

(0 ≤ |log(f)− log(f0)| ≤ 1−β2T )
(1−β
2T
≤ |log(f)− log(f0)| ≤ 1−β2T )
(|log(f)− log(f0)| > 1−β2T )
(2.1)
Where T is 0.9, β is the roll-off factor of 0.5, f is the spatial frequency, and f0
is the centre frequency of the peak. These are referred to as ‘bump’ images.
An example of a bump stimulus amplitude spectrum can be seen on the right
hand side of Figure 2.1. Because the spatial frequency tuning of the effects
of manipulating the amplitude spectrum in this way was of interest, a smaller
bandwidth (0.5 octaves) than that used by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) (3
octaves) was used. The relative amplitude at the peak spatial frequency was
increased by a factor of 10. The peak spatial frequencies used were 0.188,
0.375, 0.75, 1.5, 3, 6, 12 and 24 cycles/degree. Examples of a natural slope
stimulus and some of the bump stimuli are shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.1: Amplitude spectra
Left: log spatial frequency (x-axis) plotted against log amplitude (y-axis) for
a 1/f natural slope. Right: the amplitude spectrum of an example bump
stimulus.
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All stimuli were multiplied by a window with a central circle subtending a
diameter of 5.4◦ and a Gaussian drop-off at the edges (standard deviation of
0.93◦). Each visible pattern subtended approximately 8.53◦. On each trial,
two stimuli were presented side-by-side at the same time. One was presented
on the left, with its centre at an eccentricity of 5.71◦ relative to the centre of
the screen. The other was presented at the same eccentricity on the right of
the screen. The physical contrast of the stimuli was defined in terms of their
RMS contrast, which has been shown to be the most representative measure
of contrast for complex images (Peli, 1990);
√∑
(I − Iˆ)2∑
I
(2.2)
Where I is the intensity of a pixel, normalised between 0 and 1, and Iˆ is
the average intensity. Ten versions of each stimulus were created, in order to
prevent observers recognising particular patterns.
Figure 2.2: Example stimuli
Some of the stimuli used in the experiment (left to right): 0.75, 1.5 and 3
cycles/degree bump stimuli and natural slope stimulus.
2.3 Experiment 1: Contrast Matching
The aim of the first experiment was to measure the degree of contrast constancy
for the bump stimuli used by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008). The first aim was
to establish firstly whether bump stimuli have the same perceived contrast as
natural slope stimuli that are matched for physical contrast, and secondly
whether perceived contrast is affected by the peak spatial frequency of the
bump; i.e. if all bump stimuli were judged to have the same discomfort. These
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results will be used to create stimuli that are matched for their perceived
contrast, to be used in the discomfort rating experiments.
Method
Observers: Two experienced psychophysical observers took part in the ex-
periment. Both had corrected-to-normal vision. The results of these observers
were used to create the contrast matched stimuli. To ensure generalisability
to the wider population, three na¨ıve observers took part in a subsequent ex-
periment. All had corrected-to-normal vision. All experiments were approved
by the University of St Andrews University Teaching and Research Ethics
committee.
Procedure: The task was a spatial two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC)
procedure, using the method of constant stimuli. On each trial a standard
and test stimulus were presented simultaneously, side-by-side on a mid-grey
background. Presentation time was 1.8s, with an abrupt onset and offset (i.e.
a rectangular temporal window). Between stimulus presentations, the screen
was black. A central white fixation cross was present throughout. Observers
pressed the left or right arrow key on the computer keyboard to indicate which
stimulus appeared to have the higher contrast. The next trial was presented
when the observer pressed a response key.
The standard was a natural slope stimulus with the same mean luminance vary-
ing around the value of the mid-grey background (luminance = 38.5 cd/m2).
There were 10 versions of the 1/f slope standard stimulus, with the mean
RMS contrast of 0.059, and standard deviation of 0.001.
Each test set consisted of a bump at a different spatial frequency. Each spatial
frequency in turn was manipulated to have a range of ten different contrasts,
decided on by a pilot study. For the 0.375, 0.75, 1.5 and 3 cycles/degree spatial
frequencies the range of contrast was from 0.6 to 1.5 times the RMS contrast of
the standard, increasing in increments of 0.1. For 0.188, 6 and 12 cycles/degree
stimuli the ranges were 1.1 to 2, 1.1 to 2 and 1.6 to 2.5 times the contrast of
the standard, respectively. All stimuli had the same mean luminance. Each
block compared only one spatial frequency to the natural slope standard. Each
block consisted of 40 repetitions of each of the 10 different contrast stimulus
comparisons, 20 with the standard on the left, 20 with the standard on the
right. Each observer completed one such block for each of the eight spatial
frequencies.
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Results
Observers’ responses were plotted as the proportion of trials in which the test
was chosen as having more contrast than the standard against the contrast
of the test stimuli. A cumulative Gaussian was then fitted to the data using
the ’psignifit’ toolbox (Wichmann and Hill, 2001a,b). The Point of Subjective
Equality (PSE), defined as the level at which the observer chose the standard
as the higher contrast on half the trials, was determined from the fitted curve.
PSEs for the two experienced observers are plotted against spatial frequency
in Figure 2.3. The highest spatial frequency tested (24 cycles/degree) is not
included on this graph as it could not be matched for contrast; even at max-
imum achievable contrast the natural slope standard still appeared to have
more contrast than this stimulus. The results of this experiment were used to
match the stimuli for perceived contrast in Experiment 2.
Figure 2.3: Contrast matching results
Relative RMS contrast is plotted (y-axis) against spatial frequency of stimuli
(x-axis). The U-shaped tuning function for PSEs for two observers, LOH
and PBH, indicates that perceived contrast is not the same across spatial
frequencies. Error bars show 95% confidence limits.
The individual results for the three na¨ıve observers who also took part in this
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experiment are plotted in Figure 2.4. This figure also shows that the average of
the two authors’ data (i.e. the values that were used to create stimuli matched
for perceived contrast in the second experiment), and the average of all five
observers. Despite some individual variation there is a clear U-shaped tuning
function for all observers. Stimuli with the same RMS contrast, but different
amplitude spectra, did not appear to have the same contrast. There also seems
to be good agreement between the average data for the two authors and the
average data across all observers.
Figure 2.4: More contrast matching
Relative RMS contrast is plotted (y-axis) against spatial frequency (x-axis) for
the three extra observers. Individual variation can be seen in the U-shaped
tuning functions across observers. Error bars show 95% confidence limits. The
fourth plot is the average of all five observers (open circles) and the average of
the original two experienced observers (filled circles). There is little difference
in the shape of the tuning function for the averages. Again, perceived contrast
is not the same across spatial frequencies.
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Discussion
These results show that broadband bump stimuli of the kind used by Fernandez
and Wilkins (2008) tend not to have the same perceived contrast as natural
slope stimuli that are matched for RMS contrast. Also, there are variations in
perceived contrast as a function of the central spatial frequency of the bump.
There is individual variation in the exact spatial frequencies judged as having
more contrast, for example observer two shows low pass tuning (see Figure
2.4). However, there is a broadly similar U-shaped tuning function for all
observers (except for observer two), indicating that stimuli that are matched
for physical contrast are not matched for perceived contrast. Furthermore, the
middle of the range of spatial frequencies used seems to be generally perceived
to have a higher contrast than the higher and (with the exception of observer
two) lower spatial frequency images.
This raises the possibility that the findings of Fernandez and Wilkins (2008)
might in part reflect differences in perceived contrast, which might in turn
reflect greater cortical excitation for some stimuli. That is, concentration of
energy around three cycles/degree might increase the perceived contrast of
stimuli. The results clearly show that the stimuli do not have the same per-
ceived contrast when matched for RMS contrast. These results will be used
to compensate for the effects of perceived contrast in the second experiment,
which investigates discomfort judgements.
2.4 Experiment 2: Relative Discomfort
Judgements
The first aim of the second experiment was to determine whether bump stim-
uli are judged more uncomfortable than natural slope stimuli when they are
approximately matched for their perceived contrast. The second aim was to
determine whether discomfort ratings for these stimuli are affected by the spa-
tial frequency of the peak of the bump. Perceived contrast was not matched for
each participant individually, for a number of reasons. Firstly, this would have
required the presentation of stimuli with a different physical contrast for each
participant, which was to be avoided. Secondly, observers would have been
exposed to many examples of the experimental stimuli before they were asked
to judge their relative discomfort, which may have affected their responses.
Finally, this would have significantly increased the length of the experiments.
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Stimuli were instead approximately matched by the average contrast matching
function for the two authors. This manipulation had the effect of increasing
the physical contrast of those stimuli that had a low perceived contrast, and
decreasing the physical contrast of those that had a high perceived contrast.
Method
Observers: Eleven na¨ıve observers, four male, seven female, with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, participated in the first condition in this experi-
ment, and 15 in the second. All participants were students at the University
of St Andrews, and all were over 18 years of age. All 11 participants from the
first condition took part in the second condition. All participants gave their
informed consent to participation.
Stimuli: Stimuli were created as before, but were matched for perceived
contrast according to the results of experiment one by taking the mean of
the PSEs for the two authors, and using stimuli with this RMS contrast. All
of these stimuli should therefore have approximately the same perceived con-
trast as each other, and the natural slope standard, given the good agreement
between observers in experiment one. Stimuli with a bump at 0.75, 1.5 or
3 cycles/degree therefore had a lower RMS contrast than the standard. The
remaining stimuli (0.188, 0.375, 6 and 12 cycles/degree) had a higher RMS
contrast. The natural slope stimulus remained with an RMS contrast of 0.059
and a mean luminance of 38.1 cd/m2.
Procedure: There were two conditions. In the first condition the standard
was the natural slope stimulus. In the second condition, the standard was
the 3 cycles/degree bump stimulus. In both conditions, bump stimuli at all
seven spatial frequencies tested were compared with the standard. This means
that for some trials, the 3 cycles/degree stimulus was both the standard and
the test stimulus. The second condition was conducted to provide a more
direct test of any possible spatial-frequency tuning. It is possible, for example,
that all bump stimuli would be judged as less comfortable than the natural
slope standard, but this would not necessarily indicate their discomfort rela-
tive to one another. Within each block of trials, all seven bump stimuli were
compared with the standard 30 times. This resulted in 210 trials per block.
Stimuli were again presented for 1.8s, with an abrupt onset and offset. Two
blocks of trials were run, one for each of the two standards. Each block took
around 20 minutes to complete. As before, the test stimulus was presented on
the right in half of the trials, and on the left in the other half. Ten different,
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randomly chosen versions of each stimulus were used to avoid recognition of
individual images. Participants chose the stimulus they considered to be more
comfortable. This particular phrasing was used as it was felt more intuitive
than asking observers to pick the uncomfortable image, since none of the im-
ages was particularly uncomfortable. For example, no high-contrast striped
patterns were used. Observers responded by pressing the left or right arrow
key on the computer keyboard.
Results
Each trial consisted of a presentation of two images, the test and the standard,
and the observer was asked to judge which of the two was the more comfortable.
The percentage of times a test stimulus was considered more uncomfortable
than the standard was taken as a measure of discomfort. Figure 2.7 plots rel-
ative discomfort judgements (percentage of times a test stimulus is considered
the less comfortable of the pair) as a function of the spatial frequency of the
peak of the bump. As all observers showed a similar pattern of results, the
plotted line is the average of all observers’ discomfort judgements. A sample
of individual data from four observers is shown in 2.5 compared to a natural
slope standard, and 2.6 compared to a bump standard.
The left hand side of Figure 2.7 plots results averaged across observers for the
first condition, in which stimuli were compared with a natural slope standard.
The right hand side shows the results for the second condition, in which stimuli
were compared with a 3 cycles/degree bump standard.
When the standard was a natural slope stimulus, it tended to be judged as the
more comfortable image. Eleven observers judged seven spatial frequencies of
bump against natural slope stimuli, and in 70 out of these 77 cases the bump
stimuli tended to be judged as the more uncomfortable. The probability of
at least this number of judgements that the bump is the less comfortable
stimulus by chance is less than 10−5. In general, bump stimuli were judged as
more uncomfortable than natural slope stimuli that were matched for perceived
contrast. The results also showed clear spatial frequency tuning; not all bump
stimuli were equally likely to be judged as the more uncomfortable. As there
were non-normal distributions of the data due to ceiling effects for some of the
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Figure 2.5: 2AFC individual discomfort judgements
Percentage of times that the test stimulus was chosen as more uncomfortable
(y-axis) against spatial frequency (x-axis) for bump stimuli compared to the
natural slope standard for four observers.
stimuli, non-parametric statistics were used. A Friedman’s test showed this
effect of spatial frequency to be significant (χ2(6) = 25.77, N = 11, p < 0.001).
This spatial frequency tuning was tested more directly in the second condi-
tion, in which bump stimuli with different spatial frequencies were compared.
On each trial, a test stimulus was compared with a 3 cycles/degree bump
standard. The results of this condition are plotted on the right hand side of
Figure 2.7. When the test was also a 3 cycles/degree bump (i.e. the same as
the standard) preferences were at chance levels (50%), as would be expected.
For other frequencies, the results show clear spatial frequency tuning. Again,
results of a Friedman’s test showed this spatial frequency tuning to be signifi-
cant: (χ2(6) = 49.10, N = 15, p < 0.001). This spatial frequency tuning was
explored further by performing a Wilcoxon test, comparing the responses av-
eraged across low spatial frequencies (0.188-1.5 cycles/degree) with responses
in which the 3 cycles standard was compared with itself. This was also done
for the average of the responses across the two highest spatial frequencies (6
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Figure 2.6: 2AFC individual discomfort judgements
Percentage of times that the test stimulus was chosen as more uncomfortable
(y-axis) against spatial frequency (x-axis) for bump stimuli compared to the
bump standard for four observers.
Figure 2.7: 2AFC discomfort judgements
Left: Percentage of times that the test stimulus was chosen as more uncom-
fortable (y-axis) against spatial frequency (x-axis) for bump stimuli compared
to the natural slope standard. The bump stimuli are more often considered
more uncomfortable than the natural slope standard. Right: Results when
bump stimuli were compared to a 3 cycles/degree bump standard. The lower
spatial frequencies (1.5, 0.75, 0.375 cycles/degree) were more often judged
more uncomfortable than the 3 cycles/degree standard. Error bars show ± 1
standard error.
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and 12 cycles/degree). Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons were
performed. Thus whether moving the peak of the energy to lower or higher
spatial frequencies tended to increase or decrease judgements of discomfort
could be determined. The median number of discomfort responses to low spa-
tial frequency bumps (0.19 to 1.5 cycles/degree; median = 13) was significantly
higher than those to the 3 cycles/degree test stimulus (median = 0) (T(14)
= 6, p < 0.05). The median number of discomfort responses to stimuli with
a bump at higher spatial frequencies (6 and 12 cycles per degree; median =
-13) was not significantly different from responses to the 3 cycles/degree test
stimulus (median = 0) (T(14) = 31, NS).
Discussion
The results of the first condition show that the filtered noise pattern with a 1/f
natural slope amplitude spectrum is consistently considered more comfortable
than a stimulus with a relative increase in energy at some point (i.e. a peak) in
the amplitude spectrum (the bump stimuli). This finding cannot be explained
by differences in perceived contrast, as stimuli were approximately matched
for this. It is likely that stimuli would not be exactly matched for contrast for
each individual, since the same contrasts were used for all observers. These
were derived from the contrast matching data of the two experienced psy-
chophysical observers. However, given the contrast matching data for three
na¨ıve observers in experiment one, these results appear to be representative of
perceived contrast for the wider population. It is also instructive to note that
discomfort judgements were not determined by physical contrast. Contrast
was raised for both the lowest and highest spatial frequencies used, whereas
discomfort judgements were not.
One interpretation of this finding is that deviation from the typical ampli-
tude spectrum of natural images increases visual discomfort. However, this
explanation alone cannot account for the clear tuning of the results for spatial
frequency. All the bump stimuli deviated by the same amount from the statis-
tics of natural images, and therefore there should be no difference between them
if deviation from natural slope spectra were the sole cause of visual discomfort.
This spatial frequency tuning was assessed more directly in the second condi-
tion. Stimuli with a peak at a frequency lower than the three cycles/degree
standard were consistently chosen as less comfortable. This is not exactly
the same as the frequency associated with maximum discomfort by Fernandez
and Wilkins (2008). They suggested that frequencies within 2 octaves of 3
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cycles/degree should be the most uncomfortable. Whilst those lower than 3
cycles/degree are more uncomfortable than the three cycles/degree standard,
those above (6 and 12 cycles/degree) were not. There are a variety of possible
reasons for this. One possibility is that the results simply reflect individual
differences across the two studies. Conlon et al. (2001) showed that individuals
scoring differently on measures of susceptibility to visual discomfort can show
very different spatial frequency tuning for discomfort ratings.
Alternatively, this difference could have been as a result of the slightly ec-
centric presentation of the stimuli used in the current experiment. The peak
of the contrast sensitivity function shifts to lower spatial frequencies as the ec-
centricity of the stimuli presented is increased (Johnston, 1987). If maximum
discomfort occurs for stimuli at the peak of the contrast sensitivity function, a
peak at frequencies lower than 3 cycles/degree might be expected, because the
centres of both the test and standard stimuli were at an eccentricity of 5.71◦.
The perceived spatial frequency of gratings is also affected by their eccentricity
- a given spatial frequency will be perceived as being a higher frequency when
it is presented in the periphery than when it is presented centrally (Davis,
Yager, and Jones, 1987). Again, this might be expected to shift the peak of
the discomfort function to a lower spatial frequency for peripherally presented
stimuli in comparison with centrally viewed stimuli. To address these issues
directly, the experiments were repeated with the stimuli presented centrally.
2.5 Experiment 3: Contrast Matching for Cen-
trally Presented Stimuli
The aim of this experiment was to repeat the contrast matching experiment for
centrally-presented stimuli. Again, of interest was to establish firstly whether
bump stimuli have the same perceived contrast as 1/f stimuli that are matched
for physical contrast, and secondly whether perceived contrast is affected by
the peak spatial frequency of the bump.
Method
Observers: The same two experienced psychophysical observers from Exper-
iment 1 again served as observers.
Stimuli: The stimuli presented were the same as those used in experiment
one, except that they were presented centrally.
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Procedure: A two-interval forced-choice (2IFC) method was used, in which
the test and standard were presented sequentially in the centre of the screen.
The first stimulus was presented for 1.8s, with a delay of a single frame before
the second stimulus was presented, also for 1.8s. The order of presentation
of the stimuli was randomly chosen on each trial. The observers’ task was
to decide whether the stimulus in the first or second interval had the higher
contrast.
Results
The RMS contrasts required so that each bump stimulus matched the natural
slope standard are plotted in Figure 2.8 as a function of spatial frequency.
Again, a clear lack of contrast constancy is apparent. Stimuli with bumps
centred on 1.5 and 3 cycles/degree again appear significantly higher in con-
trast than natural slope stimuli matched for RMS contrast, as can be seen
from the 95% confidence limits on the estimates of the points of subjective
equality. Perceived contrast reduced for higher and lower frequencies. This
pattern of results does not differ from that found in experiment one. In partic-
ular, there is no shift in the peak of the perceived contrast function to higher
spatial frequencies. These results were used to produce stimuli matched for
perceived contrast that could be used for a discomfort judgement experiment
with centrally-presented stimuli.
2.6 Experiment 4: Relative Discomfort
Judgements for Centrally Presented
Stimuli
The aim of this experiment was to repeat the second condition of experiment
two, using only the 3 cycles/degree bump stimulus standard, for centrally-
presented test stimuli. Given the effect of eccentricity on the location of the
peak of the contrast sensitivity function (Johnston, 1987), and on perceived
spatial frequency (Davis et al., 1987), it might be predicted that the tuning
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Figure 2.8: 2IFC contrast matching results
Relative RMS contrast is plotted (y-axis) against spatial frequency of stimuli
(x-axis) for centrally presented stimuli. This again shows a U-shaped tuning
function for PSEs for two observers, LOH and PBH, meaning that perceived
contrast is not the same across spatial frequencies. Error bars show 95%
confidence limits.
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of the comfort/discomfort judgements might shift to higher spatial frequencies
for centrally-presented stimuli.
Method
Observers: Fifteen naive student observers (eleven female, four male), with
normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part in the study. All were within
the age range 18 to 30. None of these observers had taken part in the first
experiment.
Stimuli: Bump stimuli were the same as in the second condition of exper-
iment two, except that this time they were matched for perceived contrast for
centrally-presented stimuli, based on the results of experiment three.
Procedure: A two interval forced-choice (2IFC) method was used, so that the
stimuli were presented one after the other centrally. Observers indicated which
stimulus they found more comfortable using the arrow keys on the computer
keyboard: left for the first interval, right for the second interval.
Results
Results are plotted in Figure 2.9. As in experiment two, all observers showed
a similar pattern of results, which were therefore averaged across observers.
Spatial frequency tuning remained, and was similar to that observed for the
eccentrically presented stimuli in experiment two. Lower spatial frequencies
were more often judged more uncomfortable than the 3 cycles/degree bump
standard. Again, results of a Friedman’s test showed tuning to be significant:
(χ2(6) = 19.97, N = 15, p < 0.05). Wilcoxon tests again showed that the
median responses to spatial frequencies lower than three cycles/degree (0.19
to 1.5 cycles per degree; median = 8.1) differed from those to the three cy-
cles/degree test stimuli (median = -1.5) (T(14) = 13, p < 0.05). The median
responses to the two highest frequencies (6 and 12 cycles/degree; median =
-3.5) did not differ from those to the 3 cycles/degree test stimuli (median =
-1.5); (T(14) = 39.5, NS).
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Figure 2.9: 2IFC discomfort judgements
Percentage of times the test stimulus was chosen as more uncomfortable (y-
axis) plotted against spatial frequency of test stimulus (x-axis) for centrally
presented stimuli. Error bars show ± 1 standard error.
Discussion
Changing the location of the stimulus to the centre of the visual field did not
affect the pattern of results. The spatial frequency tuning was not affected
by the central presentation of stimuli, and midrange spatial frequencies were
consistently judged more uncomfortable.
The combined results of Experiments 1 to 4 show that there is an effect of
spatial frequency on visual discomfort. Even when matched for perceived con-
trast, stimuli with a concentration of energy around spatial frequencies lower
than 3 cycles per degree tended to be judged more uncomfortable than stimuli
in which energy is concentrated around 6 and 12 cycles per degree.
2.7 Experiment 5: Discomfort Rankings for
Printed Stimuli
A final experiment was performed to address some methodological differences
between the experiments, and those performed by Fernandez and Wilkins
(2008). In the experiments thus far, stimuli were presented on a computer
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monitor, which was viewed from a fixed distance using a chin-rest. This was to
ensure that properties of the images such as their spatial frequency, luminance
and contrast were controlled as accurately as possible. A simple 2AFC judge-
ment task was used. Procedures differed from those adopted by Fernandez
and Wilkins (2008) in a number of ways. Firstly, they used stimuli that were
printed onto paper and held at arms’ length by their participants. Secondly,
discomfort was assessed by rating each image, on a 10-point scale, and by sort-
ing them into rank order. A final experiment in the current study, in which
observers made rank-order judgements for printed stimuli, was performed to
assess the possible effects of these differences on the results.
Method
Stimuli: Stimuli were made as before using the Psychophysics Toolbox
(Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) and MATLAB 7.1 (The Mathworks Inc., 2005).
They had the same spatial frequencies as those used before (0.188, 0.75, 1.5, 3,
6, 12 cycles/degree), when viewed at a distance of one metre. One metre was
marked using a piece of string that was held up to the face whilst viewing the
stimuli. Stimuli were matched for perceptual contrast based on the contrast
matching data collected in an experiment three. Stimuli were printed so that
the visible pattern was 16 x 16 cm on white A4 paper using a HP Laserjet
1200 printer, which was calibrated using the same Minolta LS-110 photometer
as previously used. The seven images were presented in a circular formation
against a black wall. The centre of each stimulus was at a distance of approx-
imately 10cm from the centre of the circle. The angular extent of the images
was 9.1 deg.
Observers: 15 na¨ıve student observers, with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision took part in the study. One of these had taken part in Experiments 2 and
3, another four observers had taken part in Experiment 2. All gave informed
consent to the study in accordance with the University of St Andrews Teaching
and Research Ethics Committee.
Procedure: Observers viewed the set of images, placed in a randomised
configuration, and ranked them according to comfort (comfortable to uncom-
fortable) using the score sheet provided. Viewing time was unlimited.
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Results
Average rankings across observers are shown in Figure 2.10. Once again, clear
tuning for spatial frequency is evident, with discomfort ratings tending to be
lower for the highest spatial frequency present. The shape of the tuning is sim-
ilar to that obtained in the two previous 2AFC and 2IFC tasks (Experiments 2
and 4). As the data were ordinal (based on rankings), again a non-parametric
statistic was used; the results of a Friedman test showed the spatial frequency
tuning to be statistically significant (χ2(6) = 12.97, N = 15, p < 0.05).
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Figure 2.10: Printed stimuli discomfort judgements
Average discomfort rankings of printed stimuli (y-axis) plotted against spatial
frequency (x-axis). Spatial frequency tuning effects are once again shown.
Error bars show standard error.
Discussion
The results of this experiment again show clear effect of spatial frequency on
visual discomfort judgements. The results differ somewhat from those found
in the earlier experiments, as a marked effect is only evident for the highest
spatial frequencies in this case. This difference may reflect the greater vari-
ability in the data obtained from rank-order judgements compared to 2AFC
tasks. Nevertheless, these results show that overall the effect is robust to
differences in terminology used in the instructions (whether participants were
asked about comfort or discomfort), to method of presentation of the stimuli
(printed vs. presentation on a computer monitor) and method of judgement
(2AFC comparisons vs rankings of all stimuli).
2.8 General Discussion
Previous studies have shown clear effects of both the contrast and spatial fre-
quency of stimuli on their judged discomfort (Wilkins et al., 1984; Fernandez
and Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic et al., 2010). These effects have been linked both
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to deviations of the statistics of stimuli from those that are typical of natural
images, and to a role played by hyperexcitation of the visual cortex in discom-
fort (Juricevic et al., 2010). In the current study, the potential roles of spatial
frequency and perceived contrast in these effects were uncoupled. Broadband
stimuli of the type used by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) do not exhibit full
contrast constancy. That is, stimuli that are matched for physical contrast do
not necessarily have the same perceived contrast. With the potential role of
perceived contrast taken into account, it was found that adding energy to a
1/f stimulus within a relatively narrow frequency band tended to increase their
discomfort. That is, the results of Fernandez and Wilkins (2008) are unlikely
to have occurred simply as a result of possible differences in perceived contrast.
Moreover, this effect was tuned for spatial frequency, such that the addition
of energy around 0.375 to 1.5 cycles/degree of spatial frequency produced the
greatest discomfort ratings. These findings were robust to variations in the
presentation of the stimuli, or the rating method used. Similar results were
obtained regardless of whether stimuli were presented on a computer monitor
or printed onto paper, or presented centrally or peripherally. Similar results
were also obtained regardless of whether discomfort was judged by rank order-
ing, or using 2AFC and 2IFC methods.
The tuning of these ratings peaks around frequencies of 0.75 to 1.5 cycles/degree.
This is lower than the peak around 3 cycles/degree discussed by Fernandez and
Wilkins (2008), although within the range of within two octaves suggested.
However, it is important to note this conclusion was based on an analysis of
the spectra of comfortable and uncomfortable artworks and photographs, and
that the location of the spatial frequency peak was not directly manipulated
in their experiments. Earlier work by Wilkins et al. (1984) suggested that the
critical midrange frequencies may lie between 2 and 8 cycles/degree.
Importantly, Conlon et al. (2001) showed clear individual differences in these
results, dependent on participants’ susceptibility to visual discomfort. Since
this was not reported by Fernandez and Wilkins (2008), and was not measured
in the current study, this might be one factor that could contribute to differ-
ences in the exact range of frequencies responsible for discomfort in different
studies.
As discussed in the introduction, a number of explanations of the discomfort
evoked by certain stimuli have been proposed. Firstly, discomfort may reflect
hyperexcitation of the visual cortex. This would then explain why it is those
frequencies to which the visual system is most responsive that are typically as-
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sociated with discomfort. The results of the current study do not conflict with
this idea. However, any such effects might be expected to vary with perceived
contrast, and therefore should be minimised in the experiments since in all
cases stimuli were approximately matched for perceived contrast. A second,
related explanation is that discomfort arises when the statistical properties
of images deviate significantly from those of natural images (Juricevic et al.,
2010). Since it is reasonable to assume that the visual system is optimised
to encode natural images, such deviations will lead to suboptimal encoding.
Specifically, Field (1994) noted that the spatial frequency bandwidths of visual
channels mean that they will carry equal amounts of information in natural
images. When energy is concentrated around a narrow range of spatial fre-
quencies, the distribution of responses across channels will therefore be uneven.
This departure from the expected distribution of activity might be responsible
for the discomfort. This might occur through a change in the sparseness of the
response (Redies et al., 2007), or to the metabolic load placed on the system
(Barlow, 1961). In attempting to quantify such possible differences, it will also
be necessary to take account of the time-course of the visual system’s responses,
and how this would be affected by temporal properties of the stimuli. Detailed
consideration of these issues is beyond the scope of the current study and will
be discussed in Chapter 3.
A final possible factor is differences in the perceived blur, and accommodative
load, across stimuli. Accommodative insufficiency, and accommodative lag (in
which the image is focussed in front of the retina), are associated with visual
discomfort (Chase et al., 2009; Allen, Hussein, Usherwood, and Wilkins, 2010).
Accommodative lag can occur after reading for prolonged periods of time, pos-
sibly through fatigue of the system due to high accommodative demand. One
cue that drives accommodation is the perceived blur of the stimulus (Horwood
and Riddell, 2008), which in turn is affected by its amplitude spectrum. A
concentration of energy at relatively low spatial frequencies occurs when a
stimulus is not well-focussed, and will cause it to appear blurred (Murray and
Bex, 2010; Webster, Georgeson, and Webster, 2002). It is possible therefore
that some of the changes in the amplitude spectrum in the current study, and
that of Juricevic et al. (2010) are interpreted as blur caused by poor accom-
modation. This blur might then act as a stimulus for accommodation (Day
et al., 2009a), and the fact that this blur cannot be removed by changes in
accommodation might lead to discomfort, possibly through the fatigue of the
accommodation system.
Given the importance of accommodative insufficiency as a determinant of
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visual discomfort (Chase et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2010), measures of the
refractive error and accommodative responses of individuals might be useful
when accounting for how it is affected by the spatial properties of images.
However, such an analysis of individual differences in responses to stimuli goes
beyond the scope of the current study, which aimed to assess some of the
spatial factors affecting discomfort in the general public. The appropriateness
of stimuli for driving the accommodative response will be investigated in more
detail in Chapter 4.
Overall, a detailed, quantitative understanding of the role of contrast and
spatial frequency on visual discomfort is important to help to consolidate what
is already known from clinical literature and the characteristics of uncomfort-
able images. This will be a vital contribution to a better understanding of
the functioning of the visual system, and how to avoid visual discomfort in
normal and clinical populations. For example, almost all work concerned with
the optimal encoding of visual information has addressed how this might be
achieved, rather than the consequences of less than optimal responses. Study-
ing the causes of visual discomfort is also important in order to understand
and prevent adverse effects for clinical populations such as migraineurs and
epilepsy sufferers, as well as to provide benefits for non-clinical populations
such as increased productivity (e.g. Daum, Clore, Simms, Vesely, Wilczek,
Spittle, and Good, 2004) and better reading ability, as well as guidelines of
how uncomfortable stimuli can be avoided in the media (Wilkins, Emmett,
and Harding, 2005).
As previously discussed, one possible reason why these spatial frequency ma-
nipulations might cause discomfort is through inefficient coding. Sparse coding
models have been used to show how natural images are processed efficiently.
Sparse coding depends on the spatial frequency content of the image: in order
for images to be optimally processed by the visual system, they must have
the spatial frequency characteristics that allow this. It might be the case
than spatial frequency manipulated stimuli are uncomfortable as they do not
allow for efficient coding. How efficiently these stimuli are encoded will be
investigated in Chapter 3, using a sparse coding model based on that of Field
(1994).
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CHAPTER 6
EFFECT OF UNCOMFORTABLE
IMAGES ON VISUAL SEARCH
6.1 Introduction
This work was in collaboration with Dr. A. D. F. Clarke of the University of
Edinburgh
The focus of the previous chapters was to investigate the properties of un-
comfortable images, and to attempt to explain these in terms of the efficiency
of neural coding and the effectiveness of the stimuli in driving accommodation
responses. One question that remains unanswered here is the extent to which
these stimuli have an impact on people’s lives. This can be investigated to
some extent in the laboratory in terms of their effect on performance in visual
tasks.
Impact of Visual Discomfort
There is existing evidence that visual discomfort could affect visual perfor-
mance in the general population. Much of the previous evidence concerns
individuals who score highly on measures of visual discomfort susceptibility,
such as the Visual Discomfort Scale, or VDS (Conlon et al., 1999). Conlon
et al. (2001) found that high scorers on this scale have poorer contrast discrim-
ination thresholds than low scorers. Conlon and Humphreys (2001) found that
high visual discomfort sufferers showed longer reaction times than controls on
a pop-out visual search task, where the target was of a different orientation
from the distractors. Additionally, high scorers on the VDS showed more of
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a detriment to performance with increasing set size, indicating that the detri-
ment was not a simple overall slowing for this group, but an interaction with
the stimulus.
As well as affecting low level visual tasks, there is some evidence that suscepti-
bility to visual discomfort might have an impact on everyday tasks: individuals
with high scores on the VDS are associated with lower academic achievement
compared to those with low scores (Chase et al., 2009). Additionally, those
with high scores on another scale of visual discomfort, the Pattern Glare Test,
have also shown a reduced rate of reading compared to low scorers (Allen,
Gilchrist, and Hollis, 2008). Although individual differences are not the subject
of this study, this research demonstrates that those perceiving more discom-
fort show poorer visual task performance, in samples drawn from the general
population.
As seen in previous research, and in previous chapters, the amount of per-
ceived discomfort experienced from stimuli can be influenced by their spatial
attributes. It might be expected that manipulations that increase discom-
fort, such as changing the spatial frequency content of either noise patterns
or striped gratings, would have a detrimental effect on performance in visual
tasks.
The global stimulus configuration can be an important factor in discomfort:
chequerboard stimuli have been shown to be less problematic than gratings
for epilepsy sufferers (Wilkins et al., 1975). Also, a shorter aspect ratio of
stripes, making them more like chequerboard patterns, has been shown to
produce less perceived discomfort in non-clinical populations (Wilkins et al.,
1984). Manipulations of global configuration have also been found to affect
performance on visual search tasks. Conlon et al. (1998) investigated reaction
times in a task where subjects were instructed to count the number of letter
’E’s, presented so that their global configuration was plaid-, chequerboard-,
or square-wave-like. Observers showed longer reaction times when the stimuli
were presented in a square-wave-like pattern compared to the chequerboard-
and plaid-like configurations. Additionally, high scorers on the VDS had slower
reaction times on a visual search task than low or moderate scorers on this task.
These results suggest that the longer reaction times found for square-wave-like
configurations result from the visual discomfort associated with these stimuli,
and this is more so for those reporting susceptibility to visual discomfort.
Similarly, spatial frequency is another stimulus property affecting visual per-
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formance that is also associated with discomfort, both for noise and striped
patterns (see Fernandez and Wilkins (2008); Juricevic et al. (2010); Wilkins
et al. (1984) as well as Chapters 1 to 4). Spatial frequency manipulations
have been shown to affect discrimination of letters hidden against a striped
background (Chronicle and Wilkins, 1996). Additionally, Conlon and Hine
(2000) used an oblique line target amongst vertical distractors to investigate
visual search performance in high and low discomfort groups. Both discomfort
groups showed increased reaction time when a striped background was present,
the 2 cycles/degree background resulting in a greater detriment to performance
than the 15 cycles/degree background. As the 2 cycles/degree stimulus is in
the range more associated with visual discomfort than the 15 cycles/degree
stimulus (Wilkins et al., 1984), this result could be interpreted as an effect of
visual discomfort on reaction times in visual search tasks.
Measures of performance
Visual search was chosen as the task in the current experiment. When measur-
ing performance in a search task care must be taken to investigate all aspects
of performance, as an effect on reaction time alone has not been universally
found in previous studies investigating the relationship between search per-
formance and visual discomfort. For example, Allen et al. (2008) measured
search performance of high scorers on another measure of visual discomfort,
the Pattern Related Visual Stress (PRVS) score. They found no difference in
reaction time, but there was an increased error rate in the high scoring group.
This was using a visual search task that involved counting the number of a
particular digit in a window surrounded by an outer background of letters.
This suggests that the presence of a periodic background may detrimentally
affect search performance, and that it is important to take account of both
reaction time and error rate when assessing performance.
Aim
The aim of the current study is to investigate visual search performance against
search areas identified by previous research as being comfortable and uncom-
fortable. It is hypothesised that uncomfortable patterns will detrimentally
affect visual search performance compared to more comfortable stimuli. Over-
all, poorer performance is expected for uncomfortable stimuli compared to
comfortable stimuli. More specifically, if stimuli previously identified as un-
comfortable are aversive, it might be expected that observers will adopt a
search strategy that minimises the time for which they are viewed. Thus the
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search might be abandoned more quickly against uncomfortable, compared
to comfortable backgrounds. The effects of visual discomfort are particularly
relevant to visual tasks that require prolonged viewing, since discomfort tends
to build up over time (e.g. Chase et al., 2009). Thus it is hypothesised that
increased discomfort would decrease motivation to continue to search for an
extended period of time.
6.2 Experiment 1: Filtered Noise Backgrounds
In Experiment 1, 1/fβ filtered noise patterns were used as the search areas,
where β = 1 has been shown to be judged as more comfortable, and β =
2 as being less comfortable (Juricevic et al., 2010). Experiment 1 consists
of two parts. The first part of the study determines 75% correct contrast
detection thresholds in order to provide a performance-based metric to match
task difficulty against the two noise search areas, when viewing time was fixed.
A short (2s) and a long (10s) presentation time were used, in order to obtain
two levels of difficulty for the subsequent search task. The second part of this
experiment involved a visual search task against filtered noise search areas (see
Figure 6.1 for an example of the stimuli.) There were three target conditions:
easy, hard and absent target, and two search area conditions: β = 1 or 2.
The easy target present (TP) condition used the target contrast found for the
2s threshold experiment in the preceding part of the experiment. Similarly,
the hard TP condition used the results of the 10s threshold experiment. The
critical comparison involves the target absent trials: it was predicted that ob-
servers will quit searching faster against uncomfortable search areas compared
to comfortable search areas.
Method
Apparatus:
Stimuli were presented on a 20 inch Iiyama HM204DT A Diamontron V3-
CRT Vision Master monitor, which was calibrated using a Minolta LS-110
photometer. The refresh rate was 100Hz, and the resolution was 1280 x 1024
pixels. Observers were at a distance of 50cm, meaning that the 1024 x 1024
pixel search background image subtended approximately 31◦ of visual angle.
Luminance range was between 1.4 and 34.7 cd/m2. An Eyelink 1000 (SR Re-
search Systems Ltd) eye tracker was used during the visual search task part of
Experiment 1. Software from the Eyelink Toolbox Version 1.4.4 (Cornelissen,
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Figure 6.1: Filtered noise search backgrounds
Left: Gabor target against 1/f 2 background. Right: Gabor target against 1/f
background. Target contrast is much higher in this demonstration than in the
experiment, where it was determined individually for each observer.
Peters, and Palmer, 2002) was used to operate the hardware.
Observers:
Eight observers (mean age = 24.5, SD = 1.20), who were na¨ıve to the purposes
of the experiment, participated in the first part of the study. All observers had
either normal vision, or were corrected to normal with the use of contact lenses.
All experiments were approved by the University of St Andrews Teaching and
Research Ethics Committee.
Stimuli:
Stimuli were created using MATLAB 2006b (The Mathworks Ltd). 1/fβ fil-
tered noise images were created with a β = 1 or 2 search background. These
backgrounds have previously been shown to be comfortable and uncomfortable
respectively (Juricevic et al., 2010). They were created by filtering Gaussian
white noise in the Fourier frequency domain. Examples of the stimulus back-
grounds are presented in Figure 1. The target consisted of a vertical Gabor
patch (3 cycles/degree, σ = 5.2). The target was presented at a random loca-
tion on the screen, but avoiding a central strip of 2◦, and a 2◦ strip from the
extreme edge of the top and bottom of the screen, and a 1◦ strip from the left
and the right extremes. Initial fixations were encouraged to be in the centre
of the screen by the addition of a white fixation cross in between each trial.
Procedure:
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Contrast Threshold Determination
There is evidence to suggest that there might be differences in eye movements
between images with 1/f 2 and 1/f statistics. Eye movements are determined
in part by the spatial properties typical of natural scenes (Zhang, Tong, Marks,
Shan, and Cottrell, 2008; Najemnik and Geisler, 2009), and observers tend to
avoid fixating in luminance patches of low spatial frequency (Tatler et al.,
2005). Specifically, differences in eye movements depending on the slope ex-
ponent of filtered noise patterns (β values) have been shown (Clarke, Green,
Chantler, and Emrith, 2008; Clarke, Chantler, and Green, 2009). In order to
control for this effect, the contrast of the Gabor target for the 1/f 2 and 1/f
search areas was first adjusted so that the two conditions gave rise to visual
searches of equivalent difficulty, (based on individual performance). Addition-
ally, eye movements were recorded to see if this could account for any potential
findings.
Detection thresholds for the Gabor target against the 1/f 1 and 1/f 2 search
backgrounds were determined in order to match stimuli for performance-defined
difficulty in the visual search task. Stimuli were presented using the psy-
chophysics toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007) and the
PEST staircase procedure (Taylor and Creelman, 1967). Each individual trial
commenced with a fixation cross against a mid-grey background. The stimulus
consisted of a target presented against the relevant search background for the
condition, either 1/f 1 or 1/f 2. Participants were asked to locate which side
of the screen the target was, and respond using the left or right arrow keys.
The Gabor target could appear at a random location within the noise pattern,
avoiding the 2◦ central strip, 2◦ at the top and bottom edges, and a 1◦ strip
at the left and right edges. The Gabor target was presented for either a ten
second (long, easy) search time, or a two second (short, hard) search time.
At the end of this period, the screen was replaced with a blank mid-grey
screen. Participants were asked to respond as fast and accurately as possible.
This resulted in four blocks, long (easy) and short (hard) presentation times,
and 1/f 1 and 1/f 2 search backgrounds. The background type (1/f 1 or 1/f 2)
and presentation time (ten or two seconds) remained constant for the whole
block. Noise was regenerated for each trial, thus no two noise patterns were
identical, although their statistics were the same throughout the block. Half
the observers started with the 1/f 1 background, the other half with the 1/f 2
background. The 10s condition was always completed first. In this part of the
experiment the target was always present and the observer indicated which
side of the screen the target appeared on using the arrow keys.
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The contrast of the Gabor target was reduced until threshold levels for each
observer for each condition were found using a staircase procedure. Two inter-
leaved staircases tracking the contrast levels needed for 80% and 60% accuracy
were conducted. The reversal rule is determined by a probability function that
compares the likelihood of the current stimulus level being greater than the
tracked probability (in this case 60% or 80% correct responses). The stair-
case step size was reduced by half every reversal, and doubled on every third
consecutive same response. Full details of the PEST procedure can be found
in Taylor and Creelman (1967). A minimum of 150 trials were run in the
slow presentation condition, and 300 in the fast presentation condition. The
staircases were deemed to have converged within this number of trials, based
on pilot data. The entire procedure was repeated for the comfortable and the
uncomfortable backgrounds, and for the short (2s) and long (10s) presentation
times.
Thresholds were obtained by fitting a logistic function using ’psignifit’ (Fru¨nd,
Haenel, and Wichmann, 2011). A bootstrapping procedure consisting of 999
simulations was implemented to estimate confidence intervals. The contrast
level at which each observer performed at 75% correct detection was recorded
as the threshold contrast level. For each observer a total of four thresholds were
obtained: a short duration threshold and a long duration threshold, for the
comfortable and uncomfortable stimuli. Thresholds from the short and long
durations were then used to give ‘easy target’ and ‘hard target’ conditions in
the visual search experiment below. Average threholds across observers can be
seen in Figure 6.2. Note the observers were presented with stimuli according
to their individual thresholds, not the average.
Visual Search Task
The results of the first part of the experiment were used to determine four
stimulus contrast levels for each individual, based on performance, for each of
the two search areas (1/f 1 or 1/f 2), and for each of the task difficulty levels
(easy and hard). The observer’s task in this second part of the experiment was
to search for a small Gabor target hidden against either 1/f 1 or 1/f 2 filtered
noise backgrounds. The target contrast was set individually for each observer
at the 75% correct detection threshold from the first part of the experiment.
Stimuli were again presented at a random location on the screen, avoiding
the central strip and the edges. This time, observers indicated whether the
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Figure 6.2: Average contrast thresholds
Average thresholds for ’easy’ (2 second search time) and ’hard’ (10 second
search time) trials, for the two search backgrounds. Errorbars show ± 1 stan-
dard error.
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target was present or absent using the arrow keys on the keyboard. There were
a total of 800 trials: 400 per condition, separated out into blocks of 100 trials
each. Trials were generated in random order. Approximately 30% of all trials
were easy trials, with high contrast targets. The easy (high contrast target)
trials were included for motivation and attention purposes: in low prevalence
search tasks there are many more misses than in high prevalence search tasks
(Judd, Durand, and Torralba, 2011). Another approximately 30% were hard
(low contrast target) trials, with lower contrast targets. The final 40% of trials
were target absent trials. A fixation cross was presented on a mid-grey screen
before the onset of each trial. Unlike the first part of the experiment, the
second part was self-timed to an extent: observers initiated the trial with a
button press, after which the stimulus was presented for a maximum of 10
seconds. Observers were instructed to respond as quickly and as accurately as
possible, within this time limit.
Results
Analysis
The percentage of correct trials was used as a measure of accuracy. Reaction
times were log-transformed to normalise the distribution prior to statistical
analysis. Analysis of eye movements was restricted to fixations longer than
0.2s (Salthouse and Ellis, 1980). One observer had to be excluded from the
eye movement analysis as eye movements were not recorded properly. How-
ever, behavioural results from this individual were still used. Log transforms of
the fixation duration and saccade length were used in the statistical analysis.
Statistical analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 19.
Visual Search Performance
The percentage of incorrect responses for each trial type (easy, hard, absent)
is plotted on the right hand side of Figure 6.3. Overall mean accuracy was
63.4% (standard deviation 14.7). Mean reaction times are plotted on the left
hand side of Figure 6.3.
Bartlett’s Test showed there to be unequal variances (χ2(2) = 30.12, p <
0.01). As expected, results of a 2 (background) x 2 (target difficulty) repeated
measures MANOVA showed there to be an effect of target difficulty (easy or
hard) only (F(2,6) = 42.77, p < 0.01). From Figure 6.3 it can be seen that RTs
are shorter on easy trials, then hard trials, then target absent trials. There are
also fewer incorrect responses for easy trials than for hard and target absent
trials. There is no difference between the two background types.
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To address the specific hypothesis, results of a repeated measures MANOVA
showed there to be no effect of background on either reaction time or accuracy
for target absent trials (F(2,6) = 2.06, p = NS).
Figure 6.3: Results of Experiment 1
Reaction time (left) and percentage of incorrect responses (right) as a function
of the background type. Results are plotted separately for easy, hard, and
target-absent trials. Error-bars in this and all other figures show 1 standard
error.
Eye Movements
The results of two-tailed repeated measures t-tests showed there to be no sta-
tistically significant differences between either mean fixation duration (1/f 2
mean = 0.49s, 1/f mean = 0.53s) or mean saccade length (1/f 2 mean =
259.03, 1/f mean = 235.43 pixels) between the two search areas. (Fixation
duration: t(6) = -2.69, NS; Saccade length, t(6) = 0.48, NS).
Discussion
Experiment 1 was conducted to ascertain whether there were differences in
performance in a visual search task against 1/f 2 and 1/f 1 backgrounds, which
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have been shown in previous research to influence judgements of discomfort
(Juricevic et al., 2010). The results of Experiment 1 show no evidence that
observers shifted their criteria in order to avoid prolonged exposure to stimuli
previously judged to be uncomfortable. As there was no effect of background
on the target present trials, this shows that the difficulty matching part of the
experiment was successful. As expected, there was an effect of target type:
easier trials were found more quickly and more accurately than hard trials.
However, for the specific prediction, there was no effect of background on
target absent trials, indicating search motivation was not influenced by task
difficulty. The hard trials showed near chance accuracy, which could poten-
tially create a floor effect, and account for the lack of difference between the
backgrounds for the hard trials. However, as the easy trials did not show this
potential floor effect this explanation cannot account for the lack of effects of
background on performance. Secondly, no differences were found between the
eye movement behaviour against the two search areas.
One possible reason that the type of background had no effect on perfor-
mance is that the stimuli were simply not sufficiently uncomfortable to elicit
detriments to performance. Therefore, the next experiment investigated the
effects of striped patterns on performance using the same visual search task.
6.3 Experiment 2: Striped Backgrounds
Previous research has shown striped patterns to be uncomfortable (Wilkins
et al., 1984; Wilkins, 1995), and to be capable of inducing epileptiform EEG
patterns of activation in epilepsy sufferers (Wilkins et al., 1979), and even
epileptic seizures in those with pattern-sensitive epilepsy (Radhakrishnan et al.,
2005). Therefore the study was extended to investigate the effects of striped
gratings on visual search performance, as these are expected to be more un-
comfortable than the noise patterns.
Previous work on both clinical and general populations has shown spatial
frequency tuning in the discomfort of striped patterns (Wilkins et al., 1979,
1984). If any effects on accuracy found are due to discomfort, it is expected
that they will be similarly spatial frequency tuned.
The search strategy of observers is very task dependent (Boot, Becic, and
Kramer, 2009). Therefore, in order to be able to compare between experiments
the search task remained the same: the Gabor target was hidden against a fil-
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tered noise search area. However, this time the search was limited to a central
filtered noise search area with the rest of the display consisting of an outer
background. This method also avoided the performance-matching concerns
that were evident in Experiment 1.
Method
Apparatus: The apparatus used was the same as in Experiment 1.
Stimuli: The target was located within a central circular patch consisting
of 1/f filtered noise. The central circular region of the patch subtended a
visual angle of 6.05◦, and had a Gaussian smoothed edge (σ = 1.97◦). In
condition one, the target was the same 3 cycles/degree Gabor as before, in
Condition two, the target was a 0.75 cycles/degree Gabor. The contrast of the
target was fixed to be either 20% (hard trials) or 30% (easy trials). Example
stimuli can be seen in Figure 6.4. The background outside the central patch
was manipulated: either the background was uniform mid-grey, or a vertical
sine-wave grating of 0.75, 1.5, or 3 cycles/degree, at 50% contrast. Luminance
range was between 1.35 and 34.66 cd/m2.
Observers: 24 observers participated in the study, 12 in condition one, 12 in
condition two (mean = 22.5, SD = 1.86). All were na¨ıve to the purposes of
the experiment.
Procedure: There were four blocks (one for each spatial frequency outer
background) of 100 trials each per condition (mid-grey or striped outer back-
ground). Five observers in condition one completed the experiment with 200
trials in each block. The rest all completed 100 trials per block. Reducing
the number of trials had no effect on the mean reaction times or accuracies
unless fewer than 50 trials were incorporated. Stimuli were displayed for a
maximum of 10 seconds. Observers were asked to search for the Gabor target
and respond as quickly and accurately as possible using the left (target present)
or right (target absent) arrow keys, within the time limit. Participants were
informed that the target might be absent, and that the target (if present)
would always be located in the central noise pattern. Each trial was initiated
by the observers themselves using the down arrow.
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Figure 6.4: Striped search backgrounds
Example stimuli for Experiment 2. The target Gabor was always in the central
1/f noise patch. The outer background (mid-grey or striped) was manipulated
between blocks.
Results
Figure 6.5 shows the results for the 3 cycles/degree target. The left hand side
of Figure 6.5 shows mean reaction time plotted against the spatial frequency
of the background, for easy, hard and target absent trials. Reaction time tends
to increase with trial difficulty (easy trials have the shortest reaction time),
and also with spatial frequency. The right hand side of Figure 6.5 shows the
mean inaccuracy, against the spatial frequency of the background, for easy,
hard and target absent trials. Again, worse performance (more inaccuracy)
is shown with increasing spatial frequency, except for the target absent trials.
There are, however, very few inaccurate responses for target absent trials over-
all.
The results of a 3 (trial type) x 4 (background) repeated measures MANOVA
showed there to be a significant effect of trial type (easy, hard, absent) on
reaction time and accuracy (F(4,44) = 30.99, p < 0.01), and also a main effect
of background spatial frequency on reaction time and accuracy (F(4,66) = 6.76,
p < 0.01). There was also an interaction effect of trial type and background on
reaction time and accuracy (F(12,132) = 7.33, p < 0.01). Univariate follow-
up tests showed that there was a significant main effect of trial type on both
accuracy and reaction time (F(2,22) = 53.90, p < 0.01; F(2,22) = 35.70, p <
0.01). There was a significant main effect of background on both accuracy and
reaction time (F(2.2, 24.4) = 21.0, p < 0.01; F(3,33) = 4.75, p < 0.01). There
was a significant effect of the trial type x background on accuracy (F(3.2,35.7)
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Figure 6.5: Results with small target
Mean reaction time (left) and percentage inaccuracy (right) against spatial
frequency of background with a 3 cycles/degree target.
= 13.85, p < 0.01) and on reaction time (F(6,66) = 7.78, p < 0.01).
Results of post-hoc repeated measures t-tests show that for the 3 cycles/degree
target observers are significantly less accurate when the background was also 3
cycles/degree than when it was 0.75 cycles/degree, for the target absent, easy
and hard trials respectively (t(11) = 3.03, p < 0.01; t(11) = 4.49, p < 0.01;
t(11) = 3.54, p < 0.01). There was also a significant difference in the reaction
times for easy and hard trials (t(11) = 2.55, p < 0.05; t(11) = 2.64, p < 0.05),
but no significant difference for the target absent reaction times (t(11) = 1.31,
NS).
Figure 6.6 shows the results for the 0.75 cycles/degree target. The left hand
side of Figure 6.6 shows reaction time, the right hand side shows inaccuracy
against spatial frequency of the background for the three levels of task difficulty
(easy, hard, absent). There is an apparent effect of trial type on both reaction
time and accuracy. There are only a few incorrect target absent responses.
There is an effect of spatial frequency, although in comparison with the results
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Figure 6.6: Results with large target
Mean reaction time (left) and percentage inaccuracy (right) against spatial
frequency of background with a 0.75 cycles/degree target.
for the 3 cycles/degree target, the spatial frequency tuning has shifted - worst
performance is now found for the 0.75 cycles/degree background, both in terms
of reaction times and accuracy.
The results of a 3 (trial type) x 4 (background) repeated measures MANOVA
showed there to be a significant effect of trial type (easy, hard, absent) on re-
action time and accuracy (F(4,44) = 20.76, p < 0.01), and also a main effect of
background spatial frequency on reaction time and accuracy (F(6,66) = 13.72,
p < 0.01). There was also an interaction effect of trial type and background on
reaction time and accuracy (F(12,132) = 15.0, p < 0.01). Univariate follow-
up tests showed that there was a significant main effect of trial type on both
accuracy and reaction time (F(2,22) = 61.34, p < 0.01; F(2,22) = 14.37 p <
0.01). There was a significant main effect of background on both accuracy and
reaction time (F(3,33) = 37.66, p < 0.01; F(3,33) = 14.92, p < 0.01). There
was a significant effect of the trial type x background on accuracy (F(6,66) =
17.92, p < 0.01) and on reaction time (F(6,66) = 12.67, p < 0.01).
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Results of post-hoc repeated measures t-tests show that for the 0.75 cycles/degree
target observers are both significantly less accurate and slower when the back-
ground was also 0.75 cycles/degree than when it was 3 cycles/degree, for the
target absent, easy and hard trials respectively (t(11) = 9.79, p < 0.01; t(11)
= 6.39, p < 0.01; t(11) = 10.30, p < 0.01). There was also a significant
difference for the reaction times (t(11) = 3.60, p < 0.05; t(11) = 3.70, p <
0.01; t(11) = 5.65, p < 0.01). This can be seen in Figure 6.6: tuning for
the worst performance in both longest reaction time and most inaccuracy has
shifted to 0.75 cycles/degree background.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 show that there were significant main effects of
trial type and outer background spatial frequency on accuracy and reaction
time at finding a Gabor target hidden against a central 1/f noise patch. The
effect of trial type is expected: performance is increased on high contrast,
easy trials. The main effect of background is more interesting, and can be
seen in the spatial frequency tuning effects in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. Poorest
performance, both in terms of accuracy and reaction time, is seen when the
spatial frequency of the target is similar to that of the background.
The presence of any sinusoidal grating background resulted in worse perfor-
mance than with a mid-grey background. This could be explained as being
due to the discomfort that has been previously reported for striped patterns
(Wilkins et al., 1984). The most uncomfortable spatial frequencies have been
indicated as being around four cycles/degree for striped patterns (Wilkins
et al., 1984). Spatial frequencies around three cycles/degree have previously
been suggested as those resulting in maximum discomfort (Fernandez and
Wilkins, 2008), and spatial frequency tuning was also found in discomfort
judgements of filtered noise patterns (O’Hare and Hibbard, 2011). Therefore if
discomfort was the reason for the detriment to performance, it is expected that
worst performance will be around three cycles/degree. However, the results
show that the spatial frequency tuning depends on the spatial frequency of the
target, such that worst performance was found when the spatial frequencies of
the target and background were matched. This suggests that a large proportion
of the decrement in performance results from the similarity between the spatial
frequency of the background and the target, rather than the spatial frequency
of the background per se. Therefore, the detriment in performance could be
due to other effects such as surround suppression: a reduction in perceived
contrast of a target caused by the presence of the peripheral background (Yu,
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Klein, and Levi, 2001), possibly resulting from receptive field architecture and
the effects of inhibitory interneurons (e.g. Webb, Dhruv, Solomon, Tailby,
and Lennie, 2005). Surround suppression affects detection of targets (Petrov,
Carandini, and McKee, 2005; Petrov, Popple, and McKee, 2007) and also the
perceived contrast of targets (Yu et al., 2001). Surround suppression effects are
greatest when target and background are of the same spatial frequency and
orientation, and increase with eccentricity (Petrov et al., 2005). Maximum
effects of surround suppression are seen when the target and the background
at around 10% contrast, and are also important in the range of contrasts used
in the current experiment (Petrov et al., 2007).
A final experiment was therefore conducted in which observers searched for
a horizontal target, in the presence of a vertical background. If the results are
due to discomfort rather than surround suppression, then there should be a
residual effect when the target is orthogonal to the stripes.
6.4 Experiment 3: Target Orientation
Method
Apparatus, stimuli and procedure were the same as Experiment 2. Only one
target was used, a horizontal 3 cycles/degree Gabor patch.
Observers: 13 observers took part in this study. This included two observers,
who had previously participated in Experiment 2 and returned to participate
in this part of the study. Two experienced psychophysical observers, (LOH
and PBH) with corrected to normal vision, and an additional nine other na¨ıve
participants participated in the study (mean age = 23.92, SD = 5.01).
Results
A 3 x 4 way repeated measures MANOVA was conducted to assess the effects
of the trial type and background on accuracy and noise. Bartlett’s test showed
there to be unequal variances (χ2(2) = 23.32, p < 0.01). The only significant
multivariate effect was that of trial type (F(4,48) = 15.47, p < 0.01). Therefore
there was no effect of background on accuracy or reaction time when the target
was orthogonal to the background. This can be seen in Figure 6.7: there is
a clear lack of spatial frequency tuning, indicating no effect of background on
the reaction times or the accuracy.
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Figure 6.7: Results with horizontal target
Mean reaction time (left) and percentage inaccuracy (right) as a function of
background spatial frequency, with a horizontally oriented Gabor target.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 showed that the tuning effect found in Experi-
ment 2 disappeared when the target (a Gabor patch) was at an orthogonal
orientation to the outer background stripes. This suggests that the tuning
found previously can be explained by surround suppression effects alone, and
no effect can be attributed to visual discomfort in the current task.
6.5 Conclusion
Experiment 1 investigated the possibility that uncomfortable filtered noise
search backgrounds have a detrimental effect on visual search tasks when efforts
were made to match stimuli for task difficulty. The critical comparison was the
target absent trials - it was thought that observers would quit searching faster
against more uncomfortable backgrounds (thought to be 1/f 2). Results did
not support this hypothesis: there was no evidence of a difference between the
two search backgrounds in terms of reaction time, accuracy or eye movements.
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In Experiment 2, the search task remained the same, but this time an outer,
task irrelevant background was introduced: either mid-grey or striped gratings
of varying spatial frequency. It was predicted that if there was a substantial
amount of discomfort then there will be a performance detriment that should
follow the spatial frequency tuning previously shown in the discomfort litera-
ture (Wilkins et al., 1984).
The results of Experiment 2 showed a tuning effect on reaction time and ac-
curacy of search for outer backgrounds of different spatial frequencies. There
was a reduction in performance with any of the striped outer backgrounds
compared to the mid-grey outer background: both longer reaction times and
reduced accuracy. This suggests that any modulation in the background causes
a detriment to performance. However, performance was worst when the spatial
frequency of the target matched that of the background. As this tuning did
not follow the theoretically most uncomfortable background spatial frequency,
but instead shifted depending on the target, this suggests the effect is un-
related to discomfort, and possibly resulting from alternative processes such
as surround suppression (Yu et al., 2001). This explanation was explored in
Experiment 3, in which the orientation of the Gabor target was orthogonal to
the striped outer background. Under these conditions no effect of background
was observed. This suggests that there are no effects of discomfort on visual
search performance in the present experiment.
Effects of discomfort on visual tasks have been previously demonstrated in non-
clinical populations, by both Conlon et al. (1998) and Chronicle and Wilkins
(1996). One important difference between the Conlon et al. (1998) search
task and the present study is that observers were searching for targets in a
striped background, whereas in the current situation the background and the
target were displaced using the filtered noise search area. The Chronicle and
Wilkins (1996) task involved detection of a letter directly against the striped
background. Spatial frequency of the target was matched to the background.
In the present study, the stimuli were displaced from the striped background.
The area of the annulus of the striped grating is important for visual discom-
fort: (Wilkins et al., 1984) showed that the larger the annulus, and the smaller
the centre, the more illusions were reported. Thus the lack of an effect on
performance in the current study could be because the target was not directly
against the stripes, and this would reduce discomfort effects (Wilkins et al.,
1984). Therefore discomfort might have been weaker than previous investiga-
tions.
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In summary, this study shows that theoretically uncomfortable stimuli did not
affect performance on a visual search task in a non-clinical population. Thus,
if search strategy was altered by differences in motivation due to discomfort,
this effect was small in comparison to interference effects. This suggests that,
although non-clinical populations can judge images for discomfort (Juricevic
et al., 2010), these discomfort effects are not substantial enough to affect per-
formance. More extreme discomfort responses that are powerful enough to
manifest themselves in performance measures might be seen in clinical popu-
lations, however, investigating the differences between populations is not the
objective of this study and thus remains for future research. This is not to say
however that such image properties are not in important factor that affects
visual performance, and indeed such effects are reported here, and elsewhere.
Rather, it is argued that the degree of similarity between the target of interest
and the background is an important determinant of the level of disruption
of performance that will occur. In many everyday tasks, such as reading, the
target and the background will show many visual similarities. This might then
be reflected in the disruption to performance in some studies (e.g. Allen et al.,
2008).
Although there was no evidence of disruption to performance on the search
task, a different task might show other results. For example, a detriment
to reading performance has been reported previously from text patterns (e.g.
Wilkins et al., 2007; Chase et al., 2009; Tosha et al., 2009). Therefore, it
could be the case that these effects of discomfort on performance need time
to accumulate, therefore the brief presentation time of the search task might
not have allowed for this. Reading is also a more ecologically relevant choice
of task. Therefore, the impact of text manipulations, including text stripiness,
on reading performance will be assessed in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7
EFFECTS OF DISCOMFORT ON
READING
7.1 Introduction
The data for Experiment 1 were collected by Miss C. Gordon
The results of Chapter 6 provided no evidence to suggest that stimuli typically
reported as uncomfortable showed any effect on performance in a visual search
task beyond suppression effects. Reading performance is associated with visual
discomfort (Wilkins and Lewis, 1999). In this chapter the effects of stripiness
of text stimuli on reading performance will be investigated.
Reading performance has been associated with visual discomfort, both sus-
ceptibility of individual observers to visual discomfort (e.g. Chase et al., 2009;
Tosha et al., 2009) and the ability of the stimulus to induce discomfort (e.g.
Nahar et al., 2007). Self-reports of the reading experience have been used as a
method of classifying individuals into high and low discomfort groups (Conlon
et al., 1999). Additionally, manipulations that may reduce discomfort might
also improve reading performance. For example, using coloured overlays can
improve reading performance for some individuals (Wilkins, 1993). Coloured
overlays have been reported to reduce discomfort (Tyrrell, Holland, Dennis,
and Wilkins, 1995). It is thought that coloured overlays reduce the intensity
of particular wavelengths of light that the user finds more problematic. It has
previously been shown that some wavelengths of light can be more problem-
atic than others (Main et al., 1997). In this study, migraineurs were shown
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to report more discomfort from blue absorption, reddish light than for white
light, whereas control subjects reported most discomfort on viewing a high
absorption, blueish light source. Thus by changing the spectral content in this
way, discomfort might be reduced, and reading unimpeeded.
Stripes in Text
Stripes are a stimulus known to potentially cause visual discomfort (e.g. Wilkins
et al., 1984). Text could be thought of as a periodic pattern similar to stripes.
Manipulations of global stimulus configuration of striped patterns, such as
spatial frequency and duty cycle, have been shown to affect discomfort judge-
ments (Wilkins et al., 1984). Manipulations of global configuration of stimuli,
in this case rows of the letter ‘E’, have been shown to affect search performance
in high discomfort groups (Conlon et al., 1998). Using a mask to isolate one
line of text would change the global configuration. The use of masks to isolate
only one line of text is another manipulation shown to be successful in im-
proving reading ability in some individuals (Wilkins, 1993). This implies that
manipulations of similar properties in stripes can influence both discomfort
judgements and reading performance.
It has been shown that distorting the text to reduce stripe regularity affects
reading performance in poor readers (Wilkins et al., 2007). The autocorrela-
tion function is the cross-correlation of a signal with itself, as a function of the
spatial separation between the samples, see Equation 7.1.
ρ =
∑((x− µx)(y − µy)
σxσy
)
(7.1)
Where ρ is the correlation coefficient, x is the first sample (image), µx is the
average of the first sample, y is the second sample (image with spatial offset),
µy is the average of the second sample, σx is the standard deviation of the first
sample, and σy is the standard deviation of the second sample.
The autocorrelation function could be thought of as a measure of how periodic
a stimulus is. If stimuli are highly periodic, there will be strong peaks in the
autocorrelation function at the relevant spatial offsets (lags) that correspond
to the period of the stimulus. In order to distort the text, Wilkins et al.
(2007) manipulated it in such a way that the first peak of the autocorrelation
function was reduced. Distorting the text to reduce this first peak resulted in a
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subtle improvement in both the speed and accuracy of reading in poor readers.
One account of why this improvement might occur is due to large responses
in the brain to very regular stimuli. Regular patterns such as stripes have
very different amplitude spectra compared to natural images, and this can be
detected by infants (Kleiner, 1987). Kleiner (1987) used face and lattice stimuli
to create composite images by exchanging the amplitude and phase spectra.
Infants showed increased preferential looking for the stimuli with the amplitude
spectrum of a face, despite adults considering these stimuli to look more like
lattices. The authors suggested this as evidence that the ‘faceness’ of stimuli is
conveyed by the amplitude spectrum, rather than the phase information. By
disrupting the regularity text patterns might be coded slightly more efficiently.
Neurons in the visual cortex are tuned to their own specific spatial frequencies
and orientations (see Chapter 3). Groups of neurons responding to the same
spatial attributes make up a particular ‘channel’. These channels are selective
for spatial frequency and orientation. When viewing natural images, the range
of spatial frequency and orientations available will ensure the response is dis-
tributed across all channels (Brady and Field, 1997). Highly regular patterns
will demand a strong response from only those neurons with similar spatial
frequency and orientation tuning preferences, i.e. from particular channels.
This could potentially result in an imbalance in the processing channels, and
therefore could cause discomfort (for a more detailed discussion of this topic,
see Chapter 3).
Binocular Mismatching
Another explanation could be an ocular motor one: a problem with binocular
mismatching. Humans have two forward-facing eyes, whose views largely over-
lap. To see with single vision, the brain must combine these two inputs. This
involves matching points in one eye’s view of the world to the corresponding
points in the other eye’s view. This is called binocular matching, and is useful
for aspects of vision such as stereoscopic depth perception. In order to match
points in the scenes, it is necessary to establish which points in the two eyes’
views are the same. This is called the ‘correspondance problem’.
It is unclear how the visual system solves this correspondence problem (see
pages 41 to 65 in Howard and Rogers (2002)). Although the visual system
routinely manages to correctly match corresponding points in the world, this
does not always happen. Under certain situations binocular matching fails,
and points are mismatched to ones other than the corresponding one. On
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viewing repetitive stimuli, this can lead to an illusion of depth misplacement,
known as the ‘wallpaper effect’ (Howard and Rogers, 2002). This tends to
happen in situations where adjacent points are similar to the corresponding
point, such as patterns of stripes. For example, the first stripe in one eye could
be mismatched with the second stripe in the other eye. See Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: The ‘wallpaper effect’
The wallpaper effect is a case of binocular mismatching. The two eyes views
are not combined properly. In this case, the stripe fixated by the right eye
is not the same as that of the left. This happens more often with regular
pattterns, as there is increased similarity of points to match.
Binocular Control and Reading
There are also some studies suggesting that binocular mismatching is a prob-
lem that could cause visual discomfort, and potentially reading difficulties, in
those that are potentially more susceptible to it (e.g. Grisham, Sheppard, and
Tran, 1993). Those more susceptible to binocular mismatching might be those
displaying problems with aligning the two eyes in the absence of an object,
known as ‘phoria’. Problems with vergence control might lead to suppression
of one eye’s input (e.g. Tang and Evans, 2007). Alternatively, the observer
might confuse inputs from the two eyes, resulting in illusions such as the wall-
paper effect.
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When there is no coherent stimulus for both eyes to fixate on, many peo-
ple’s eyes tend to have a resting state that is to look staight ahead. Phoria
a condition when the eyes are not parallel when there is no coherent stimulus
to look at. There is evidence to associate exophoria (eyes looking away from
each other) with subjective reports of discomfort, and that it increases after
working at a computer screen (Nyman et al., 1985). Additionally, Grisham
et al. (1993) found that phoria and fixation disparity scores correlate with
subjective reports of visual symptoms such as eyestrain, and the skipping of
words in a reading task. In contrast to phoria, where the eyes do not have a
target to look at, fixation disparity is the slight mismatch between the exact
fixation point of the eyes under binocular viewing conditions. Yekta, Pick-
well, and Jenkins (1989) provided evidence that reading text at too close a
distance increases discomfort, and there is an increase in phoria after a day
of reading. This suggests that fatigue effects might build up over prolonged
periods of reading. However, in a more recent study Jaschinski (2002) found
that although there are more signs of fatigue when forced to read at too close
a distance, the preferred distance might well be dependent on the individual.
There are several ocular motor components to reading that are different in
poor readers compared to stronger readers, such as more regressions, more
variable saccades, longer duration of saccades, poor vergence, unstable fix-
ation, more blurring, and loss of place (for a review see Kulp and Schmidt
(1996)). Any of these could account for the differences between strong and
weaker readers, and potentially contribute to the reported discomfort. Alto-
gether, these data provide evidence to suggest that there might well be some
ocular motor component to visual discomfort, such as binocular mismatching,
that has applications in reading, specifically vergence control. In order to test
this, reading will be used to assess the effect of a selection of manipulations
designed to reduce the chances of binocular mismatching.
Manipulations of Text
Direct interventions designed to reduce binocular mismatching have been found
to influence reading performance. Occluding one eye was found to improve
binocular fixation and reading ability in dyslexic children (Stein, Richardson,
and Fowler, 2000). It is thought that the lack of binocular control leads to
confusion between the letters of the text. Removing conflicting information by
closing one eye therefore facilitates reading.
Occluding one eye is an obvious way of eliminating the issue of binocular
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mismatching. However, there are additional manipulations of the text that
could influence the possibility of mismatching. Various text manipulations
have previously been shown to affect reading performance, and some involve
reducing the chances of binocular mismatching.
A specific manipulation that may reduce the probability of binocular mis-
matching is the use of serifs: little ‘flicks’ in certain fonts. It is thought that
‘sans serif’ fonts (fonts without these ‘flicks’) would be clearer to read as they
would create slight differences between the letters (see Figure 7.2), and disrupt
the regularity of the spacing between adjacent letters. These additional dif-
ferences would lower the chances of binocular mismatching. Yager, Aquilante,
and Plass (1998) found that there was a benefit of the fonts without serifs
on reading speed in low luminance conditions (less than 0.2cd/m2). However,
the fonts used differed on two dimensions - presence or absence of serifs, and
line thickness of the letter. This finding was also under low luminance con-
ditions only, which might also have impacted acuity. Therefore, whether the
effect on reading was due to the serifs is unclear. As other researchers do not
find an effect of serifs (e.g Sheedy, Subbaram, Zimmerman, and Hayes, 2005),
the importance of serifs is even more debatable. However, Arditi and Cho
(2005) found that at a certain text size, the presence of serifs made a tiny
improvement to the reading speed of short sentences presented on a computer
in very small fonts. However, the sample size in this study was very small -
only four participants, two low vision and two normal vision subjects. Also,
this effect was very subtle, and the authors concluded it was possibly due to
the increased spacing demanded by the serifs rather than the presence of the
serifs themselves.
However, not all studies allow firm conclusions to be drawn. For example,
Mansefield, Legge, and Bane (1996) found there to be a benefit of reading
speed and accuracy with Courier-Bold font compared to Times New Roman
font in low vision subjects. However, there are many differences between the
two fonts, such as letter width, differences in serifs, and thickness of line, so it
is not clear what the important factors are from this study. Additionally, in
the second experiment of their study, (Wilkins et al., 2007) showed there to be
no difference on reading speed between Times New Roman (with serifs) and
Arial (without serifs). In the fourth experiment in this study, Geneva (sans
serif) font was found to be read faster than Times New Roman (with serifs).
However, presence or absence of serifs is not the sole difference between these
fonts, so there may be an effect of font, all other things being equal.
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Figure 7.2: Serifs
Compare fonts without (left) and with (right) serifs. Note the differences at
the top right of each letter, these are exaggerated with serifs.
These studies provide mixed and inconclusive indications that some text ma-
nipulations affecting the stripiness of text might affect reading performance
in some individuals. Work by Jainta, Jaschinski, and Wilkins (2010) showed
more direct evidence that stripiness of text affects binocular fixations. The
authors concluded that this could in turn affect the reading speed as found
by Wilkins et al. (2007). Jainta et al. (2010) measured the autocorrelation
of common words, and the fixations of observers reading them. They found
an association between the binocular fixation duration and accuracy, and the
autocorrelation function. Observers fixated words with a higher first peak in
the autocorrelation function for longer, and there was less fixation disparity
for these words. This was the case for binocular viewing only - there was no
association between monocular fixation duration and first peak in the auto-
correlation function. This indicates that binocular fixations need to be more
accurate and take longer to achieve for the stripier words. Thus binocular
control could account for the reduction in reading speed found by Wilkins
et al. (2007).
Although this provides evidence that binocular fixations could account for
the findings of Wilkins et al. (2007), this does not eliminate the possibility
that the slower reading speed could be accounted for in terms of large neural
responses to regular patterns. Manipulations making the striped pattern more
irregular could reduce the magnitude of the neural response, and therefore
improve reading performance.
Manipulating the autocorrelation function alone does not discriminate between
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these two possibilities, further manipulations are needed. Manipulations such
as closing one eye have the effect of removing the binocular matching problem.
However, closing one eye also reduces input to the cortex, thus this manipula-
tion cannot discriminate conclusively between the two possible accounts. One
possibility is to investigate whether there is an effect of autocorrelation func-
tion peak within the monocular condition. Another condition, where the strip-
iness is manipulated in a manner that does not facilitate binocular mismatch-
ing, would also strengthen conclusions. One way of doing this is to change
the horizontal line spacing, which has been shown to affect visual discomfort
judgements and performance on visual search (Conlon and Humphreys, 2001).
Therefore the aim of this study is to establish the difference between the two,
to see if there is an effect of discomfort on reading performance.
Reading as a measure of performance
This study is not an investigation of the cognitive processes underlying reading
itself, it is a study of visual discomfort using reading performance as a proxy.
Reading is multifaceted, ranging from single words on signposts and labels, to
large passages of text. It is important to have a working definition of reading
in order to be able to measure performance. Previous studies involving reading
have used standardised tests, such as the MNRead test (Legge, Ross, Luebker,
and LaMay, 1989). This method involves presentation of short sentences on
a computer screen or on cards, which the participant reads aloud and the
experimenter records mistakes. Presentation time is reduced until mistakes
are made and the fastest error-free time is the rate of reading in words per
minute. The Group Reading Test is used in schools to classify poor and strong
readers (Tyrrell et al., 1995). Another option is the Rate of Reading Test,
(Wilkins, Jeans, Pumfrey, and Laskier, 1996), which involves reading a pas-
sage consisting of real words in random order, rendering the text meaningless.
As the current study is not designed to isolate subtle effects to probe the
processes underlying reading itself, two measures of reading were used. Com-
prehension of text is one of the goals of the reading task in this study, and so
in Experiment 1 a natural reading task with real passages of text was used.
Standardised tests are designed to eliminate possible variables such as context
effects of words and differences in contextual knowledge of the subject matter.
Thus in Experiment 2, a standard test of reading (the Wilkins Rate of Reading
Test (Wilkins et al., 1996)) was chosen as a measure of reading. There was
no screening of readers in either study, as reading in the general population
was the focus of this study, not in a select subset of individuals with reading
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difficulties.
7.2 Experiment 1
The study is to investigate whether visual discomfort or binocular mismatching
have effects in the general population when reading natural texts. In this study,
reading will be defined as reading short paragraphs of text, and measures of
reading ability were taken as the speed, accuracy and comprehension of text.
The effects of distorting the text autocorrelation function, adding serifs, and
viewing the text monocularly and binocularly will be investigated. It is ex-
pected that these manipulations should improve reading in those susceptible
to binocular mismatching. A different manipulation that will also be used
is changing the line spacing. This will change the stripiness of the text, but
in the vertical, rather than horizontal direction. Therefore this manipulation
will affect global configuration, and reduce stripiness, but not affect binocu-
lar mismatching. Therefore it is hypothesised that there may be more of an
effect in this condition for those with high visual discomfort rather than low
visual discomfort as measured by the Conlon et al. (1999) visual discomfort
scale. However, this manipulation should have no effect on reading if binocular
mismatching is the cause of the problem.
Method
Stimuli:
Texts were ten passages chosen from ‘Erewhon’, by Samuel Butler (Butler,
1872). These particular passages were chosen as they were free from names of
people and places. The results of a pilot study found them to take around a
minute to read, although there was some variation between texts (see Table
7.1). To compensate for this, texts were randomised across participants and
conditions, and reading speed was measured (in words per minute) as opposed
to time taken to read the whole text.
For the baseline condition, words were printed in 12pt Arial font with sin-
gle line spacing. For the serif condition, words were printed in 12pt Lucinda
Bright. For the non-serif comparison, words were printed in 12pt Lucinda Sans,
as these were closely matched to the Lucinda Bright for other text properties.
See Figure 7.3.
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Text Length Observer 1 Observer 2
words time(s) time(s)
1 275 1.57 1.09
2 305 1.47 1.15
3 265 1.33 1.12
4 254 1.24 1.06
5 266 1.03 0.48
6 250 1.20 0.58
7 256 1.27 1.04
8 240 1.17 0.51
9 265 1.24 1.00
10 207 1.25 0.58
Table 7.1: Table of text lengths
Results of a pilot study to ascertain reading length of texts in minutes. Due
to the variation found, reading speed is quoted in words-per-minute in the
subsequent sections.
Figure 7.3: Fonts
The font types used.
In the morphed condition, text was distorted to manipulate the autocorrelation
function (stripiness). The basic 12pt Arial font was distorted thus: the letters
in the middle of each word were compressed by 1pt, using the ‘condense’ func-
tion in Microsoft Word. In the case of words with an even number of letters,
the letter(s) slightly to the left of the middle was/were compressed. For words
consisting of two to five letters, only one letter was compressed, for words of
six or more letters, two letters around the middle of the word were compressed.
Words were stretched using the ‘expand’ function at the right hand side by
the same number of letters to compensate for overall word length. Single
letter words were not manipulated in this way. An exaggerated example of
the morphed text, for demonstration purposes, can be seen in Figure 7.4. An
example of the actual stimuli can be seen in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.4: Morphed text
This is an exaggerated example of the condensing of the text for demonstration
purposes. As the letters were only condensed or expanded by 1pt in the actual
experiment, the spacing between the letters remained.
Figure 7.5: Actual text
This is an example of actual stimuli used in the text condensing manipulation.
The autocorrelation function of each line of the morphed text was calculated
for different lags according to Equation 7.1. As previously mentionned, the
autocorrelation function is a measure of the strength of the correlation of the
image with itself at different separations. With no separation, the autocorre-
lation will be perfect, a coefficient of 1. With increasing separation (lag, in
pixels) the autocorrelation coefficient will drop. Periodic stimuli will be char-
acterised by increases in the autocorrelation function as the stripes line up with
each other with progressive lags. Therefore the peaks in the autocorrelation
function are a way of quantifying the regularity of a pattern. A regular pattern
will have stronger peaks in the autocorrelation function.
The effect on the autocorrelation function of the different text manipulations,
shown in Figure 7.6. As can be seen in Figure 7.6 there is a reduction in
some of the peaks of the autocorrelation for the morphed text compared to
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Figure 7.6: The autocorrelation function of text
The autocorrelation function of an average of ten samples of text from the book
‘Erewhon’ (Butler, 1872). Lag in pixels (x-axis) is plotted against correlation
coefficient (y-axis). Four text manipulations: normal is the baseline Arial 12pt,
morphed is the Arial 12pt adjusted by hand, non-serif is the ‘Lucida Sans’ font,
and serif is the ‘Lucida Bright’ font.
the normal text. It can also be seen that the ‘Lucida Sans’ and ‘Lucida Bright’
fonts both show lower peaks than the ‘Arial’ font. The difference to the auto-
correlation between the presence of serifs in the ‘Lucida Bright’ font compared
to the absence in the ‘Lucida Bright’ font, shows that there is little effect on
the autocorrelation function due to this manipulation. However, the presence
of the serifs, whilst having little effect on the autocorrelation function, might
still facilitate binocular matching. This is because the serifs cause there to
be slight differences in the shapes at the tips of the letters. These differences
should help to minimise the confusion - it will be clearer that these letters are
different ones and should not be matched. Thus if there were a difference in
performance between the serif and sans serif texts, it might be more explicable
in terms of binocular mismatching rather than coding efficiency.
Line spacing was manipulated by randomly varying the line spacing between
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each line. Spacing varied between 1 and 10pt, mean line spacing was 5.06pt,
standard deviation was 0.22pts. These manipulations were done using Mi-
crosoft Word.
Observers:
Observers were 31 students with corrected-to-normal vision. Participants were
reimbursed five pounds per hour for their time. The experiment was approved
by the University ethics committee (UTREC).
Procedure: Firstly, standard vision tests were carried out. The test battery
included the TNO test of stereoacuity (Nieuwegein, 1972), the Maddox Rod
test, the Conlon Visual Discomfort Scale (Conlon et al., 1999) and a custom-
made test of reading acuity see Figure 7.7. The TNO test was to ascertain
whether the observers had good stereovision. It is thought that difficulties
with binocular matching might result in poor stereoacuity, therefore this could
be a useful indicator. The Maddox Rod Test is a measure of phoria, another
potential indicator of susceptibility to binocular mismatching. Reading acuity
was also measured using a custom-made text sheet - the lowest font size legible
was recorded at a reading distance of 40cm. The largest font size was 12pt,
the smallest font size was 6pt. Texts were again taken from (Butler, 1872) see
Figure 7.7.
Participants then read each text aloud, which was recorded onto a tape recorder.
There were ten conditions: two viewing conditions (binocular and monocular)
and five text manipulations (normal, morphed, with serifs, without serifs, ma-
nipulated line spacing). Order of each condition was randomised for each
observer. In the monocular viewing conditions, one eye was occluded using an
eye-patch. Observers could choose which eye was occluded, but were asked to
remain with this choice for all the monocularly presented conditions.
Participants were allowed to view the texts at their preferred reading distance.
Participants were not given instructions regarding speed or accuracy at which
they should read, but encouraged to progress at their usual rate.
Reading speed was defined as the number of words per minute, and read-
ing accuracy was noted by comparing mistakes on the tape to the printed
text. Mistakes were defined as: hesitation (over 1 second), mispronunciation
of words, misreading words, missing words out, adding extra words not in the
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Figure 7.7: Acuity test for reading task
Custom-made acuity test with sentences chosen from the same book as the
experiment (Butler, 1872), but not part of the test material.
printed text. Two independent raters judged the tapes for mistakes. Compre-
hension was tested by answering five questions about the text after reading.
Results
No observers were excluded due to failing the visual acuity test: all participants
were able to read the smallest font size (6pt) presented. No observer was
excluded due to failing to comprehend the text: the lowest comprehension score
was 11, and the mean number of answers correct was 23.4 (SD = 6.7) out of a
possible 40, meaning that individuals had understood some aspects of the texts.
Inter-rater reliability was high (ρ(130) = 0.79 p < 0.05). It was not possible to
create a high and low discomfort group according to the guidelines of the VDS
(Conlon et al., 1999), as too few participants scored highly on this scale - only
4 scored highly enough to be classified as moderate discomfort scorers, and
there were no high visual discomfort scorers. Participants were divided into
a higher and lower discomfort group after the results of a median split, based
on the results of the VDS. Median discomfort of the higher visual discomfort
group was 28.1%, and 6.5% of the low visual discomfort group. A score of
35% is needed to be classified as a moderate discomfort sufferer according to
the questionnaire. Viewing condition was either monocular or binocular. Text
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manipulations were: normal (baseline), morphed text, with serifs, without
serifs, line spacing manipulated. Performance in terms of reading speed in
words-per-minute and number of mistakes were analysed using a mixed Design
ANOVA, with 2 (viewing condition) x 5 (text manipulation) repeated measures
factors, and one between subjects factor (discomfort group).
Reading Accuracy
Figure 7.8 shows there to be a clear difference between the two discomfort
groups: the high discomfort group (indicated in red) show more mistakes over
all the texts than the low visual discomfort group (blue).
Figure 7.8: Number of mistakes when reading manipulated text
Mean number of mistakes for each of the five text manipulations under the
two viewing conditions (binocular and monocular). The high visual discomfort
group (red) and the low visual discomfort group (blue) according to the Conlon
et al. (1999) VDS are indicated. Error bars show ± 1 standard error.
Results of a mixed design ANOVA involving 2 (viewing condition) by 5 (text
manipulation) repeated factors and a between subjects factor (discomfort group)
showed there to be no effect of viewing condition (F(1,30) = 1.61, p = NS), or
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of text manipulation (F(2.8,84.4) = 0.20, p = NS). There was no significant
interaction between text manipulation and group (F(2.8,84.4) = 0.22, p =
NS), or between viewing condition and group (F(1,30) = 0.01, p = NS), or
between viewing condition and text manipulation (F(3.5,105.1) = 1.93, p =
NS). However, there was a significant effect of group (F(1,30) = 8.59, p <
0.01).
Reading Speed
Figure 7.9 shows average reading speed against text manipulation for two
viewing conditions (monocular and binocular). Again, the red bars indicates
the high visual discomfort group, the blue bars indicates the low visual discom-
fort group, according to the Conlon et al. (1999) VDS. Again, the low visual
discomfort group show faster reading speed than the high visual discomfort
group, both under binocular (t(158) = 4.50, p < 0.01) and monocular (t(158)
= 4.52, p < 0.01) viewing conditions.
Figure 7.9: Average reading speed of manipulated text
Mean reading speed (wpm) for each of the five text manipulations under the
two viewing conditions (binocular and monocular). The high visual discomfort
group (red) and the low visual discomfort group (blue) according to the Conlon
et al. (1999) VDS are indicated. Error bars show ± 1 standard error.
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The results of a 2 x 5 x 2 mixed design ANOVA with discomfort group as
the between subjects factor showed there to be a significant effect of viewing
condition only on reading speed (F(1,30) = 6.90, p < 0.05). There was also a
significant effect of group (F(1,30) = 4.37, p < 0.05). From Figure 7.9 it can
be seen that the binocularly viewed condition was read the fastest.
Correlations
Average reading speed across conditions for each individual was calculated.
Reading speed did not correlate with horizontal phoria. There was a signif-
icant negative correlation of reading speed with visual discomfort score: the
higher the Conlon et al. (1999) VDS score, the slower the reading speed overall
(ρ(32) = -0.51, p < 0.01). There was a significant positive correlation between
reading speed and comprehension (ρ(32) = 0.41, p < 0.05). This indicates that
those who read faster answered more of the comprehension questions correctly.
Discussion
Experiment 1 showed there to be an effect of discomfort group on reading per-
formance: the low discomfort group read both faster and with fewer mistakes.
Correlations also showed that those who reported more discomfort tended to
read more slowly. This is possibly because the Conlon et al. (1999) Visual
Discomfort Scale consists of many items related to reading: only three out of
the 23 questions are unrelated to reading.
Those who read faster also answered more comprehension questions correctly.
This could be an indication that these individuals are simply better at reading
than others. This also means that the increased speed of reading is unlikely to
be at a cost of comprehension, therefore individuals are reading quickly whilst
still extracting relevant information from the text.
There was no correlation between speed of reading and horizontal phoria. This
does not provide any support for the idea that such binocular problems account
for the difference in performance between high and low discomfort groups in
the current sample.
The results of Experiment 1 showed little effect of text manipulation on read-
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Figure 7.10: Correlations between reading speed, discomfort and comprehen-
sion.
Left: correlation between average reading speed (wpm) across all texts and
discomfort score according to the VDS. Right: correlation between average
reading speed (wpm) across all texts and number of comprehension questions
answered correctly.
ing, for any of the manipulations. By contrast, the study by Wilkins et al.
(2007) found effects on reading from manipulations of the autocorrelation func-
tion. The discrepancy between Experiment 1 and the Wilkins et al. (2007)
study could be due to methodological differences. There was an important
difference between the measurement of the autocorrelation function performed
by Wilkins et al. (2007) and Experiment 1 of the present study. Wilkins et al.
(2007) found the autocorrelation of each word individually. However, in the
present study, the autocorrelation of the entire line of text was found. The
peaks in the autocorrelation of the present study could therefore be dominated
by the spaces between words for example. This version of the autocorrelation
function would not be so useful for characterising the stripiness of the word
itself, which could be the more critical aspect for reading.
Aside from the differences in the calculation of the autocorrelation function,
there are also other methodological differences between the Experiment 1 and
the work of Wilkins et al. (2007). Therefore, a standardised measure of reading
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performance was used in Experiment 2, to be able to compare to the study by
Wilkins et al. (2007) more directly.
7.3 Experiment 2
Experiment Two was conducted as a more direct replication of Wilkins et al.
(2007), to ascertain whether the lack of text manipulation effect was due to
the reading task set.
Method
Stimuli:
22 monosyllabic words of either four or five letters long were chosen from
the 100 most frequent in the English language (based on the Oxford English
Corpus). They were printed on a calibrated hp LaserJet 1200 printer, which
prints at 1200 dpi. The words were presented in paragraphs of 300 or 310
words, in approximately 18 lines of single spaced text. Spacing between the
lines was 1.15cm.
Words were divided into two groups, more stripy and less stripy, based on
autocorrelation function of each individual word. The autocorrelation func-
tion of words in Times New Roman 12pt font was measured, see Equation
7.1. Stripy words were defined as those with an above-median first peak in
the autocorrelation function. The average (mean) autocorrelation coefficient
of the stripy words was ρ(11) = 0.95, SD = 0.010. Less stripy words were
those with a lower first peak in the autocorrelation function: mean coefficient
was ρ(11) = 0.92, SD = 0.006.
The autocorrelation function was also measured for the Arial 11.5pt font. This
showed some variation compared to the initial analysis using Times New Ro-
man 12pt analysis. The average first peak values of the more and less stripy
groups differed: the Arial analysis showed the mean correlation coefficient of
the first peak to be ρ = 0.98, SD = 0.003, and ρ = 0.96, SD = 0.002, for the
more and less stripy groups respectively.
This suggests that overall the Arial is more stripy than the Times, and there is
less variation between the words. This is to be expected as these are different
fonts. Critically, there was little change between the words making up the
two groups; four out of the 22 words swapped groups under the Arial analysis
compared to the Times analysis. It was considered more important in the
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current study to keep the word lists the same across conditions, as changing
them could have introduced potentially more problematic biases, such as time
needed to articulate words etc. Therefore, as the lists were fairly similar for
both of the two analyses, it was decided to just retain the one word list, rather
than risk introducing other biases. As the variation was more pronounced
under the Times analysis, this list was chosen.
There were three manipulations in this study; autocorrelation function peak
(more or less stripy text), viewing condition (monocular or binocular), and
font (Times New Roman 12pt, Arial 11.5pt).
Observers:
20 psychology students with normal or corrected to normal vision participated
in the study. Ages ranged from 18 to 30.
Procedure:
Participants viewed the stimuli at a distance of approximately 40 cm. No aide
to reading was permitted, such as pointing, using a ruler etc. Observers read
aloud as many words as possible in one minute into a cassette tape recorder.
Mistakes were defined as words transposed, omitted, or incorrectly read, after
Wilkins et al. (2007). Under binocular conditions, participants viewed stimuli
with both eyes, under monocular conditions observers were free to choose which
eye they wished to use, but asked to remain with their decision in subsequent
monocular conditions. A short pause ensured that the eye recovered to read
the next text. Stimuli were presented in pseudo-random order; all stimuli
were the first at some point, and stimuli alternated between monocular and
binocular viewing conditions, to ensure that they covered eye did not become
too dark-adapted. A practise text of three-letter words, as used by Wilkins
et al. (2007) was used to familiarise participants with the procedure prior to
commencing the actual experiment.
Results
Two observers had to be excluded from the analysis: one for failure to comply
with instructions, the other as they reported vision in only one eye. Mistakes
were low (mean = 2.1 per text, SD = 1.3), indicating that observers remained
fairly accurate throughout the texts. Therefore any differences in reading speed
are unlikely to be due to a speed-accuracy trade-off.
Results were analysed using a 2 (viewing condition) by 2 (font type) by 2
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(text stripiness) repeated measures ANOVA. Viewing condition was defined as
monocular or binocular, font type was either Arial or Times New Roman, and
text stripiness was more or less stripy, based on the autocorrelation function
analysis (for details see stimuli section). Reading speed was measured in words-
per-minute (wpm). Accuracy was number of mistakes made.
The results of the 2 x 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA showed there to be
no main effects of stripiness, font or viewing condition on the speed of reading
(defined as number of words read per minute (wpm). However, there was a
significant interaction between stripiness of text and font; repeated measures
ANOVA (F(1,17) = 8.50, p < 0.05). This can be seen in Figure 7.11: reading
speed (number of words per minute) is plotted against stripiness of text (higher
or lower autocorrelation function peak) for the two different fonts (Times new
Roman 12pt, Arial 11.5pt). Post-hoc t-test showed there to be a faster reading
speed with the more stripy text in Arial 11.5pt font (t(17) = 2.16, p < 0.05),
and a faster reading speed for less stripy text in Times New Roman font (t(17)
= 2.67, p < 0.05).
Post-hoc tests revealed reading speed to be higher with Arial font compared
to Times font when the text was not manipulated (t(35) = 2.64, p < 0.05).
However, the effect in the manipulated text condition was not significant, al-
though there was a trend in the opposite direction (t(35) = 1.69, p = NS).
Additionally, the less stripy Arial font text was read significantly faster than
the manipulated version (t(35)= 2.29, < 0.05).
Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 partially replicated the results of Wilkins et al.
(2007), that autocorrelation function affects reading speed, for fonts with ser-
ifs only. For serif fonts (Times New Roman 12pt), stripier texts led to slower
reading speeds than less stripy words. However, the reverse was found for the
non-serif (Arial 11.5pt) font: faster reading speeds were with the stripier text
compared to the less stripey text. As this was still the case under monocu-
lar viewing conditions, binocular mismatching cannot account for the effect.
Additionally, as there was no effect of viewing condition, this also leaves no ev-
idence to suggest that binocular mismatching is the cause of any discomfort in
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Figure 7.11: Reading speed (wpm) against text stripiness for two fonts.
Interaction effects of font and stripiness of text. Reading speed (wpm) for
more (squares) and less (circles) stripey text in either Times New Roman 12
pt and Arial 11.5pt font is plotted. Faster reading occurs for less stripey serif
(Times) font and for more stripey sans-serif font (Arial).
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this experiment. Additionally, as there were few mistakes made overall, speed-
accuracy tradeoff cannot account for the findings. The pseudo-randomised
order means that there the possibility of practise effects is accounting for the
findings is minimal.
It could also be argued that this could be a slight bias in the method of
categorising the words as either more or less stripy. The individual words were
categorised based on their autocorrelation function measured as calculated in
12pt Times New Roman font. This possibly introduced a bias as some (four)
of the words shifted group when the autocorrelation function was measured in
Arial font. However, fewer than half the stimulus words moved group when
analysed in Arial font. If this were a source of bias, it would be expected to add
noise, not reverse the effect. A better method of comparing fonts would have
been to calculate the autocorrelation of a large sample consisting of same words
in both fonts, and compare the average peak in the autocorrelation function.
Therefore, it is not possible from this experiment to draw conclusions about
the suitability of certain fonts themselves.
It could be argued that the effect with the Times 12pt font can be accounted
for in terms of larger cortical responses: increased text regularity might have
caused a higher response in a particular spatial frequency channel, and thus
increased metabolic expenditure (see Chapter 3 for a more detailed discus-
sion of sparse coding models). This might therefore have caused discomfort.
However, it is difficult to account for why there would be faster reading with
stripier text in the Arial condition, therefore this account alone is insufficient.
Binocular control problems could provide an alternative explanation to ac-
count for some of the findings. Jainta et al. (2010) showed that there was an
increase in accuracy for the binocular fixations with the Times 12pt font. Ob-
servers were slower to read words with a higher first peak in the autocorrelation
function. However, the binocular mismatching explanation cannot account for
the results with the Arial 11pt font. As this font had a higher overall peak in
the autocorrelation function than the Times 12pt, it might be expected that
this would show an exaggeration of the findings with the Times 12pt font.
However, the opposite result is found. Also, there was no difference between
the monocular and binocular viewing conditions, which would be expected if
binocular mismatching were the cause of the reading speed differences. Font
effects on reading speed were also found by Wilkins et al. (2007), in the case of
the Geneva (sans serif) compared to the Times New Roman (serif) font. The
Geneva font was read more slowly than the Times New Roman. The authors
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ascribed this not to the serifs, but to the difference in autocorrelation function
between the two font types. However, in contrast to this finding, and to the
results of the current experiment, these authors found no difference between
the Arial and the Times New Roman fonts. Due to the mixed results, it seems
likely that the differences in reading speed found for font are for reasons other
than the presence or absence of serifs.
There are other, alternative explanations aside from binocular mismatching
and large neural responses. There might be other ocular motor control issues
to account for this finding, like saccade planning and execution, as there have
been differences found in saccades of weak readers (Eden, Stein, Wood, and
Wood, 1994). However, the aim of the present study is not to investigate
the processes behind reading, but to use it as a proxy for investigating the
effects of stripiness on the visual system using a stimulus and task that are
applicable to everyday life, namely text. The two explanations proposed could
not account for the data, and therefore future work is needed to ascertain the
reasons behind this interaction. Additionally, the effects found by Wilkins
et al. (2007) are not limited to reading alone - faster search times were found
with less stripey text patterns. This indicates that the problem of stripiness of
words cannot be accounted for by language ability and mechanisms of reading
per se.
Contrast is another attribute that affects reading, and also affects discomfort.
However, effects of contrast are not simple: they vary depending on the type
of stimulus. For example, low contrast text (Nahar et al., 2007), but high con-
trast striped patterns (Wilkins et al., 1984), increase discomfort judgements.
Therefore, the effects of contrast on striped patterns and natural images will
be investigated in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 8
EFFECTS OF CONTRAST AND
LUMINANCE ON VISUAL
DISCOMFORT
8.1 Introduction
This work was in collaboration with C. Foubister, an undergraduate project
student, and P. N. Day, J. Colville and C. Rohan, of NCR Corp., Dundee.
The data for Experiment 2 were collected by C. Foubister, and separately anal-
ysed and submitted as part of her undergraduate degree.
Contrast is an attribute that plays an important role in discomfort judgements
(e.g. Wilkins et al., 1984; Fernandez and Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic et al., 2010).
The effect of relative contrast amplitude at various spatial frequencies has
already been previously investigated (see Chapters 2 and 4). In this chapter
the level of contrast and the level of luminance will both be systematically
investigated. Luminance is the overall level of light reflected, measured in
cd/m2. Contrast is the variation in luminance over an area, which could be
measured in a variety of ways, such as RMS, Michelson (difference between
the light and dark regions) or band-limited contrast (see (Peli, 1990)). It is
possible that these two stimulus attributes have different effects on discomfort
judgements. This possibility will be investigated in this chapter.
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The Role of Contrast
Adverse reactions to visual stimuli are affected by contrast, both in clinical and
non-clinical populations. Increasing the contrast of square-wave gratings has
been shown to increase the probability of paroxysmal EEG activity in epilepsy
(Wilkins et al., 1979). It has been shown that increasing the overall luminance
of a visual stimulus increases the likelihood of eliciting a migraine attack in
those susceptible (Drummond, 2006). Discomfort judgements made by non-
clinical populations are also affected by contrast, both in gratings (Wilkins
et al., 1984) and in more complex patterns such as filtered noise (Fernandez
and Wilkins, 2008). In the case of grating stimuli, increasing contrast increases
discomfort judgements (Wilkins et al., 1984). A similar pattern exists in more
complicated stimuli: higher contrast filtered noise patterns are also more likely
to be judged more uncomfortable than lower contrast noise (Fernandez and
Wilkins, 2008).
It has been argued that excessive cortical responses might be the cause of
discomfort in some situations (Juricevic et al., 2010), see Chapter 3 for a de-
tailed discussion. It could be argued that any high luminance or high contrast
pattern could potentially cause large response amplitude in the visual system,
and should therefore be potentially problematic. In order to determine ex-
actly which attribute casues the excessive response, a distinction must first
be made between overall mean luminance and contrast. High luminance is
a large amount of light emitted by the stimulus. Increased luminance could
induce increased responses in terms of firing rate of neurons (Clarke, Zhang,
and Gamlin, 2003). However, gain control mechanisms in the visual system
are in place to reduce the sensitivity of the visual system when faced with
high overall luminance levels: for example, physiological changes in pupil size
restrict the amount of light entering the eye. There are also cortical gain con-
trol mechanisms in place that reduce the perceived brightness of light when
adapted to this level (Craik, 1940). This is a very rapid adaptation process,
taking about 1/20th of a second. It is also effective for large discrepancies
in light levels: a dark adapted eye shown approximately 10.5 cd/m2 can be
perceived to be the same brightness as an unadapted eye shown 52,500 to
262,500 cd/m2 light (Craik, 1940).
A large contrast range could also cause large cortical responses and therefore
be uncomfortable (e.g. Juricevic et al., 2010). However, as with luminance,
there are also cortical gain control mechanisms for contrast (e.g. Bonds, 1993).
Contrast normalisation is one possible gain control mechanism, which is a
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non-linear transform to reduce the effect of high contrast ranges (see Tolhurst
and Heeger (1997)). Large differences in contrast might be more problematic
than luminance, as the contrast gain control mechanisms do not operate for
such a large discrepancy: response of striate cells saturates to the maximum
firing rate at around 30% contrast of a mean luminance level of 27.4 cd/m2
(Albrecht and Hamilton, 1982). There has been evidence to support the sug-
gestion that lack of cortical gain control processes in epilepsy sufferers might
be a contributing factor to their typically excessive cortical activity (Porciatti,
Bonanni, Fiorentini, and Guerrini, 2000).
Discomfort from Low Contrast Stimuli
However, it is not always the case that increasing contrast leads to increased
discomfort: for example, increasing contrast of text was found to lower dis-
comfort reported after completing a reading task (Nahar et al., 2007). This
cannot be explained in terms of overly large cortical responses. Instead, this
discrepancy between findings using striped patterns and those from text stim-
uli might be explained as being due to differing task demands. In the case
of text, observers are actively trying to extract information from the text in
order to read it. To do this, observers need sufficient information to drive
the relevant ocular motor processes, for example accommodation and vergence
eye movements. These ocular motor processes are also affected by stimulus
attributes, notably contrast; for example, it has been shown that a higher
contrast stimulus provides a more informative signal to the accommodation
system than a lower one (Kotaluk and Schor, 1987). As the observer is actively
trying to accommodate this stimulus accurately in order to read it, rather than
just passively view the image, it could be that higher contrast is beneficial to
provide enough information to facilitate ocular motor processes.
Contrast effects from studies involving striped patterns show that discom-
fort from gratings increases with increasing contrast, while studies involving
text show that discomfort decreases with increasing contrast. The dichotomy
between contrast effects for stripes and text could also be explained by differ-
ences in stimuli and procedure: different conditions, stimuli, contrast ranges
and observers were employed by Wilkins et al. (1984) compared to Nahar
et al. (2007). Firstly, one difference was that the task by Nahar et al. (2007)
was conducted on a computer screen, whilst Wilkins et al. (1984) presented
printed copies of their stimuli. Visual display units (VDUs) have been re-
ported to affect discomfort themselves (Lovasik and Kergoat, 2008). Secondly,
different contrast ranges were employed: the stimuli in Nahar et al. (2007)
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ranged in contrast from 5% to 40%, whereas the Wilkins et al. (1984) stripes
ranged from around 1 to 60% contrast. Thirdly, overall luminance was also
not comparable between the two studies; the Wilkins et al. (1984) striped
stimuli were around 100 cd/m2, whereas the Nahar et al. (2007) stimuli were
considerably brighter, varying between 817 cd/m2 to 3388 cd/m2. Overall
luminance could be a critical factor in discomfort, rather than contrast per se.
Due to all these crucial differences, as well as other, more subtle differences,
it is not fair to compare the two studies directly. It would be beneficial to
see if these results of increasing contrast being uncomfortable for stripes, and
lower contrast for being uncomfortable text, can be replicated under directly
comparable conditions, so that a more direct comparison could be made.
Display Technology
Display screens are a ubiquitous aspect of modern life. One of the major
challenges faced in developing displays is the need for them to be easy to use
across a wide range of viewing conditions. While standard emissive displays
work well under moderate lighting conditions, as found in the typical office
environment, significant challenges are faced in creating displays that are leg-
ible and comfortable to use under conditions such as direct sunlight. This can
create not only problems of glare, reflections and haze across the screen, but
can also markedly reduce the effective contrast and visibility of the displayed
image. Two important factors contribute to this problem. The first is the fact
that ambient light will be reflected from the display screen, thus reducing the
actual contrast of the displayed screen image. While this can be reduced by
the use of anti-reflective coatings, these coatings do not entirely eliminate the
problem of reflected light and so there is still a reduction in contrast. The
second is that, because daylight luminance can be many times brighter than
the luminance of a typical display, the visual system will adapt to this high
level of ambient lighting, therefore becoming less sensitive to the luminance
levels presented on the display (Rushton, 1965). These problems have been
considered in relation to the design of displays for self-service terminals (Day,
Colville, and Rohan, 2010) and electronic books (Lin, Lin, Hwang, Jend, and
Liao, 2008).
High-bright displays present one possible solution to the problem of daylight
viewing of screens. High-bright displays have a backlight that can emit in the
order of 1700-2000 cd/m2, making them more useful than traditional displays
in bright daylight. These displays have been demonstrated to aid legibility of
on-screen content under direct sunlight (Day et al., 2010).
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Aim
The aim of the current set of experiments is to investigate the effects of contrast
range and overall luminance level on discomfort and clarity judgements. This
was done using both intrinsically comfortable (natural images) and uncomfort-
able (gratings) stimuli. The magnitude of contrast range and mean luminance
were both manipulated. It is predicted that overall luminance should not
affect discomfort judgements, as gain control mechanisms should reduce the
sensitivity of the visual system to these stimuli. However, this will not be
the case for high contrast patterns, and therefore it is predicted that higher
contrast patterns should be more uncomfortable than lower contrast patterns,
even when they are potentially less bright in terms of mean luminance levels.
8.2 Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was conducted to investigate the effects of contrast on discomfort
and clarity judgements for text and striped patterns.
Method
Stimuli:
The two stimuli used were created using Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc, 2005).
Stimuli were printed on A4 white paper on a HP Laserjet 1200 printer (cali-
brated using a Minolta LS-110 photometer). Stimuli were chosen to be as sim-
ilar as possible; the two stimuli used were horizontal stripes and text patterns,
measuring 20 x 15.5cm. Viewing distance was approximately 1m, determined
by a metre rule. Stripes were sine waves with a spatial frequency of approxi-
mately 3.5 cycles/degree at this viewing distance. Text was printed using Arial
14pt font. The stimuli consisted of five strips of either text or stripes, varying
in Michelson contrast (see Figure 8.1). Michelson contrast was defined as the
proportion of the maximum contrast range, and this was manipulated so that
both stimuli had Michelson contrasts of 1.0, 0.80, 0.60, 0.40 and 0.20. Ambient
lighting against the white paper background was measured to be 38.22 cd/m2.
Observers:
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Figure 8.1: Stimuli for Experiment 1
Contrast varied from top to bottom for (left) striped gratings, and (right) text
stimuli.
22 university students with corrected to normal vision participated in the
study. Age ranged between 18 and 30 years. There was a mixture of both
male and female participants.
Procedure:
Observers stood approximately 1m from the wall where the stimuli were posi-
tioned. Stripes were on the left, text on the right. Participants were asked to
rank all of the stripes from the most to least uncomfortable. They were then
asked to rank the stripes from most to least clear. The procedure was then
repeated for the text patterns. Stimuli were identified by numbers. Answers
were reported verbally and recorded by the experimenter. All observers com-
pleted the task in the same order.
Results
The left side of Figure 8.2 plots rankings against increasing contrast for dis-
comfort and clarity judgements. The results of a Friedman’s test showed there
to be a significant effect of contrast on clarity judgements in striped patterns
(χ2(4) = 66.6, N = 22, p < 0.01). There was no effect of contrast on discomfort
judgements in striped patterns. Therefore lower contrast leads to a trend to-
wards lower clarity rankings, but does not result in increased comfort rankings.
There was an effect of contrast on discomfort and clarity judgements in text
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Figure 8.2: Comfort and clarity ratings against contrast.
Left: stripe comfort and clarity ratings plotted against contrast. Right: text
comfort and clarity ratings against contrast. Errorbars are ± 1 standard error.
stimuli. This can be seen on the right side of Figure 8.2. There was an effect
of contrast on clarity judgements (χ2(4) = 18.3, N = 22, p < 0.01). There was
also a significant effect of contrast on discomfort judgements (χ2(4) = 42.4,
N = 22, p < 0.01). The result of a Spearman’s correlation shows there to be
a significant positive correlation between these two rankings (ρ = 0.207, N =
110, p < 0.05). This is different behaviour compared to the striped stimuli.
This shows that decreasing contrast results in both lower clarity and lower
comfort rankings.
Discussion
Increasing image contrast increases clarity judgements for both striped stimuli
and for text stimuli. Increasing contrast decreases discomfort judgements for
text stimuli. However, there is no effect of contrast on discomfort judgements
for the stripe stimuli.
The differential effects of contrast depending on the type of stimulus might
be because of the way in which observers engage with the stimulus. Observers
might find themselves attempting to read the text, and in this case clarity
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matters. Reading text is a fairly automatic process for practised readers, and
observers might not be able to prevent it (Brown, Joneleit, Robinson, and
Brown, 2002).
Reading has some characteristic eye movements (see (Kulp and Schmidt, 1996),
for a review). Viewing natural images has a very different pattern of eye move-
ments (Martin and Tadmour, 2004). This is one of many potential differences
between viewing regular patterns such as stripes and text, and natural images
such as scenes. It was thought that by using natural images there might be
a more natural distribution of eye movements than text. Therefore it will be
ascertained whether these contrast effects found for text and gratings remain
for images with more natural statistics, such as pictures. Therefore in the next
experiment, natural scenes and striped patterns will act as stimuli. This means
that the highly unnatural eye movements characteristic of reading passages of
text will no longer be a confounding variable.
As Experiment 1 was based on rankings within each class of stimulus, this
does not allow for meaningful comparisons across the two sets of stimuli. It
was therefore decided to conduct an experiment investigating a wider range of
stimuli which were divided into two classes.
It could be the case that discomfort effects only occur for higher overall lu-
minances than those in the current study. Although this previous work had
also been conducted using printed stimuli (Wilkins et al., 1984), ambient light-
ing might have meant that overall luminance was relatively high. Moreover,
as there are separate gain control mechanisms for contrast (Bonds, 1993) and
luminance (Craik, 1940) then these should be investigated separately, to deter-
mine the actual root of the effects. This possibility will be investigated under
more controlled circumstances, where contrast and absolute luminance level
will be varied systematically. In the next experiment, the absolute luminance
and contrast were varied. There were three levels of luminance; high, medium
and low. Contrast was defined as a percentage of the maximum luminance,
for example 100% contrast spans the range minimum to maximum luminance.
50% contrast would be a range of half this amount, etc. There were also
two ranges of contrast about each mean luminance: a small contrast range
(mean luminance +/- 12.5%) and a large contrast range (mean luminance +/-
25%). Additionally there was a contrast range spanning the entire possible
luminance.
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8.3 Experiment 2: CRT Monitor
This experiment was conducted to ascertain whether overall luminance level
and the size of the contrast range affect discomfort and clarity judgements.
This was using three classes of image: natural scenes, text and striped patterns.
The data for Experiment 2 was collected by Caroline Foubister, who used the
data and her own analysis as part of the work for her undergraduate degree
qualification. The analysis, graphs, and discussion of these data in this thesis
was done separately to the undergraduate project.
Method
Apparatus:
Stimuli were presented on a 19 inch Sony Trinitron Multiscan E400 moni-
tor, calibrated using a Minolta LS-110 photometer. Screen size was 35.5cm
x 26.4cm, resolution was 1024 x 768 pixels, and refresh rate was 60Hz. Par-
ticipants viewed the display binocularly from a distance of 80cm. Luminance
range was 1.3 to 108.2 cd/m2.
Stimuli:
Stimuli were created and presented using Octave (Copyright J. W. Eaton and
others, 2009, www.octave.org) and the Psychtoolbox ((Brainard, 1997; Pelli,
1997; Kleiner et al., 2007). Three types of stimuli were created: square-wave
gratings, text and black and white natural images. The square-wave gratings
were of spatial frequencies of 1,2,4,8,and 12 cycles/degree. Stimuli were pre-
sented at three base luminance levels; 27.4 cd/m2, 54.1 cd/m2 and 80.8 cd/m2.
Stimuli were varied in contrast by 25%, 50% and 100% of the total luminance
range, around the mean value.
There were 35 gratings: three different luminance levels, three different con-
trast levels and five different spatial frequencies. There were three natural
images taken from an internet site (www.storiesofplace.blogspot.com). The fi-
nal stimulus was a custom made image of text (see Figure 8.3. The four images
(three natural plus one text) were at three different luminance levels, the two
extremes (27.4 and 80.8 cd/m2) had two contrast ranges (25% and 50%) and
the middle luminance level (54.08 cd/m2)had 3 contrast ranges (25%, 50%,
100%), resulting in a total of 28 images.
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Figure 8.3: Text stimulus for the contrast experiments
The stimuli used in the contrast experiments. Three natural image pictures
taken from www.storiesofplace.blogspot.com, and one custom-made Snellen-
like letter chart.
Observers:
20 female and 4 male undergraduates with corrected-to-normal vision (mean
age 21.6 years, range 21-23 years) participated in the experiment. Migraineurs
and epilepsy sufferers were excluded from the study. All were na¨ıve to the
purposes of the experiment. All experiments were conducted according to the
regulations of the University of St Andrews ethics committee (UTREC).
Procedure:
There were two conditions; in the first condition, observers were presented with
square-wave gratings, in the second condition, observers were presented with
photographs and text images. Stimuli were presented for 10s, after which time
a mid-grey background was presented displaying the message ‘Rate picture
COMFORT using keys 1-7, where 1 = very uncomfortable and 7 = very com-
fortable’. Observers responded using the number keys. After this response,
another mid-grey screen was presented, this time requesting the observer ‘Rate
picture CLARITY using keys 1-7, where 1 = not at all clear and 7 = very clear’.
Participants again responded using the arrow keys. After these ratings were
made, the next stimulus was presented for 10s.
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Results
No participant’s data were excluded from analysis. Data relating to the 100%
contrast range could only be collected around a single base luminance level of
54.1 cd/m2. Therefore this condition was not included in statistical analysis
of the effects of luminance level at constant contrast range. However, this
condition was used in the analysis of the effects of different levels of contrast
(25%, 50%, 100%) at the single luminance level of 54.1 cd/m2. Repeated mea-
sures ANOVAs were performed: initially, a three-way luminance-by-contrast-
by-frequency ANOVA to see if there were any effects of the experimental ma-
nipulations on either clarity, or comfort judgements.
Striped Patterns
The top row of Figure 8.4 shows the effect of spatial frequency of stripes on
clarity judgements for each of the contrast ranges. Each individual plot is at
constant luminance: left to right is lowest to highest mean luminance. The
luminance-by-contrast-by-frequency ANOVA revealed a significant main effect
of frequency (F(4,92) = 34.88, p < 0.001) and a significant luminance-by-
contrast interaction (F(2.0,45.1) = 12.60, p < 0.001) on clarity judgements.
From the top row of Figure 8.4 it can be seen that in all three plots (luminance
levels), increasing spatial frequency decreases clarity judgements at all three
contrast ranges. The interaction shows that there is a different direction of
contrast effects at low luminance compared to high luminance. In Figure 8.4A
and 8.4B it can be seen that lowest contrast range is judged to be clearer.
However but this is reversed in Figure 8.4C, where higher contrast range is
clearer.
The lower row of Figure 8.4 shows the effect of spatial frequency of stripes
on comfort judgements for each of the contrast ranges. Again each individual
plot is at constant luminance level. The luminance-by-contrast-by-frequency
ANOVA revealed significant main effects of luminance (F(1.6,36.8) = 30.84,
p < 0.001), contrast (F(1,23) = 26.87, p < 0.001) and frequency (F(2.2,49.8)
= 14.40, p < 0.001). Comfort increased with increasing luminance, decreased
with increasing contrast, and decreased with increasing spatial frequency. The
interaction between luminance and contrast was significant (F(2.0,46.0) =
19.57, p < 0.001). As can be seen on the lower row of Figure 8.4D, 8.4E and
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Figure 8.4: Clarity and comfort ratings of striped patterns.
Top row shows clarity, lower row shows comfort ratings for gratings of varying
spatial frequency. Contrast ranges are marked by the different lines. Each
separate plot shows a constant luminance level. Error bars show ± 1 standard
error.
8.4F, the effects of luminance were greater for high contrast stimuli, and the
effects of contrast were greatest at low luminance levels. This effect of contrast
range is not apparent for the highest overall luminance level Figure 8.4F. The
interaction between luminance and frequency was also significant (F(5.6,129.8)
= 2.73, p < 0.05). Spatial frequency tuning was clear at all luminance levels,
but was more evident at low luminance levels (compare Figure 8.4D and 8.4E
to 8.4F).
Natural Images
Comfort ratings were averaged across all three natural image pictures. The left
hand side of Figure 8.5 shows mean clarity judgements against contrast range
for the three levels of luminance. Results of a luminance-by-contrast repeated
measures ANOVA showed significant effects of luminance (F(1.8,42.0) = 59.33,
p < 0.001) and contrast (F(1,23) = 39.25, p < 0.001) on clarity judgements.
There was also a significant interaction effect between luminance and contrast
on clarity judgements (F(1.9,42.5) = 7.14, p < 0.05). From the left hand side
of Figure 8.5 it can be seen that clarity increases with contrast, and that, for
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Figure 8.5: Clarity and comfort ratings for natural images.
Left plot shows clarity ratings, right plot shows comfort ratings for natural
images at different contrast levels. Each line is a constant luminance level.
Error bars show ± 1 standard error.
a given level of contrast, low luminance images are judged to be clearer than
others.
The right hand side of Figure 8.5 shows mean comfort judgements against
contrast range for the three levels of luminance. Results of a luminance-by-
contrast ANOVA showed there to be significant main effects of luminance
(F(1.8,41.3) = 7.40, p < 0.01) and contrast (F(1,23) = 12.34, p < 0.01) on
comfort judgements of natural images. There was also a significant luminance-
by-contrast interaction effect on comfort judgements (F(1.8,42.1) = 5.86, p <
0.01). From the right side of Figure 8.5 it can be seen that there is an increase
in comfort with contrast, but images of higher overall luminance tend to be
judged as less comfortable than lower luminance images.
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Figure 8.6: Clarity and comfort ratings for text stimuli.
Left plot shows clarity ratings for increasing contrast ranges for three lumi-
nance levels. Right plot shows comfort ratings for the increasing contrast range
for three different luminance levels. Error bars show ± 1 standard error.
Text
The left side of Figure 8.6 shows clarity judgements for text stimuli. Results
of a luminance-by-contrast repeated measures ANOVA showed there to be
significant main effects of luminance (F(1.8,42.3) = 38.18, p < 0.001) and
contrast (F(1,23) = 12.83, p < 0.01) on clarity judgements of the Snellen-
chart-like image. From Figure 8.6, it can be seen that clarity ratings increase
with contrast. Like the natural image stimuli, clarity ratings decrease with
increasing overall luminance level.
The right side of Figure 8.6 shows the comfort ratings for text stimuli. Results
of a luminance-by-contrast ANOVA show there to be a significant main effect
of luminance only (F(1.7,39.7) = 4.10, p < 0.05). From Figure 8.6 it can be
seen that the higher the overall luminance, the lower the comfort rating.
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Discussion
Increasing spatial frequency of striped gratings reduced clarity judgements.
This could be partially accounted for in terms of contrast sensitivity. Ob-
servers are around 10 times less sensitive to the higher spatial frequencies
tested (12 cycles/degree) than to the lower ones in the range used (around 3
cycles/degree), which could be accounted for by contrast sensitivity (Campbell
and Robson, 1968). However, this is only the case for the higher spatial fre-
quencies. The lower ones in the range tested should have been less clear than
the 3 cycles/degree stimulus, if contrast sensitivity was the cause. This was
not the case, therefore contrast sensitivity cannot account for the complete
effect. However, it is possible that there is a simple cause - better acuity may
be needed to see the high spatial frequency stripes compared to the low spatial
frequency stripes.
The higher contrast stripes were also judged as being clearer, when the overall
luminance level was high. It is possible that contrast gain control can ac-
count for the results at low and medium luminance levels. Contrast gain con-
trol equalises the differences between sensitivity to higher and lower contrast
ranges, thus they appear equally clear. However, the results do not entirely
support this explanation, as this was not the case at the high mean luminance
level: higher contrast ranges are clearer than low contrast ranges.
Comfort judgements of striped gratings were also affected by spatial frequency.
This time there was a U-shaped tuning effect. This might again be explicable
in terms of contrast sensitivity - observers are more sensitive to the midrange
stimuli (Campbell and Robson, 1968). The peak of this function is expected
to produce a larger cortical response than the other spatial frequencies. Addi-
tionally, higher contrasts should produce higher overall peaks, thus being more
uncomfortable overall than lower contrast ranges. Again, this is consistent with
the idea of increased cortical responses resulting in discomfort (Juricevic et al.,
2010). However, again the effects are not the same for the highest mean lumi-
nance level, where there is a flattening of this tuning. One possible reason for
the flattening at higher luminance levels is that these are at ceiling. This is not
likely as the scale went up to ten, and these average around six. An alternative
explanation is that spatial frequency tuning flattens with stimuli presented at
higher contrast (suprathreshold) levels (Georgeson and Sullivan, 1975), which
would flatten the discomfort across the spatial frequencies. However, as all
were suprathreshold gratings, then this should not discriminate between the
low and medium, and the highest mean luminance levels.
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A different pattern of results was found for the natural image stimuli: both
comfort and clarity judgements increased with contrast. One possible expla-
nation for this is eyestrain from inefficient ocular motor responses. Sufficient
contrast gradients are needed to drive ocular motor responses, for example, the
accommodation response (Day et al., 2009a). Thus this could result in lower
comfort ratings at lower contrast ranges. There was overall less comfort from
the higher luminance stimuli. It is unclear why this is the case. One possibility
is that luminance gain control processes reduce sensitivity overall, resulting in
less clarity. A reduction in clarity might cause the ocular motor system to
strain to maximise the contrast information needed to drive the response, thus
causing discomfort.
The text stimulus showed a similar pattern as the natural images for clar-
ity: a larger contrast range resulted in higher clarity judgements. However,
while contrast ratings were higher at 50% contrast than at 25% contrast, no
additional benefit was found for higher contrast levels. Again, higher overall
luminance resulted in lower clarity and comfort, suggesting that the visual
system might be straining to drive ocular motor responses from these stimuli,
thus reduced clarity leads to reduced comfort. The effect of higher mean lu-
minance reducing the clarity and comfort is again difficult to account for.
It is possible that hyperexcitation could account for this effect of reduced
comfort at higher luminance levels. Higher contrast levels would case larger
cortical responses. Larger cortical responses have been suggested to be uncom-
fortable (Juricevic et al., 2010). However, hyperexcitation does not account for
the effect of increasing luminance on clarity. Hyperexcitation might be caused
by excessive noise. If there were noise in the visual system that increased with
stimulus intensity, this might be expected to increase at higher luminance
levels. This increase in noise might render the stimulus harder to detect.
However, it is unclear why an increase in noise would not be accompanied by
a corresponding increase in signal, therefore the signal-to-noise ratio and thus
ability to detect the signal should remain constant.
There were effects of luminance on comfort and clarity using the range of
possible luminances available on the CRT display. Additionally, the effects of
contrast and spatial frequency appeared to be different at high mean luminance
levels compared to lower mean luminance levels. Increasingly, high luminance
displays are being developed, particularly for use in daylight conditions. A
high-bright display makes it possible for presentation of stimuli at higher lu-
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minance levels than the CRT. Therefore, a high-bright display was used in
the next experiment, to see if the overall effects of luminance and contrast
range are greater when the overall luminance level, and the possible range of
available contrast, are larger.
8.4 Experiment 3: High-Bright Display
Method
Apparatus:
In a third experiment, stimuli were presented on a 15 inch SLO 1568 LED
backlit LCD monitor. The screen size was 30.4 x 22.8cm, and the screen
resolution was 1024 x 768 pixels. Refresh rate was 60Hz. Luminance range
was 4.07 to 1424.33 cd/m2. The stimuli were viewed at a distance of 1m,
which was measured using a piece of string to position the observers head at
the appropriate distance.
Stimuli:
Stimuli were the same as in Experiment 2. Luminance range was 4.07 to
1424.3 cd/m2. Three mean luminance levels were used; the high level varied
around a midpoint of 1068.2, the medium luminance level around 712.2, and
the low luminance level around 356.1 cd/m2. There were two contrast ranges
around each midpoint: 25% and 50%. The largest contrast range of 100%,
which spanned the entire possible luminance range, was used for the medium
luminance level only.
Observers:
24 student observers with corrected-to-normal vision took part in the study.
Migraine and epilepsy sufferers were excluded from participating. Age range
was 18 to 30.
Procedure:
Observers completed the same procedure as Experiment 2.
Results
Striped Patterns The upper row of Figure 8.7 shows clarity ratings against
spatial frequency for each contrast range. Each plot shows results for a separate
mean luminance level. Results of a luminance-by-contrast-by-spatial frequency
repeated measures ANOVA showed there to be significant main effects of lumi-
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Figure 8.7: Clarity and comfort judgements of striped stimuli
Top: clarity judgements against increasing spatial frequency for each contrast
range. Each plot is a separate luminance level. Lower: comfort judgements
against increasing spatial frequency for each contrast range. Each plot is a
constant luminance level. Errorbars show ± 1 standard error.
nance (F(2.0,42.0) = 17.02, p < 0.001), contrast (F(1,21) = 23.57, p < 0.001)
and spatial frequency (F(1.9,38.9) = 41.26, p < 0.001) on clarity judgements
of the striped gratings. There was also a luminance-contrast interaction effect
(F(2.0,41.3) = 18.96, p < 0.001). From Figure 8.7 it can be seen clarity ratings
decrease with spatial frequency. There is an effect of contrast, which can be
particularly seen in Figure 8.7B: the lowest contrast range is judged to be
less clear than the other two. Comparing across Figures 8.7A, B and C, it
can be seen that the high and mid luminance levels appear to have higher
clarity ratings than the low mean luminance level. The interaction is that
the contrast effect can be seen for the medium luminance level only. There is
little difference between the lines for each contrast level in the other two figures.
The lower row of Figure 8.7 shows comfort judgements against spatial fre-
quency for each of the three contrast ranges. Each separate plot is a con-
stant luminance level (lowest to highest, D to F). Results of a luminance-by-
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contrast-by-spatial frequency repeated measures ANOVA showed there to be
significant main effects of contrast (F(1,21) = 20.25, p < 0.001) and spatial
frequency (F(3.0,63.6) = 37.46, p < 0.001) on comfort judgements of striped
patterns. There was also a significant contrast-by-spatial freqency interaction
effect (F(3.3,68.6) = 6.08, p < 0.01), and a significant three-way interaction
between luminance, contrast and spatial frequency (F(5.2,109.6) = 3.54, p <
0.01). The lower row of Figure 8.7 shows there to be a tuning effect of spatial
frequency on comfort judgements. There is also an effect of contrast range,
the lowest contrast range tends to be judged as being more comfortable across
all three overall lumiance levels.
Natural Images
The left side of Figure 8.8 shows mean clarity rating against contrast range for
three luminance levels. Results of a luminance-by-contrast repeated measures
ANOVA showed there to be significant main effects of luminance (F(1.6,34.4)
= 7.64, p < 0.01) and contrast (F(1,21) = 23.54, p < 0.001) on clarity judge-
ments of natural images. From Figure 8.8 it can be seen that clarity judgements
increase with contrast. The medium luminance level is judged to be clearer
than the other two.
The right side of Figure 8.8 shows comfort ratings against contrast range
for the three luminance levels. Results of a luminance-by-contrast ANOVA
showed there to be a significant main effect of contrast only (F(1,21) = 16.86,
p < 0.01) on comfort judgements of natural images. From Figure 8.8 it can be
seen that this is a tuning effect of contrast. There appears to be an increase
in comfort with contrast that plateaus at 50% contrast range.
Text Stimuli The left side of Figure 8.9 shows clarity judgements against
increasing contrast range for three luminance levels. Results of a luminance-
by-contrast repeated measures ANOVA show there to be a significant main
effect of contrast only (F(1,21) = 30.28, p < 0.001). From Figure 8.9 it can be
seen that there is an increase in clarity rating with increasing contrast which
appears to plateau at 50% contrast.
The right side of Figure 8.9 shows comfort ratings against increasing con-
trast range for the text stimulus. Results of a luminance-by-contrast repeated
measures ANOVA showed there to be a significant main effect of contrast only
(F(1,21) = 13.48, p < 0.01) on comfort judgements of the text stimulus. From
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Figure 8.8: Clarity and comfort ratings of natural images.
Left: clarity judgements against increasing contrast range for three luminance
levels for natural images. Right: comfort ratings against increasing contrast
range. Errorbars show ± 1 standard error.
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Figure 8.9: Clarity and comfort ratings of text.
Left: clarity judgements against increasing contrast range for three luminance
levels for the text stimulus. Right: comfort ratings against increasing contrast
range. Errorbars show ± 1 standard error.
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Figure 8.7 it can be seen that this follows a similar pattern to the clarity
judgements: comfort increases with contrast up to 50% contrast.
Discussion
The results with the high-bright monitor were similar to those of the ordinary
CRT. The striped stimuli showed a decrease in clarity with increasing spatial
frequency. The comfort judgements showed a tuning effect of contrast. Low
contrast stimuli were less clear but also more comfortable.
Natural images also showed a similar pattern with the high-bright display as for
the CRT. Clarity and comfort judgements once again increased with contrast.
Comfort judgements appeared to plateau at 50% contrast, suggesting that at
a certain level of contrast there is no extra benefit. This could be because
the visual system has sufficient contrast information to inform the response.
Text stimuli show a similar pattern to natural images: there is an increase
in both comfort and clarity judgements up to 50% contrast, when there is no
additional benefit.
The medium mean luminance level tended to be the clearest and rated most
comfortable for the photographs of natural scenes. There was little differ-
ence in ratings between the luminance levels for text patterns. It is unclear
why this should be the case. To speculate, higher luminance levels might
have reduced sensitivity due to luminance gain control. Low luminance levels
might be difficult to discriminate as signal is low. The difference between the
photographs and the text might be because the black and white of the text
patterns is intrinsically a high contrast stimulus, and easier to discern detail.
Therefore, the medium luminance level might be the clearest and therefore
most comfortable for the photographs, but this luminance effect is not seen
for the intrinsically higher contrast text stimuli. Further work is needed to
disambiguate the cause of these results.
8.5 General Discussion
Natural images and text patterns showed similar patterns, suggesting that in
this case the text patterns are behaving like natural images, rather than peri-
odic stimuli. This could be because the stimulus was a letter chart, and lacked
the global configurations known to affect discomfort (Conlon and Humphreys,
2001). The letter chart was used as this was the same stimulus as used by Day
et al. (2010), who have already conducted investigations into these displays.
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The study therefore used the same stimuli to facilitate comparisons. It could
be the case that due to the similarity of the clarity and contrast judgements
that there is a common factor affecting them both. One possibility is that
this is an ocular motor response: sufficient contrast might be needed to effec-
tively drive the ocular motor response (e.g. Day et al., 2009a) and thus avoid
eyestrain. The argument for ocular motor responses causing discomfort has
some evidence to support it (e.g Day et al., 2009a; Chase et al., 2009; Tosha
et al., 2009). Additionally the accommodation response is to some extent
under voluntary control (Francis, Jiang, Owens, and Tyrrell, 2003; Taylor,
Charman, O’Donnell, and Radhakrishnan, 2009) therefore it is possible that
the additional effort of straining to see a stimulus contributes to the discomfort.
ocular motor response difficulty is only one possible explanation. Alternative
arguements could be made to account for the findings, such as a low signal-
to-noise ratio. A low signal-to-noise ratio might arguably transmit less useful
information (Levy and Baxter, 1999). It is arguable that as a goal of the
visual system is to extract information from images then this is not likely to
be a comfortable stimulus to look at. These stimuli might also require further
processing to extract the information, which could be metabolically costly.
It might be expected that low signal-to-noise ratios would be uncomfortable
stimuli, however, noisy stimuli are commonly used in psychophysical tasks
for lengthy time periods (e.g. Neri, 2009). If low signal-to-noise levels were
intrinsically uncomfortable, it would be expected that there will be more dis-
comfort with poorer performance. However there is no evidence that stimuli
with near-threshold performance on lengthy psychophysical tasks are consid-
ered uncomfortable.
Striped gratings did not show the same effects as natural images and text
stimuli. Instead, stripes showed differential effects with contrast and clarity.
Although increasing contrast increased clarity, this did not necessarily increase
comfort. This could be explained in terms of contrast sensitivity (Campbell
and Robson, 1968). The increased sensitivity to midrange spatial frequencies,
such as 2-5 cycles/degree, could result in a larger cortical response to these
spatial frequencies. This might lead to discomfort from excessive cortical re-
sponses (Juricevic et al., 2010).
There was little difference in discomfort reported from the two displays, even
though one was twice the luminance of the other. This is likely to be due
to effective gain control mechanisms. The human visual system can adapt to
effectively process much higher luminances than that of the display (e.g. direct
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sunlight is several thousand cd/m2). Therefore it is perhaps unsurprising that
the high-bright display did not cause much discomfort in itself. Instead, far
more of a cause for concern is not the luminance level itself, but the range of
contrast possible with this type of display. Whilst natural images and text are
not themselves intrinsically uncomfortable stimuli, increasing the contrast is
beneficial as it increases clarity and comfort. However, over a certain level this
is not of any extra benefit (see Experiment 3).
However, the contrast of intrinsically uncomfortable stimuli should be moni-
tored. Although clarity increases with contrast for the striped stimuli, comfort
does not follow the same pattern. Therefore, caution should be excised before
presenting intrinsically uncomfortable stimuli at large contrast ranges.
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CHAPTER 9
A WIDER LOOK AT VISUAL
DISCOMFORT
9.1 Introduction
The results of Chapter 7 showed an association of discomfort group as defined
by the VDS (Conlon et al., 1999) and reading ability - those who scored highly
were both slower and made more mistakes at a reading task. This suggests
that there is an association between susceptibility to visual discomfort and
task performance. However, the results of Chapter 6 showed little effect of
theoretically uncomfortable stimuli on performance on a search task. One
possible explanation for this is that the stimuli themselves simply were not
uncomfortable enough to affect performance in the wider population. Another
explanation is that the participants were not susceptible enough to visual dis-
comfort: it is possible that the sample of students might be more robust to
discomfort, and that another sample drawn from the general population might
be more sensitive to the stimulus manipulations. This is a possibility as there
were very few observers reporting high levels of discomfort according to the
Conlon et al. (1999) VDS in Chapter 7.
This low proportion of visual discomfort sufferers is not what was reported
by Conlon et al. (1999). In their population of student nurses and their par-
ents, it was shown that around 48% of participants reported moderate to high
visual discomfort levels. Other studies by this research group report similar
proportions of high visual discomfort sufferers in undergraduate samples: (see
Conlon et al., 1998; Conlon and Hine, 2000; Conlon et al., 2001; Conlon and
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Humphreys, 2001). Other researchers also report similar-sized groups of high
scoring individuals as classified by the VDS (e.g. Chase et al., 2009; Tosha
et al., 2009).
It is possible that the lack of impact on performance on the search tasks shown
in Chapter 6 could be because the sample of individuals was relatively more
robust to visual discomfort. This could have been because the university en-
vironment, which is heavily biased towards reading, selects those who enjoy
reading. It is logical that high visual discomfort sufferers might not enjoy
reading, if they find it uncomfortable. Therefore high visual discomfort suf-
ferers might be less inclined towards a university environment, as this tends
to lay emphasis on reading. However, this seems an unlikely possibility, as
the (Conlon et al., 1999; Chase et al., 2009; Tosha et al., 2009) findings all
relate to students. It is possible that a larger sample from a wider population
could be expected to include more high scorers on this scale. Therefore the
current study was conducted to assess the susceptibility to discomfort in the
general population, using a method designed to enable a greater variety of
participants.
Types of Discomfort
There are several different aims of the survey. One is to investigate the possi-
bility of there being different causes of discomfort that manifest themselves in
different populations. For example, it has been suggested that myopic individ-
uals and those over 40 are more tolerant of blur than emmetropic individuals
(Wang and Cuiffreda, 2006). If problems with accommodation are a possible
cause of discomfort (see Chapter 4), then these groups might report less dis-
comfort, specifically from manipulations of stimulus blur. Conversely, those
with very good optics might be less tolerant of blur than myopic individuals
(Wang et al., 2006). Therefore individuals with normally good optics might
be more sensitive than others to manipulations increasing image blur.
In an analogous way, it could be that individuals prone to large cortical re-
sponses might be more susceptible to discomfort from gratings. In the extreme,
it has been suggested that those suffering migraine might have an overrespon-
sive cortex (e.g. Aurora and Wilkinson, 2007), and therefore have more extreme
reactions to striped gratings than shown by non-migraineurs. It is also possible
that there is a spectrum of individuals with different levels of responsivity of
the visual cortex. This might be shown by individuals being more suscepti-
ble to headache than others, whilst not necessarily suffering from migraine.
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This possibility might manifest itself in a wider distribution of individuals and
might not have been seen in the limited samples of students from the previous
chapters.
Alternative Measurements of Discomfort
The Conlon et al. (1999) scale is not the sole measure of visual discomfort.
Another measure that is used is the Pattern Glare Test (Wilkins and Evans,
2001). This test has been shown to predict effectiveness of coloured visual
overlays in improving reading speed (Hollis and Allen, 2006). The Pattern
Glare Test consists of three striped gratings of differing spatial frequency, one
of which is 3 cycles/degree. Observers answer questions regarding how many
illusions, the types of illusions, and the discomfort induced by each of the
gratings. The total score for the 3 cycles/degree grating is subtracted from
the higher spatial frequency grating, to normalise the responses for observer
response tendencies, such as differences in criterion. The Pattern Glare Test
has been validated in a sample drawn from the general population (Evans and
Stevenson, 2008). It would be useful to see if these two scales correlate. It is
expected that they should, unless they were assessing different aspects of visual
discomfort. It could be that, as one is mainly concerned with asking questions
about reading, and the other requires observers to judge striped gratings, that
these are actually two different aspects of visual discomfort. Thus scores might
not correlate. It has yet to be tested whether or not they do correlate.
Predictability of Discomfort Ratings
A related aim of this survey is to investigate whether the reported discomfort
from the kinds of stimuli used in the previous experimental chapters matches
the susceptibility to discomfort according to the two scales. In other words,
the extent to which standarised test scores reflect the ratings given on viewing
theoretically uncomfortable stimuli. It could be the case that the manipula-
tions increasing blur might separate from the manipulations proposed to affect
cortical responsiveness. If these are two separate causes, it expected that these
manipulations will group together in the discomfort judgements of individuals.
Comparing Across Stimulus Class
A final aim is to measure whether all classes of stimuli are equally uncomfort-
able. Previous research has focused on manipulations within a single type of
stimulus, for example, striped patterns (Wilkins et al., 1984) or filtered noise
(Fernandez and Wilkins, 2008; Juricevic et al., 2010). However, it is possible
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that one class is overall more uncomfortable than another. For example, it
might be the case that striped patterns, which have a history of being prob-
lematic for clinical populations (e.g. Radhakrishnan et al., 2005), might be
more uncomfortable than the eyestrain caused by blurred stimuli, if this is
indeed the case. Of course, this does not depend entirely on these theoretical
explanations being correct - it could be the case that one class of stimulus is
more uncomfortable than another for a variety of reasons. It would be useful to
know if this is the case, as it could assist in comparing discomfort judgements
across previous studies.
Aims
There are four aims of this study. The first is to measure discomfort using
standardised tests, and see if the results of these correlate. The second is
to see if the results of other experimental chapters, such as spatial frequency
tuning (see Chapter 2) and blur effects (see Chapter 4) can be replicated in
a wider population, outside a laboratory setting. The third is to compare
discomfort judgements from these different potential types of discomfort. For
example, it might be the case that stripes are more uncomfortable on the whole
than blurred images. The final aim of this study is to investigate the predictive
power of the standardised tests, and to see if age has any effect on discomfort.
It might be expected that older people do not report so much discomfort from
these stimuli. This could be because older adults have poorer optics. The
accommodative response declines substantially after the age of 40 (Ostrin and
Glasser, 2004). Therefore if it is indeed the case that accommodation provides
a source of discomfort, then this should be reduced in older adults. This is only
one possibility, another is reduced contrast sensitivity in older adults (Ross,
Clarke, and Bron, 1985). Lowered apparent contrast might result in reduced
discomfort judgements (see Chapter 8).
Questions unrelated to discomfort will also be used, so it can be seen if par-
ticipants are simply responding to the image manipulation.
9.2 Method
Apparatus:
Stimuli were presented in an online survey using ‘Survey Monkey’
(http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/AbstractPictures, last accessed: October
2012, SurveyMonkey.com LLC, Palo Alto, California, USA).
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Observers:
Observers were recruited chiefly by word-of-mouth, and poster advertisement.
As there is a large student population who were likely to receive this adver-
tising, efforts were made to recruit additional age groups. In order to obtain
older adults in the sample, some older groups were sent targeted email ad-
vertisements. This included participants taking part in a psychology evening
degree, and other older adults were recruited as they had consented to be
contacted through participation in previous research at the university. There
was no reward incentive for participation. The survey was approved by the
Univeristy ethics committee (UTREC). For ethical reasons, no participants
under the age of 18 were permitted. Sufferers of epilepsy were also excluded
from the study. Participants were free to omit any answers they wished. In
total, 151 particpants began the study. However, complete responses for the
entire questionnaire (no ommissions at all) were received from 87 participants.
Mean age of respondents with complete answers was 27, SD = 9.43.
Stimuli:
The online questionnaire consisted of multiple components. The first compo-
nent was the Conlon et al. (1999) Visual Discomfort Scale (VDS). This is a
23-item scale where respondents answer each question on a four-point scale:
0 for never, 1 for occassionally, 2 for often, 3 for always. The percentage of
the total possible score is taken as the measure of discomfort. The second
component was a measure of pattern sensitivity called the Wilkins and Evans
(2001) Pattern Glare Test. Observers complete a series of short questions
on three circular, horizontal square-wave striped patterns of differing spatial
frequency. The 3 cycles/degree stimulus is either considered alone, or the
scores from these are normalised by subtracting the 12 cycles/degree stimulus
score. Stimuli were taken from previous experimental chapters. They were
categorised into two main groups: manipulations of spatial frequency and ma-
nipulations of blur.
Spatial frequency manipulations consisted of ‘bump’ stimuli (see Chapter 2),
striped gratings and harmonic manipulated stimuli (see Chapter 4). The bump
stimuli were of spatial frequencies of 0.4, 7.5, 15.0, and 30.0 cycles/image (see
Figure 9.1). The striped patterns were square-wave stripes of 12, 24, 48 and
96 cycles/image. These consisted of a five-component complex waveform. See
Figure 9.2 for examples.
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Figure 9.1: Bump stimuli for the online survey
Bump stimuli of varying spatial frequency.
Figure 9.2: Stripe stimuli.
Stripe stimuli of varying spatial frequency.
Blur manipulated stimuli consisted of harmonic manipulated stimuli as used
in Chapter 4, and defocus blurred natural images and filtered noise. The har-
monic manipualted stimuli were radial waveforms with luminance profiles that
were manipulated by removing harmonics: there was a fundamental-frequency-
only sine waveform, and then stimuli with 1 harmonic, 2 harmonics, and three
harmonics added. As in Chapter 4, it was expected that manipulations re-
moving high spatial frequency content would increase discomfort judgements.
Four of the phase-manipulated stimuli were also as Chapter 4. These were a
five-component waveform with the phase of the first harmonic shifted by either
45, 90, 135, 180 degrees.
The natural images and 1/f filtered noise were blurred with 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and
4.5 dioptres of defocus (see Equation 9.1). Defocus was diffraction-limited
based on the equation of Levi and Austing (1968) and Levi (1974). This is
an equation to calculate the change in contrast for a given level of defocus
at a specified distance and spatial frequency. The reduction in contrast (T )
is calculated for a diffraction-limited system. This is without any additional
complications such as aberrations, which are present in biological systems. An
additional simplification is the wavelength of light is specified, in this case
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greenish light (555nm wavelength). Thus the model ignores chromatic aber-
rations. The units of the original equation are normalised. Defocus is given
in Raleigh units, which are based on Raleigh’s resolution limit. This is the
minimum separation needed to resolve two points. Equations to convert the
Raleigh units into dioptres, and the spatial frequency into cycles/degree, are
given in Equations 9.3 and 9.4 respectively.
T (vr, δ) =
4
api
∫
(1− x2)0.5 cos |a(x− vr)|dx (9.1)
Where
a = 2pivrδ (9.2)
Where δ is defocus in units based on Raleigh tolerance, and vr is the nor-
malised spatial frequency. Equations for conversion are given below:
δ =
d2D
2× 10−3λ (9.3)
vr =
λf
1.746× 104d (9.4)
Where D is the units for defocus in dioptres, λ is the wavelength of light
(assumed here to be 555nm), f is the spatial frequency and d is the pupil
diameter in mm.
It was expected that the more blurred the stimuli, the more discomfort would
be reported.
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Figure 9.3: Harmonic-manipulated radial waveform stimuli.
Left to right: radial waveforms with varying numbers of harmonics: 4-
component, 3-component, 3-component, sine wave fundamental only.
Figure 9.4: Optically blurred natural images.
Natural images with increasing optical blur. Optical blurring was based on a
diffraction-limited model. Left to right: 1.5D, 2.5D, 3.5D, 4.5D. 1 pixel = 1
arcmin in the original image.
Figure 9.5: Optically blurred filtered noise.
1/f filtered noise with increasing optical blur. Optical blur was based on a
diffraction-limited model. Left to right: 1.5D, 2.5D, 3.5D, 4.5D.1 pixel = 1
arcmin in the original image.
Phase manipulated stimuli used in Chapter 4 were also employed. As there
was no change in the spatial frequency content, it was expected that these
stimuli should not show a difference in discomfort judgements.
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Figure 9.6: Phase manipulated radial waveform stimuli.
Radial waveform stimuli with varying phase shift of first harmonic: Left to
right: 45, 90, 135 and 180 degrees first harmonic phase shift.
It must be noted that although these were set to be of particular spatial
frequencies, this was only the case when viewed at 40cm. Differences in reso-
lution, display screen size, and viewing distance cannot be accounted for, and
therefore the exact spatial frequencies and blur figures quoted are not accu-
rate representations of those that would have been presented to the observers.
This was beyond experimental control in the current set-up. Therefore only
qualitative conclusions can be drawn.
Procedure:
Observers first completed the VDS, then the Pattern Glare Test. Observers
then rated images for discomfort, how interesting they were, how much they
liked them, and how magnified they appeared. It is expected that discom-
fort and liking might not correlate: experiments have shows that aesthetic
judgements that might not necessarily be the opposite of discomfort (Juricevic
et al., 2010). How magnified the object appeared was a question relating to
blur perception. It was thought that if observers felt the image was highly
magnified then they might expect a certain level of blur to be present in the
image due to DOF effects (see Chapter 5). Interest was a catch question
designed to assess whether individuals were simply responding to image ma-
nipulation. Finally, observers completed some questions on demographics and
visual health: age, need for optical correction, enjoyment of reading, and vision
needed for occupation. Questions can be seen below in the Results section.
9.3 Results
Demographics
98 people answered the questions regarding demographics and general vision.
The results can be seen in Table 9.1. Around half the participants reported
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Question Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency
Do you need glasses? Distance Reading All the time Don’t need
20 16 41 21
Do you have headaches? once a week month seldom
3 21 74
Do you enjoy reading? enjoy Work only Avoid
83 14 1
What kind of job? Manual Office-based Need fine vision
6 74 6
Table 9.1: Results for the general vision questions.
needing to wear an optical prescription all the time. Most participants re-
ported that they only seldom suffered from headaches, enjoyed reading, and
had office-based employment. Data on demographics were tested for statistical
significance using a χ2 test of independence.
There are significantly more people who wear glasses all the time as a correction
(χ2 = 15.39, N = 98, p < 0.01). There are significant differences between the
number of people suffering from headaches seldomly, and the number of those
who report more frequent headaches (χ2(2) = 83.41, N = 98, p < 0.01). There
are also significantly more people who like reading than who avoid reading or
read only for work purposes (χ2(2) = 118.91, N = 98, p < 0.01). Significantly
more people have office-based jobs than manual jobs or jobs reqiring fine vision
(χ2(2) = 107.53, N = 86, p < 0.01).
Picture Ratings
Discomfort Within Each Stimulus Class
Discomfort ratings across each stimulus class were analysed. Figure 9.7A shows
discomfort judgements for bump stimuli. Tuning effects similar to those shown
in previous experiments can be seen: the midrange was judged to be most un-
comfortable. Results of a Friedman’s test showed this tuning to be significant
for the bump stimuli (χ2(3) = 41.43, N = 115, p < 0.01). Discomfort for
the striped stimuli are plotted in Figure 9.7B. Again, there is tuning, with a
drop in discomfort at the low spatial frequencies. Results of a Friedman’s test
again showed this tuning to be significant for the striped patterns (χ2(3) =
104.56, N = 100, p < 0.01). Figure 9.7C shows no effect of phase on discomfort
judgements (χ2(3) = 6.55, N = 100, p = NS).
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Figure 9.7: Discomfort judgements.
Discomfort judgements against stimulus manipulation for each stimulus class.
Top row: A: bump stimuli of increasing spatial frequency, B: stripe stimuli
of increasing spatial frequency, C: phase manipulation of increasing shift of
first harmonic. Lower row: D: harmonic stimuli with decreasing number of
harmonics, E: natural images with increasing defocus blur, and F: noise images
with increasing defocus blur.
For the blurred stimuli there is more of a monotonic increase in discomfort
with increasing blur manipulation (see Figure 9.7E). This is in agreement with
previous work (see Chapter 4). Results of Friedman’s tests show there to be
a significant effect of blurring through loss of harmonics (χ2(3) = 41.49, N =
110, p < 0.01), for natural images (χ2(3) = 203.59, N = 98, p < 0.01), and for
filtered noise (χ2(3) = 87.99, N = 104, p < 0.01).
Interest for Each Stimulus Class
Figure 9.8A shows the effect of bump stimulus spatial frequency manipulations
on interest ratings. Figure 9.8B shows the effect of stripe spatial frequency on
interest ratings. Figure 9.8C shows the effect of increasing the phase shift
of the first harmonic on interest ratings. Although relatively flat lines, the
effect of bump spatial frequency on interest ratings was significant according
to a Friedman’s test (χ2(3) = 25.57, N = 115, p < 0.01). The effect of phase
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Figure 9.8: Interest judgements.
Interest judgements against against stimulus manipulation for each stimulus
class. Top row: A: bump stimuli of increasing spatial frequency, B: stripe
stimuli of increasing spatial frequency, C: phase manipulation of increasing
shift of first harmonic. Lower row: D: harmonic stimuli with decreasing number
of harmonics, E: natural images with increasing defocus blur, and F: noise
images with increasing defocus blur.
manipulation on interest ratings was also significant (χ2(3) = 19.76, N = 100, p
< 0.01). However, the effect of stripe spatial frequency on interest judgements
was not significant (χ2 = 1.96, N = 100, p = NS).
Figure 9.8D, E, and F show the effect of increasing blur manipulation on
interest ratings. Interest judgements increase with blurring. The effect of
blurring on interest was significant according to a Friedman’s test for the har-
monic manipulation (χ2(3) = 88.92, N = 110, p < 0.01), for the natural images
(χ2(3) = 154.20, N = 98, p < 0.01), and for the filtered noise (χ2(3) = 24.06,
N = 104, p < 0.01).
Liking judgements for Each Stimulus Class
Figure 9.9A shows the effect of bump stimulus spatial frequency manipulations
on interest ratings. There is a tuning effect of bump spatial frequency on liking
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Figure 9.9: Liking judgements.
Liking judgements against against stimulus manipulation for each stimulus
class. Top row: A: bump stimuli of increasing spatial frequency, B: stripe
stimuli of increasing spatial frequency, C: phase manipulation of increasing
shift of first harmonic. Lower row: D: harmonic stimuli with decreasing number
of harmonics, E: natural images with increasing defocus blur, and F: noise
images with increasing defocus blur.
ratings. Results of a Friedman’s test show this is significant (χ2(3) = 44.20,
N = 115, p < 0.01). Figure 9.9B shows the effect of stripe spatial frequency
on interest ratings. Increasing spatial frequency of stripes results in increased
liking (χ2(3) = 23.07, N = 100, p < 0.01). Figure 9.9C shows the effect of
increasing the phase shift of the first harmonic on liking ratings. This too is
significant according to the results of a Friedman’s test (χ2(3) = 8.54, N =
100, p < 0.01).
Figure 9.9D, E, and F show the effect of increasing blur manipulation on
interest ratings. Liking judgements increase with blurring. The effect of blur-
ring on liking was significant according to a Friedman’s test for the harmonic
manipulation (χ2(3) = 43.94, N = 110, p < 0.01), for the natural images (χ2(3)
= 181.46, N = 98, p < 0.01), and for the filtered noise (χ2(3) = 66.26, N =
104, p < 0.01).
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Figure 9.10: Magnification judgements.
Magnification judgements against against stimulus manipulation for each stim-
ulus class. Top row: A: bump stimuli of increasing spatial frequency, B: stripe
stimuli of increasing spatial frequency, C: phase manipulation of increasing
shift of first harmonic. Lower row: D: harmonic stimuli with decreasing num-
ber of harmonics, E: natural images with increasing defocus blur, and F: noise
images with increasing defocus blur.
Magnification judgements for Each Stimulus Class
Figure 9.10A shows the effect of bump stimulus spatial frequency manipula-
tions on how magnified the stimulus was considered to be. Although appar-
ently fairly flat, there is a significant effect of spatial frequency (χ2(3) = 20.16,
N = 115, p < 0.01). Figure 9.10B shows the effect of stripe spatial frequency
on magnification ratings. Magnification judgements decrease with increasing
spatial frequency (χ2(3) = 47.59, N = 100, p < 0.01). Figure 9.10C shows
the effect of increasing the phase shift of the first harmonic on ratings of how
magnified the observer considered the stimulus to be, this is also a significant
effect according to Friedman’s test (χ2(3) = 21.02, N = 100, p < 0.01).
Figure 9.10D, E, and F show the effect of increasing blur manipulation on
interest ratings. The harmonic manipulated stimuli were considered to be
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less magnified with loss of high spatial frequency information (χ2(3) = 82.74,
N = 110, p < 0.01). How magnified the observer considered the defocussed
natural and noise stimuli to be increased with blurring. The effect of blurring
on magnification was significant according to a Friedman’s test for the natural
images (χ2(3) = 62.84, N = 98, p < 0.01), and for the filtered noise (χ2(3) =
139.50, N = 104, p < 0.01). The effect is in different directions for the harmonic
manipulations (see Figure 9.10D) compared to the defocused natural images
and noise (see Figure 9.10E and F). It is unclear why this should be the case.
Comparing Across Stimulus Classes
In order to compare across stimulus classes, two different types of analysis will
be done. Firstly the total rating of all four in a particular class of stimuli will
be calculated. This will obtain a total score, for example discomfort rating,
for all four stimuli within a particular class. Secondly, the most uncomfortable
stimulus according to the results of the picture ratings (see above) will be
taken. This will allow for comparisons without the potential dilution of other
stimuli within the class that are perhaps not so uncomfortable. It could be
the case that there is one particularly uncomfortable stimulus within a class,
whilst the others are less uncomfortable. The total score would potentially
reduce this effect if the others do not score so highly.
Discomfort judgements:
The total discomfort judgement across all four stimuli was calculated for each
individual observer. The mean (across individuals) of these total discomfort
judgements for each stimulus class can be seen in Figure 9.11A. This shows
there to be clear differences between the stimulus categories in terms of to-
tal discomfort judgements. Stripe, harmonic and phase stimuli are judged
as more uncomfortable than the bump, blurred natural images and blurred
filtered noise. This effect of stimulus category on discomfort judgements is
significant according to a Friedman’s repeated measures analysis of variance
for non-parametric data (χ(5) = 209.15, N = 98, p < 0.01). Post-hoc compar-
isons (Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test) showed there to be significant differences
between stripe and harmonic stimuli (T(98) = -3.51, p < 0.001). There is
no signficiant difference between noise and blurred natural images in terms of
discomfort ratings (T(98) = 0.24, p = NS). Also there is no difference between
noise and bump stimuli (T(98) = 0.98, p = NS). However, there is a significant
difference between noise and phase stimuli (T(98) = 4.81, p < 0.001).
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Figure 9.11: Comparing discomfort across stimulus class
A: total discomfort judgements for all four stimuli in a class. B: discomfort
judgements for the most uncomfortable stimulus in each class.
The most uncomfortable stimulus in each set according to the discomfort judge-
ments (see previous section) was chosen. This was the 15 cycles/image bump
stimulus, the 48 cycles/image striped grating, the 45◦ phase shifted stimulus,
the sine wave, and the 4.5 dioptres blur added to the natural images and the fil-
tered noise. Figure 9.11B shows the mean discomfort judgements for the most
uncomfortable stimulus in each stimulus set. Again the striped pattern is the
most uncomfortable stimulus class. However, this time the other stimuli are
grouped much closer together. The effect of stimulus category on discomfort
judgements of the most uncomfortable stimuli was significant (χ(5) = 115.38 ,
N = 100, p < 0.01). Post-hoc Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests showed there to be
significant differences between stripes and phase stimuli for discomfort (T(100)
= -7.08, p < 0.001). However, there is no significant difference between bump
and noise stimuli (T(100) = -0.61, p = NS), although there is a difference
between bump and phase stimuli in terms of discomfort judgements (T(100)
= 2.01, p < 0.05).
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Figure 9.12: Comparing interest across stimulus class
A: total interest judgements for all four stimuli in a class. B: interest judge-
ments for the most uncomfortable stimulus in each class.
Interest judgements:
Total interest judgements can be seen in Figure 9.12A. There are clear differ-
ences between interest judgements of the different stimulus classes, significant
according to a Friedman’s test (χ(5) = 271.43, N = 98, p < 0.01). Bump and
defocused noise stimuli are judged most interesting. This is followed by striped
patterns and the harmonic stimuli. Results of post-hoc Wilcoxon Signed Ranks
test showed that there is no significant difference between bump and noise
stimuli (T(98) = -1.20, p = NS). However, bump stimuli are signficantly more
interesting than stripe stimuli (T(98) = -2.80, p < 0.05). Phase is the least
interesting, with a significant difference between interest ratings for phase and
blurred natural images (T(98) = 3.75, p < 0.001).
Figure 9.12B shows the interest judgements for the most uncomfortable stim-
ulus in each class. Again, this shows maximum interest judgements for bump,
filtered noise and stripe stimuli. However, this time the harmonic stimuli
are not considered so interesting under this analysis. Effects are significant
according to a Friedman’s test (χ(5) = 191.31, N = 98, p < 0.01). Post-hoc
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Figure 9.13: Comparing liking across stimulus class
A: total liking judgements for all four stimuli in a class. B: liking judgements
for the most uncomfortable stimulus in each class.
tests (Wilcoxon Signed Ranks) showed there to be significantly higher interest
ratings for bump stimuli compared to noise (T(98) = -1.97, p < 0.05). There
was no significant difference between phase and harmonic manipulated stimuli
(T(100) = 0.57, p = NS). However there was a significant difference between
interest ratings for phase and blurred natural images (T(100) = 2.36, p <0.05).
Liking judgements:
Figure 9.13 shows the total liking judgements for each stimulus class. There
are significant differences between the stimulus classes (χ(5) = 141.48, N =
98, p < 0.01). The striped stimuli are the most liked stimulus. Post-hoc
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test show that blurred natural images are the least
liked stimuli, there is a significant difference between blurred natural images
and phase stimuli (T(98) = 2.18, p < 0.05). Stripe stimuli are significantly
more liked than the bump stimuli (T(98) = 2.42, p < 0.05).
Figure 9.13B shows that the striped and bump stimuli are the most liked, even
when analysing the most uncomfortable stimulus for each stimulus category.
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Results of a Friedman’s test show this to be significant effect (χ(5) = 127.98,
N = 97, p < 0.01) of stimulus category on liking. Post-hoc tests showed that
the phase manipulated stimulus was the least liked: there was a significant
difference between phase and the next lowest rating of blurred natural images
(T(96) = 2.97, p < 0.05). There was no significant difference between the top
two for liking, bump and stripe stimuli (T(96) = 0.07, p = NS). There is no
significant difference between noise and harmonic (T(96) = -1.24, p = NS).
However, there was a significant difference between noise and blurred natural
images (T(96) = -2.50, p < 0.05).
Magnification judgements:
Figure 9.14A shows the total magnification judgements for each stimulus cate-
gory. The bump stimuli are considered to be most magnified over all stimulus
categories. Effect of stimulus category on magnification judgements is signif-
icant according to a Friedman’s test (χ(5) = 154.65, p < 0.01). Results of
post-hoc Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test showed there to be no significant differ-
ence between blurred natural images and phase manipulated stimuli (T(98) =
0.14, p = NS) or between blurred natural images and striped patterns (T(98)
= 1.08, p = NS). However, there was a significant difference between blurred
natural images and noise (T(98) = 2.25, p < 0.05)
Figure 9.14B shows the magnification judgements for the most uncomfort-
able stimulus of each stimulus class. Again, the bump stimuli are shown to
be the most magnified. The most uncomfortable harmonic and filtered noise
stimuli are considered to be more magnified that the stripes and the phase
manipulated stimuli. The effect of category on magnfication judgements are
significant according to a Friedman’s test (χ(5) = 127.98, p < 0.01). Results of
post-hoc Wilcoxons Signed Ranks test showed there to be no significant differ-
ence between stripe and phase stimuli (T(97) = -2.11, p = NS). However, there
is a significant difference between phase and blurred natural images (T(97) =
2.84, p < 0.05). There was a significant difference between bump and harmonic
stimuli (T(97) = -3.47, p < 0.05).
Measures of Discomfort
Visual Discomfort Scale
The VDS is a 23-item questionnaire. Participants respond by answering 0
(never) to 3 (always) for each item. The overall percentage score is then taken.
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Figure 9.14: Comparing magnification judgements across stimulus class
A: total magnification judgements for all four stimuli in a class. B: magnifica-
tion judgements for the most uncomfortable stimulus in each class.
Individuals scoring over 35% are classified as moderate discomfort sufferers,
those over 70% are categorised as high discomfort sufferers.
119 respondents completed the VDS. The highest overall score was 43.5%,
and the median score was 10.2%. 6% of the 119 respondents were classified
as moderate discomfort sufferers. No individual scored highly enough to be
classified as a high visual discomfort sufferer. By contrast, Conlon et al. (1999)
reported 48% of 177 observers scoring highly enough to be classified as mod-
erate or high discomfort sufferers.
Pattern Glare Test
The Pattern Glare Test (Wilkins and Evans, 2001) involves reporting the effects
perceived while observing high contrast square-wave gratings. Effects include
discomfort, pain, illusions of shape and colour, scintillation and movement.
The number of effects reported from the 3 cycles/degree grating is taken as
the measure. This is the raw score. This can be normalised for observer
response bias by subtracting the score for the 12 cycles/degree grating. This is
the normalised score. The raw score and the normalised score were compared.
There was a significant, though small correlation between raw and normalised
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scores (ρ(117) = 0.17, p < 0.05).
There were 14% of respondents who obtained a high score (more than 2) on
the normalised Pattern Glare Test, and there were 26% of respondants who
obtained a high raw score. This is increased on the 5% observers reported by
Evans and Stevenson (2008).
117 observers completed both the VDS and the Pattern Glare Test. The two
measures correlate positively when the raw scores are considered (ρ(117) =
0.20, p < 0.05). However there is a negative correlation when the normalised
scores are considered (ρ(117) = 0.27, p < 0.01).
Susceptibility to Discomfort:
One of the aims of this survey was to assess the predictive ability of the stan-
dardised tests of discomfort judgements. It was thought that if the VDS and
the PS are measuring susceptibility to visual discomfort, it should be the case
that there will be a correlation between the discomfort judgements for the pic-
tures and the scores each individual attains on each standardised test. Also,
it was predicted that the older population might report less discomfort than
younger individuals. Thus there might be a negative correlation of discomfort
judgements and age. The total discomfort rating of each of the four stimuli in
each class was calculated. This was correlated against the VDS score and raw
PS score for each individual. Also, the total discomfort was correlated against
the age of the individual. The correlation coefficients are plotted in Figure 9.15.
Total discomfort ratings of the patterns correlated well against the VDS for
some stimulus classes. Correlation coefficients significant at p < 0.05 are indi-
cated with a star. Raw PS correlated fairly well for these patterns also. This
same pattern can be seen in Figure 9.16. This is the same analysis, but this
time instead of the total discomfort across the entire class of stimuli, Figure
9.16 plots the stimulus that should theoretically be the most uncomfortable
(see previous section). It seems to be the case that pattern sensitivity, and
VDS scores correlate with discomfort judgements of these images.
The interest judgements, which was intended to be the catch question, does not
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Figure 9.15: Discomfort judgements correlated with VDS, raw PS score and
age.
Correlation coefficients for Pearson’s correlations of total discomfort from a
category and VDS, PS, and age. Significant (p < 0.05) coefficients marked
with a star.
Figure 9.16: Discomfort judgements correlated with VDS, raw PS score and
age.
Correlation coefficients of theoretically most uncomfortable stimulus in the
category and VDS, PS and age. Significant correlation coefficients indicated
with a star.
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Figure 9.17: Interest judgements correlated against VDS, raw PS score and
age.
Correlation coefficients of interest judgements and VDS, PS and age. Signifi-
cant coefficients marked with a star.
show the same pattern of results as the discomfort judgements. How interesting
the pattern is does not correlate well with either VDS or raw PS score. This
can be seen in Figure 9.17. This could indicate that discomfort judgements are
measuring something stable, as these three measurements correlate, whereas
this is not the case for interest ratings.
However, the normalised version of the discomfort judgement shows a dif-
ferent pattern of results. Figure 9.18 shows the same correlation coefficients
as before, this time with the normalised PS score, rather than the raw score.
From this plot it can be seen that the pattern of results is no longer the same -
pattern sensitivity score is now either non-significant or negatively correlated
with the stimulus discomfort judgements. This is important as it suggests that
discomfort judgements might be measuring the same thing, however this could
be accounted for by observer response tendencies.
Another similar reversal of the previous results is seen for the interest judge-
ments. Figure 9.19 shows the same correlation coefficients as before, this time
for the normalised pattern sensitivity scores.
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Figure 9.18: Discomfort judgements correlated against VDS, normalised PS
score and age.
Top: Correlation coefficients of discomfort judgements and VDS, normalised
PS and age for the total interest judgements for that stimulus category. Lower:
Correlation coefficients of discomfort judgements and VDS, normalised PS and
age for the theoretically most uncomfortable stimulus.
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Figure 9.19: Interest judgements correlated against VDS, normalised PS score
and age.
Top: Correlation coefficients of interest judgements and VDS, normalised PS
and age for the total interest judgements for that stimulus category. Lower:
Correlation coefficients of interest judgements and VDS, normalised PS and
age for the theoretically most uncomfortable stimulus.
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9.4 Discussion
Results of the survey showed tuning effects for discomfort judgements of the
striped patterns. Most uncomfortable stimulus appeared to be the midrange
of the set of stimuli. Increasing blur manipulations showed increased discom-
fort. These data show a similar pattern of results to those of the individual
experimental chapters (see Chapters 2 and 4). However, the stimuli showing
increased discomfort judgements were also those showing increased interest
judgements. As this was the catch question, it was expected that the re-
sponses would show no particular pattern. As this was not the case, then
caution must be used in interpreting the results further, as there is the danger
that participants were responding simply to image manipulation in this case.
The total discomfort judments for each stimulus class correlated with scores
on the VDS, and on the raw scores on the PS. Scores on the VDS and raw
scores on the PS scale did not correlate so much with interest judgements.
This indicates that both measures are assessing something meaningful and
similar, and are predictive of discomfort judgements of images. However, as
the normalised scores on the PS did not correlate well with the VDS, or with
the discomfort ratings of the stimuli, perhaps it is not actually measuring
discomfort. The purpose of normalising the discomfort ratings is to account
for observer response bias. For example, some observers might tend towards
always reporting affirmatively, whilst others might always report more con-
servatively, despite their actual experiences being the same. Normalisation
should reduce the impact of response bias on the data. As the effect does
not remain after normalisation, this seems to indicate that all that is being
measured is a tendency for observers to respond positively or negatively to
stimulus manipulations.
Age was also predictive of discomfort judgements. However, contrary to ex-
pectations, age correlated positively with discomfort judgements. It is unclear
why this should be the case.
The most uncomfortable stimulus class overall was the class consisting of the
striped patterns. However, the striped patterns were also the most liked stim-
uli. The stimulus classes considered the most interesting tended to be the
ones composed of artificial stimuli, rather than the blurred natural images.
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Additionally, the stimuli appearing to be most magnified seemed to be the
noise patterns. It is plausible that these stimuli were considered to be so as
observers had no idea of scale, whereas with the natural images they did, for
example. However, as the control questions showed effects, it is not possible
to interpret the discomfort judgements as being valid.
Only very few observers reported high levels of discomfort according to the
Conlon et al. (1999) VDS. There were no high visual discomfort scorers in
the sample according to the classification criteria. This is curious that the
current sample is apparently more robust to discomfort than those tested by
previously by Conlon et al. (1999); Chase et al. (2009); Tosha et al. (2009). It
could be the case that there are cultural differences in the interpretation and
expression of discomfort.
The lack of high visual discomfort sufferers in the sample could go some way
in explaining the lack of findings in Chapters 6 and 8. Repeating these ex-
periments with a clinical population, such as migraine sufferers, might result
in more extreme results. However, from these results it cannot be concluded
that there is a large problem to the general population posed by uncomfortable
stimuli.
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CHAPTER 11
CONCLUSION
11.1 Visual Discomfort
Visual discomfort is the subjective unpleasant sensations, such as headache,
eyestrain and distortions of vision, reported on viewing particular stimuli such
as striped patterns, blurred stimuli and those creating cue conflict. There
seems to be a wide variety of types of discomfort, such as those creating
headache compared to that resulting in dry eyes (Sheedy et al., 2003). It is
likely that there are a variety of causes for the differing symptoms. For exam-
ple, cue conflict between accommodation and vergence might cause headaches
in some individuals (e.g. Shibata et al., 2011), whereas reading low contrast
text might cause more eyestrain reports (Nahar et al., 2007). In this thesis I
have focused on investigating two possible theoretical causes of visual discom-
fort: accommodation and neural coding efficiency. It must be emphasised that
this is not an exhaustive account of all potential sources of discomfort from
visual stimuli. There are many of other stimulus properties that can also cause
discomfort, such as colour (Haigh, Allen, and Wilkins, 2011). These attributes
can also be explained with the main argument that uncomfortable stimuli are
difficult stimuli for the visual system to process. The work in this thesis was an
investigation of two possible ways in which some stimuli could pose a problem
for the visual system.
11.2 Neural Coding Efficiency
Previous work into visual discomfort from static stimuli showed there to be
effects of spatial frequency manipulations on discomfort judgements. This
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was both in striped gratings (Wilkins et al., 1984) and filtered noise stimuli
(Fernandez and Wilkins, 2008). Images with different amplitude spectra to
those typical of natural images were found to increase discomfort judgements.
In particular, Chapter 2 showed that filtered noise stimuli with an increase
in amplitude at midrange spatial frequencies (relative to natural images) were
judged to be more uncomfortable than those with the statistics of natural
images. This has been shown not to be purely an effect of either physical
(Fernandez and Wilkins, 2008) or perceived contrast (see Chapter 2). The
effect could be accounted for using inefficient neural coding. Sparse coding
models have been suggested to account for the optimisation of the visual sys-
tem to natural images (e.g. Field, 1994). Images with the statistics typical
of natural images will be coded efficiently by the visual system. This is im-
portant in terms of conserving metabolic energy (Lennie, 2003; Barlow, 1961).
Conversely, images with very different statistics compared to natural images
will not be able to be coded efficiently. These stimuli might therefore result in
metabolically inefficient, excessive responses. This might result in discomfort.
Evidence for this possibility was investigated in Chapter 3. The sparse cod-
ing model in the work by Field (1994) suggested that natural images might
efficiently be encoded by progressive filtering through the stages of the visual
system. High response kurtosis (with a mode response of zero), was taken to
be a measure of sparseness. This was shown to increase with each progressive
stage of filtering for all images tested. Some of the uncomfortable images were
found not to produce sparse responses with this model - instead, the responses
were more broadly distributed, meaning many neurons being strongly active.
This would support the notion that increased metabolic expenditure from ex-
cessive activity might provide a source of discomfort.
Clinical populations such as migraine and epilepsy sufferers might suffer from
excessive responses in general (e.g. Wilkins et al., 1979; Aurora and Wilkinson,
2007). If stimuli do not allow themselves to be coded efficiently as they lack
the statistics characteristic of natural images, then these might exacerbate the
problem for these populations. This could result in a more extreme cortical
response, and therefore increased discomfort judgements. Additionally, striped
patterns that have also been shown to elicit discomfort responses in non-clinical
populations (Wilkins et al., 1984) have also been shown to drive excessive re-
sponses in clinical populations that could also potentially precipitate seizures
(Radhakrishnan et al., 2005) and migraine attacks (Mulleners et al., 2001) in
those susceptible.
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In the case of migraine, there has already been much research into the per-
ceptual differences of sufferers compared to the general population. Attempts
have been made to characterise and explain the origins of the disorder. Many
potential explanations for the overresponsiveness have been suggested, includ-
ing excessive neural noise (e.g. Wagner et al., 2010), and hyperexcitibality
(Aurora and Wilkinson, 2007). It could also be the case that disorders of
synchronisation of responses could lead to the problem. Oversynchronisation
interictally might manifest itself as desynchronisation ictally, and thus precip-
itate the attack. This possibility could be examined psychophysically, but this
is left for future research.
However, results of the model in Chapter 3 showed that not all classes of
uncomfortable images were found to show the same response distribution. For
example, filtered noise images showed response distributions quite similar to
those of natural images. By contrast, other striped patterns tended to show
a broader distribution of responses. Therefore it could be the case that there
is an alternative explanation for the cause of discomfort from noise patterns
compared to discomfort from striped patterns: it does not seem to be the
case that discomfort from noise patterns is due to response distribution. One
possibility is accommodation responses.
11.3 Inadequate Accommodation Cues
Discomfort might arise from the stimulus providing inadequate cues to ac-
commodation. The accommodative system is thought to operate to maximise
retinal image contrast, and this requires feedback from the stimulus. The stim-
ulus to accommodation needs to contain contrast at certain spatial frequencies
in order to achieve this (e.g. Charman and Tucker, 1977; Charman, 1979).
It has been argued that this needs to be in the form of maximum contrast
gradients (Day et al., 2009a).
The results of Chapter 4 showed that the loss of information at high spatial
frequencies increased discomfort judgements both for simple and natural stim-
uli. Results of an optical model of the change in contrast from the incident to
the retinal image showed that this could be due to a smaller change in contrast
gradient from the less comfortable stimuli compared to the more comfortable
stimuli. Little change in contrast gradient with defocus could be the cause of
the discomfort as there is an insufficient cue to accommodation responses.
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Chapter 4 showed the same result that increasing blur resulted in increased
discomfort judgements. This was irrespective of whether the blurring function
was simply a removal of harmonics from simple waveforms, or Gaussian or
sinc filtering of natural images. The results of Chapter 5 show that it does
make a difference where the blur is located in the image. The global blurring
of Chapter 5 was at the focal point of the image, and could therefore affect
accommodation responses. By contrast, the blurring in Chapter 4 introduced
due to depth-of-field effects, did not affect discomfort judgements. This was
either alone, or when providing another depth cue that could potentially in-
fluence a pre-existing accommodation-vergence conflict typical of stereoscopic
viewing. The null effect of DOF blur was present even though the DOF blur
gradient added were much larger than should be there in the scene, assuming
human optics. Therefore, it is concluded that DOF, which does not affect
accommodation responses directly, does not influence discomfort. However,
blurring the fixation point, which can affect accommodative responses, does
influence discomfort. This strengthens the argument that accommodative re-
sponses might be the cause of the discomfort in these cases, not just blurring
per se.
One of the unanswered questions here is whether the potential accommodative
difficulties are purely due to fatigue in the motor response, due to increased
microfluctuations, or discrepancies in the accommodation control system. As
with inefficienct neural coding, it could be the case that uncertainty in the
accommodation control systems cause discomfort due to inefficient processing:
constantly reanalysing the accommodative cue and attempting to send signals
to the muscles to bring it into focus. This could be metabolically costly in
terms of processing efficiency - a certain response would perhaps lead to cal-
culating this once only, instead of multiple recalibrations. Alternatively, the
uncertainty in the response could result in increased microfluctuations (Day
et al., 2009a). These could result in simple muscle fatigue, which could cause
the discomfort.
It would be interesting to assess whether the discomfort is a case of muscle
fatigue or sensory discrepancy. This could either be done using an autorefrac-
tor, to correlate discomfort and microfluctuation amplitude. Alternatively, a
pinhole experiment might give a more causal result. When observers view a
stimulus through a pinhole aperture, it has been reported that microfluctua-
tions can be reduced (Miles, Judge, and Optican, 1987; Morrison et al., 2010).
Therefore, if uncomfortable stimuli are viewed though a pinhole aperture, and
they are no longer uncomfortable, then it might be due to the stopping of
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microfluctuations. However, if they are still judged to be uncomfortable on
pinhole viewing, then the cause is more likely to be a sensory input discrep-
ancy, rather than a simple motor problem. This is left for future research.
11.4 Impact of Visual Discomfort
The impact of uncomfortable stimuli on performance was also measured, to
assess how disruptive these stimuli might be to general populations. A vi-
sual search task in Chapter 6 showed no evidence that either filtered noise
or striped backgrounds were detrimental to performance. This was either in
terms of reaction time or accuracy. There was evidence that the effects on per-
formance shown could have been due to surround suppression, but no evidence
of discomfort. Performance on a reading task in Chapter 7 also showed little
impact of discomfort. There were no effects of text manipulation on reading
performance in a naturalistic reading task. However, it is possible that differ-
ences in uncontrolled variables such as familiarity of words and differences in
linguistic ability might have masked results. Reading was faster with two eyes
in this experiment, which is not supportive that the text is difficult to read
due to binocular co-ordination issues.
In a more simplified controlled task, differences in reading rate were found
as a result of text stripiness. However, this was a complex interaction effect
between font type and text stripiness as determined by autocorrelation func-
tion. The sans serif ‘Arial’ font was read more quickly with more stripy words,
the ‘Times’ font more quickly with the less stripy words. It is unclear why
this might be the case - neither coding efficiency nor binocular mismatching
explanations can account for this result.
The lack of findings on these tasks could be because there are few individuals
who report high levels of discomfort, according to the Conlon et al. (1999)
VDS. A wider online survey of individuals, who were not exclusively students,
confirmed this finding. It is curious that this does not match the reports from
previous work, such as Conlon et al. (1999, 2001); Conlon and Humphreys
(2001); Chase et al. (2009); Tosha et al. (2009), however, this was exactly
the same questionnaire. I have no explanation for this, other than potential
cultural differences in the admission of discomfort. Conlon et al. (1999) is
based in Australia, Chase et al. (2009); Tosha et al. (2009) in America. It
is possible that the online sample were predominantly British, and therefore
there might be cultural differences. However, this is pure speculation based
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on stereotyping. There is some evidence that British males have higher tol-
erance to heat pain compared to South Asians, but there is no evidence to
directly compare British and Australian pain thresholds (Watson, Latif, and
Rowbotham, 2005). Secondly, there are no questions in the survey regarding
nationality. By contrast, the Pattern Glare Test did show results comparable
with the rates reported by Evans and Stevenson (2008). This could be as there
the questions are directly linked to the stimulus presented at that time, thus
removing the memory component.
11.5 The Role of Contrast
Although stimuli argued to be uncomfortable do not directly impact perfor-
mance in tasks, it could be the case that the stimuli were not strong enough to
induce sufficient levels of discomfort. High contrast stimuli could be more un-
comfortable. New technological developments are focusing on making displays
that are legible under daylight conditions, and one method is to increase overall
luminance. Increasing overall luminance also has the effect of creating a wider
range of contrast, thus stimuli can be presented at a higher contrast range than
before. The results of Chapter 8 suggest that gain control mechanisms might
deal with the potential issue of an overall increase luminance itself. However,
there were effects of contrast range on discomfort judgements. Higher contrast
increased comfort of natural images and text, possibly by increasing clarity.
However, higher contrast of uncomfortable stimuli, such as striped gratings,
decreased comfort judgements despite the higher clarity judgements.
This result has implications for displays, that users of these brighter displays
should be careful what exactly is presented on the screen. Also, this has theo-
retical implications, supporting the suggestion that striped patterns might be
uncomfortable due to excessive responses in the brain. Increasing the contrast
would be expected to increase the discomfort, as the problem is exacerbated.
This is what was shown in Chapter 8.
11.6 Conclusion
There is evidence to suggest two potential causes that could account for some
types of visual discomfort in the general population. Inefficient neural cod-
ing could account for the findings from striped gratings, and accommodation
responses might be the cause of discomfort from blurred stimuli. It appears
to be the case that difficult stimuli for the visual system to process are un-
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comfortable. This is possibly due to increased effort required to process them.
Individual differences could be due to the nature of the owner’s visual system.
For example, those with generally higher levels of cortical noise might find
striped patterns more uncomfortable than those with less noise. Those with
good optics might be less tolerant than others of blur. Discomfort might tell
us something about brain function, but does not present an in escapable and
dramatic cause for concern in everyday life for the general population.
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